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FOREWORD

It is desirable to establish the rationale for this

study, and to develop the conceptual basis for the discussion

to follow. In the first chapter, an overview of the study,

the cross-cultural definition of human services, a brief ex¬

planation of the functions of human service organizations in

the United States, and a statement of the problem are pro¬

vided as an initial orientation for the reader. A brief de¬

scription of the research setting, as well as the social sys¬

tem components of the innovation, are the remaining content

of the initial chapter.

The body of this research is organized in three parts.

Part One includes an overview of this study of planned change

in human services, the development of a theoretical and meth¬

odological basis for the research, and the formulation of a

research design.

Part Two includes a description of the social, cultural,

and physical environment in which the study was initially

conceived, planned, and implemented. The physical environ¬

ment of Lee County, Florida, the innovating organization, and

the recipient human service networks are discussed to docu¬

ment the need for a particular innovation in human service

training.

Part Three includes a presentation of the research re¬

sults and findings. Implications of this study for the eval¬

uation of planned change programs are discussed within a sys¬

tems perspective.
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Effective evaluation of planned social change attempts

has been a problem for change agents in all socio-ecological

settings. A need exists for a perspective, and subsequent

methodology, which will permit the measurement of innovation

acceptance at critical stages in the diffusion process. In

this study, systems analysis is field-tested to demonstrate

its advantages for social change evaluation.

A historical and comparative review of human services is

presented to support the need for a rethinking of the human

services concept by anthropologists and other social scien¬

tists. Human services can be a means of understanding the
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cultural patterns for meeting human needs in any society. Se¬

lected previous innovation attempts in human services are al¬

so reviewed to establish the general operating assumptions

for the study.

Systems analysis, particularly the concepts of feedback

control and social networks, is used to plan and develop the

research design for the study. The relationships among feed¬

back regulation (change agent activity) and feedback manage¬

ment (opinion leader participation and general adoption) are

documented to support the general hypothesis that institution¬

alization of an innovation occurs as feedback control is

transferred from the change agent to recipients. This trans¬

fer process is classified by three distinct time periods,

i.e., system intervention, network development, and system

disengagement.

The particular innovation under study involves develop¬

ment of training programs for human service workers in Lee

County, Florida. A community college was selected as the in¬

novating organization and served as the donor network to men¬

tal health, health, aging, government, public assistance,

mental retardation, education, and general administrative

networks.

Data were collected in the nine networks from September,

1976, to August, 1978. Methods of collection included the

author's notes, records, and logs of change agent activity,

opinion leader participation, and general adoption. The proc¬

ess of institutionalization is documented and analyzed by

x



obtaininq correlation coefficients and qraphic representations

for the relationship between feedback requlation and feedback

manaqement in each network.

Results support the qeneral hypothesis. Innovation dif¬

fusion is documented in the human service system and, in all

but two networks, institutionalization and feedback control

transfer can be demonstrated. This study concerns a partic¬

ular innovation in human services, but has implications for

all diffusion and planned social chanqe endeavors.
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PART ONE

THE PROBLEM AND FORMULATION
OF A RESEARCH DESIGN



CHAPTER I
THE STUDY OF PLANNED CHANGE IN HUMAN SERVICES

Background and Overview of Present Study

The proper provision of health and social service care

has been a long-standing problem faced by preliterate and

contemporary human societies. In general, traditional and

western ways of providing medical care reflect a great vari¬

ety of particular alternative delivery systems. Moreover,

social change is an important component of all known systems

which provide services.

Indeed, the historical record of planned change in all

domains of human services is worldwide. Citizens of indus¬

trial and postindustrial nations are frequent recipients of

innovation projects including health education, product mar¬

keting, business and governmental development, self-help, and

many others. In particular, health and social service sys¬

tems are especially subject to frequent innovation attempts

designed to change both providers and consumers.

This study is a formal evaluation of the diffusion of an

innovation within a contemporary health and social service

complex. It is based on a systems theoretical and method¬

ological approach. The particular innovation under investi¬

gation concerns an information and resource-sharing program

designed to provide current and prospective human service

2
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workers with training related to health and social service,

the helpina professions. Documentation and analysis of the

process and outcome of this innovation occurred in Lee

County, Florida.

Human Services Defined

It has not been typical of anthropologists to examine

human services cultural activities. In recent years, anthro¬

pologists have often studied education, mental health, health,

poverty, recreation, aging, and mental retardation as con¬

ceptually independent phenomena. The need exists to concep¬

tualize services in these and other aspects of human activity

within a comprehensive process framework.

Outside the field of anthropology, particularly amona

service practitioners, the concept of "human services" has

been used widely. Human services is a unifying and central

concept which enables the social scientist and practitioner

to study innovation in what at first may appear to be net¬

works of unrelated and diverse helping activities.

Human services, defined in a cross-cultural perspective,

are the cultural patterns or networks of activity and infor¬

mation exchange of the members of a society who are involved

with the procurement and allocation of goods and services

necessarv for living in that society. These services may be

delivered to societal members by both formal and informal

means. Formal organizations for service delivery are the

focus of this study.
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In the course of cultural evolution, human societies

have utilized a wide variety of social patterns for the allo¬

cation of essential and secondary resources to their members.

Every society has culturally defined means of meeting basic

and derived human needs (Malinowski, 1944). In tribal and

band-level societies humans met these needs through cultural

activities based on kinship, economic exchange modes of re¬

ciprocity and redistribution, and adaptations to local re¬

sources. Cultural evolution has produced less equalitarian

resource procurement and distribution systems, i.e., chief-

doms, early states, peasant communities, industrial states,

and recent forms referred to as "postindustrial" or "service

societies" (Gartner & Riessman, 1973).

Human Services in "Developed Countries"

In stratified, complex nations, e.g., the United States,

formal human service organizations have been developed in hu¬

man resource allocation systems. Human services have become

an essential resource component in industrial and postindus¬

trial societies and they have been defined in a variety of

ways. Health, welfare, recreation, mental health, aging, and

education services, as institutionalized in the United States,

are generally included as major components of human services

(Demone & Harshbarger, 1974:9).

The tasks of human services in the United States have

been formulated in an all-embracing manner. Thus, human serv¬

ices strengthen and repair family and individual functioning

with reference to ongoing roles, provide new institutional
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outlets for socialization, development, and assistance, and

develop institutional forms for new activities essential to

individuals, families, and other social groups in a complex

urban society. From a social evolutionary perspective, for¬

mal human services have not merely replaced most of the tra¬

ditional family functions of mutual help among kin and clan.

They have become the alternative insititutional responses to

new situations (Kahn, 1973:16).

Restated, formal human service organizations in contem¬

porary postindustrial societies assume major responsibilities

in the socialization of members of a society into various fu¬

ture roles, serve as major social control agents by identi¬

fying individuals who fail to conform to their prescriptions,

and assume a social integration function by providing the

means and resources for the individual to become integrated

in various social units (Hasenfield & English, 1975:2-3).

Indeed, general human service providers are thought of today

as the unifying and integrating profession of our society's

many health and social service subsystems (Eriksen, 1977:8).

Specialized human service practitioners who are common

in the United States and other complex industrial and postin¬

dustrial societies have their antecedents in the shamans,

headmen, and other male and female "expert" roles of tribal

societies. Speaking from a comparative perspective, human

services in statal societies have many similarities to those

observed in tribal societies despite their differences.

These include form and frequency of specialization, governance,
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conflict resolution, health and well-beinq, nutrition, bodily

comforts, reproduction, physical activities, safety, and move¬

ment through the life cycle.

The evolutionary trends toward specialization and diver¬

sity of roles have been well-documented in the ethnographic

record. Resource procurement and allocation in smaller,

tribal societies are accomplished with no or limited special¬

ization. Shamans and headmen represent the first specialized

human service practitioners. As societies increased in com¬

plexity, role specialization eventually resulted in formal

human service organizations and their practitioners. These

practitioners are attempting the delivery of the essential

goods and services not provided by the family unit or other

cultural institutions.

The Problem of Institutionalizing Planned Change

A crucial issue in the evaluation of planned change pro¬

grams is the degree to which institutionalization, i.e., the

structural modification of the social system and its cultural

patterns to reflect the intent of the innovation, has occur¬

red. Institutionalization is a necessary requirement for any

innovation if the change agent expects it to remain after he

or she withdraws from the project. Social change and commu¬

nity development literature by anthropologists and other so¬

cial scientists indicates an abundance of programs which are

not considered to be a success because the change agent's

withdrawal was followed by a decline in interest, or even
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rejection, of the innovation by the recipient population

(Niehoff, 1966; Paul, 1955; Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971).

Niehoff states that planned socio-cultural change or

technological innovation is a process that begins with an

idea on the part of a change agent and ends in its adoption

or rejection by the potential recipients. Adoption means

that the new idea has been incorporated into the local socie¬

ty and the efforts of the change agent are no longer neces¬

sary. There are basically two forces at work once the plan

of a new idea is put into effect: the action of the change

agent and the reaction of the community of persons whom he

expects to adopt the idea (1966:40).

There is general agreement among social scientists that

new research is needed to identify and specify a framework

from which the change agent can measure the extent of his or

her involvement or withdrawal from a project. Indeed, a uni¬

formly reliable method for understanding social change in a

given socio-cultural environment has not yet been developed.

A systems theoretical perspective, with emphasis on communi¬

cation, feedback control, and social networks, has value in

meeting this need of innovation methodology and procedure.

This perspective enables the researcher to study the process

of planned change, i.e., the dynamics of an innovation in a

time series framework.

The process of innovation involves the transfer of con¬

trol from the change agent to the recipients, and particu¬

larly to opinion leaders or early adopters, who serve as
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influences in the development of communication networks nec¬

essary for diffusion to the remaining recipient populations.

This control function may be explained in systems terms as

feedback regulation, i.e., activities of the change agent,

and feedback management, i.e., development of opinion leaders

and influential earlier adopters as operators of the inno¬

vation .

Feedback channels have probably been neglected more and

are probably more critical than any other aspect of communi¬

cation other than personal contact, which also involves feed¬

back (Niehoff, 1966:18). Measurement and documentation of

feedback control transfer may be accomplished by a time se¬

ries comparison of three variables: change agent effort, de¬

velopment of early opinion leaders or adopters, and the rate

of adoption. A method for analysis of this transfer process

has implications for change programs in all forms of human

organization.

The plan for innovation diffusion initially centers on

the identification of key individuals in the recipient sys¬

tems. Identification of influential "doers" (von Mering &

King, 1957) in the human service networks is necessary for

establishing nodal points for information flow and exchange.

These doers, after acceptance of the innovation, become com¬

ponents of the feedback management of the information system.

An initial group of doers in this study consists of those

persons expressing a felt need for the innovation in its early

planning stage. Recruitment of additional doers continues
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throughout the development of an innovation program. Early

adopters form the basic network structure for the continua¬

tion of the diffusion of the innovation. Their acceptance of

the innovation may influence "watchers of doers" and, in some

cases, "watchers of watchers of doers" (1957:28).

The Setting of the Present Study

The results of the study herein reported have been ob¬

tained from the people and their social organizations within

the political boundary of Lee County, Florida. This area is

located in Southwest Florida and is characterized by a semi-

tropical climate with flora and fauna typical of a coastal,

lowland terrain. Rapid population growth, housing develop¬

ment, and a high in-migration rate, particularly by the el¬

derly, are socio-ecological features of the area.

Edison Community College is the innovating organization

and the human service agencies of the area are the recipient

organizations. These agencies include the Lee County School

System, three hospitals, a mental retardation facility, Lee

County Parks and Recreation, one county and six city govern¬

ments, the Dr. Ella Piper Center for Aging Services, Lee Men¬

tal Health Clinic, and others.

A more detailed description of the research setting is

presented in Part Two. Therein, Chapter V concerns the phys¬

ical environment of Lee County. Chapter VI describes the in¬

novating organization. Chapter VII describes the human serv¬

ice agencies.
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The Nature of the Innovation Under Studv

An initial survey by the author, of human service admin¬

istrators in Lee County, revealed a wide-spread felt need for

desiqninq and implementing a new human service worker train-

inq program. The innovation to meet this need involved the

choice of a community colleqe as the primary vehicle for

traininq.

A stated primary objective, therefore, of the innovation

became the devising of an area-wide traininq proqram for em¬

ployees and prospective employees of human service aaencies.

In particular, it called for curriculum planninq and desiqn

in light of four principles:

1. developinq a transdisciplinarv aoproach;
2. providing opportunities for practical experi¬

ence and observation of human service de¬
livery for students;

3. usinq local resource persons in the planninq,
implementation, and teachinq of the content;
and

4. enhancinq aqencv workers' understand inn of
cross-cultural and socio-ecoloaical implica¬
tions of human services.

Secondary objectives of the innovation included:

1. providinq for a format for interorqanizational
cooperation in human service delivery;

2. contributing to planned chanqe in the service
delivery system; and

3. enhancinq the understanding and cooperation
between the community colleqe and the human
service system.

Organizational Components

The traininq program consists of

demic and community adult education.

two components: aca-

Academic education of¬

fers three possible options for the student:



1.
2.
3.

an Associate in arts degree,
an Associate in Science degree, or
a Certificate program.

Curricula of all options require the students to complete

courses specifically designed for human services and in at

least four supporting social science areas. Social science

areas include anthropology, economics, geography, education,

political science, sociology, and psychology. (A description

of the academic options is presented in Appendix A.)

Innovation of this type requires changes in the inno¬

vating organization, human service system, and general commu¬

nity. In this study, such changes were directed initially by

a designated change agent, the author, who functioned as a

communications feedback regulator. Gradually this turned in¬

to a matter of feedback management which was undertaken by a

college and community organizational structure composed of a

faculty human services committee, an advisory committee, the

students' club, and key individuals in the community.

Particular changes in the innovating organization, the

college, included:

1. obtaining the support of faculty, adminis¬
tration, and other personnel for the train¬
ing program;

2. revising the curriculum in both the academic
transfer and community adult education
offerings;

3. developing a human and financial resource
base for program management; and

4. modifying policies of the college to enhance
its effectiveness as the vehicle for human
service delivery training.

These modifications in the organization were necessary before



the innovation diffusion netv/orks could be developed with the

recipient systems.

Changes in the human service system required for the in¬

novation included:

1. obtaining the support of administrators,
supervisors, and direct service workers for
the training proaram;

2. developing a human and financial resource
base for specific need areas;

3. establishing communication and feedback
channels for program maintenance; and

4. modifying the policies of agencies to pro¬
vide workers' motivation for the training.

Each service network, i.e., mental health, aging, and the

others, required separate organizational changes.

General community changes included:

1. developing a general awareness of the pro¬
gram via the news media and informal means and

2. presentation of community forums to involve
the general population in the operation of
the innovation.

The community also provided a source of potential students,

human resources, and political support. The community adult

education component offers in-service training, informational

and problem-solving workshops, and community forums for human

services personnel, students, and the general community.

Restatement of Goals of This Research

This study assumes that innovation involves community

development by means of informal and formal communication.

In particular, the acceptance of the innovation is viewed as

depending on the establishment and maintenance of social net¬

works within the total innovation environment: the communitv

college, human service system, and general community. Thus,
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in this study, the evaluation of planned change programs be¬

came a task that has taken into full account the nature of

the innovation and the social, cultural, and physical envi¬

ronments within which it occurred. In essence, then, the

study is a systematic record of the many interlocking cycles

of change brought on in the community, its institutions and

people, by an initial innovative action, the start of a new

program in human service training.

Consequently, this study, as a whole, may be viewed as

an argument that anthropology and the social sciences can

both benefit from and contribute to systematic evaluation of

human services in specific social, cultural, and physical

settings. By analyzing planned change in human services, it

is possible to contribute to a better theoretical understand¬

ing of the process of innovation and institution-building.



CHAPTER II

TOWARD A SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF HUMAN SERVICES

A social anthropology of human services reflects the ev¬

olution of cultural organizations from tribal to civilized

societies. Delivery of human services is accomplished by

family and kin in all human societies. In industrial and

postindustrial societies institutional alternatives, i.e.,

hospitals, clinics, schools, and other aqencies, are sharing

the functions and responsibilities of service delivery previ¬

ously vested in kinship systems of preliterate societies.

The concept of human services involves a new means of

analyzing the allocation and distribution of resources in hu¬

man societies. This concept provides a method for under¬

standing and comparing the institutions developed in human

societies for meeting their members' primary and secondary

needs. The new concept of human services provides a useful

tool for looking at this old issue. It enables one to organ¬

ize data into a new model for analyzing human activities ba¬

sic to every society. Previous cultural evolution involved a

process by which human services became the product of in¬

creasing specialization of roles, responsibilities, and

functions.

It is important for anthropologists and other social

scientists to reconceptualize their understanding of the

14
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activities for individual survival and be able to analyze hu¬

man behavior in terms of "rearing," "nurturing," "caring,"

"feeding," "treating," "curing," "socializing," "educating,"

"training," "advising," and other forms of serving or servic¬

ing people and their needs. This serving or servicing has

been performed by family, kin, clan, band, tribe, and village

in past human societies, and in present societies by alterna¬

tive forms of diverse institutionalized operations of special

agencies. Individuals as members of households and/or fami¬

lies from time to time have been aided by an "outsider,"

i.e., a part-time specialist in tribal societies such as a

shaman, and "service experts" of complex societies who have

taken up symbolic residence in every household while actually

practicing in a clinic, an agency, a health center, a col¬

lege, a department, or an office.

Anthropologists and social scientists with this perspec¬

tive can readily study with profit the contemporary alter¬

native equivalents of serving or servicing others by examin¬

ing the nature of the organization of this basic human activ¬

ity. This organization includes systems for health, educa¬

tion, mental health, mental retardation, youth, government,

public assistance, and aging services. The problems and proc¬

esses of innovation can be observed and measured in a partic¬

ular categorical human service system, e.g., health care.

Education and training aspects of human service systems are

the foci of the innovation project described in this study.
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Selection of Edison Community College as an innovatinq

organization requires transformation of the internal opera¬

tions of such a particular kind of institution. These

changes included altered curriculum content, reallocations of

time and resources, and reformulation of policies to satisfy

the training needs of other human services agencies.

Conceptual Underpinnings Developed from Pertinent Literature

The literature on planned change in human service sys¬

tems is abundant and variable in approach and results. There

does not appear to be a universally acceotable theory or

methodology. However, there are many previous studies which

provide illustrations of "successes" and "failures." Re¬

search reports commonly share many problems of innovation

diffusion in human services.

Commonly shared experiences of past studies are used in

this discussion to construct a framework of assumptions held

by the author. These assumptions represent an overview of

the state of the art of planned change at the beginning of

this particular research oroqram. The statement of problem,

hypothesis, and methods for the present studv are develooed

on these conceptual underpinnings.

A general agreement is found in the literature for the

need to understand the social, cultural, and physical milieu

in which the innovation is to operate. This milieu includes

the setting, innovator, the innovating organization, and the

recipients.
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The comprehensive ecological framework of the area, or

setting, designated for the innovation can be an influence on

acceptance. Hughes and Hunter, in their review of public

health innovations in Africa, contend that development often

has effects other than those intended by the planner (1970:

443 ) .

Constant feedback should be available to the change

agent about the continuous operation of the innovation within

both the innovating organization and the recipient group.

Innovation plans based on a static conception of cultural or¬

ganization are prone to failure. The change agent and the

innovation must be flexible in order to adapt to unantici¬

pated circumstances during the change orocess (Holmberg,

1965:5-7; Niehoff, 1966:119; Arensberg & Niehoff, 1971:167-

169; Adair & Deuschle, 1970:XIV).

Improvement as seen bv the innovator is not necessarily

an improvement as seen by the potential user. If innovations

do violence to anv of the social, cultural, or psychological

needs and expectations of the people involved, they will

probably be rejected. These expectations and needs are not

necessarily obvious, as countless failures in technical aid

programs testify (Foster, 1969:7; Arensberg & Niehoff, 1974:

8; Niehoff, 1966:117).

The perceived status of the innovator and the innovating

organization are also influences on acceptance or rejection.

A new idea is always introduced by someone—extension agent,

technician, administrator, native leader, or social scientist.
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An innovator is a part of the situation and his/her role as a

factor must be assessed (Spicer, 1952:290).

Knowledge of the innovating organization is just as im¬

portant as knowledge of the target group. Just as barriers

to change are found in the cultural forms of the recipient

group, they are found in the structure, values, and operating

procedures of bureaucracies (Foster, 1969:95).

Adair and Deuschle ( 1 970 ) also stress the importance of

an understanding of the innovating organization. The Cornell-

Navajo project revealed that the change agents did not pay

sufficient attention to the beliefs, values, and structuring

of their own society.

Recipients evaluate an innovation according to their own

matrix of culturally conditioned understandings (Paul, 1955:

5). In many directed culture change programs the failure of

the innovators to appreciate the cognitive orientation of the

recipient group toward whom programs are directed results in

misinterpretation. Foster reports a case from Rhodesia in

which European health educators combating tuberculosis worked

out a wall poster with a crocodile, one of the most deadly

threats to African life, assuming this would impress Africans

with the seriousness of tuberculosis symptoms. African vil¬

lagers concluded that crocodiles cause tuberculosis, further

confirming their belief that they should at all costs be

avoided (1969:10-11).

The discovery of the felt needs of the recipients by the

change agent is frequently reported as crucial to the success
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of innovations. This procedure requires the innovator to es¬

tablish communication linkages with the recipients in the

early stages of the program. Small group discussions and lo¬

cal participation are purported to be successful means to de¬

termining felt needs (Spicer, 1952:292).

The existence of the felt need is an indication that the

recipient group recognizes a problem. Needs can be generated

by the change agent but, in general, they require far more

effort than changes based on existing needs.

Participation through their own social organization not

only gives people a chance to develop a feeling of need for

the change, but also enables them to work out in their own

way adjustments of the new to the pattern of existing customs.

Real participation involves taking part in the planning and

discussion of advantages to be gained, in devising the meth¬

ods for introduction, and in the execution of the innovation

(Spicer, 1952).

Adair and Deuschle (1970:167) report effective use of

"bicultural" Navajos to transmit the new ideas, techniques,

and beliefs of Western medicine to the more conservative mem¬

bers of the recipient society. Other researchers also cite

successful change programs that used the recipients as opin¬

ion leaders and participants in all phases of the operation

(Arensberg & Niehoff, 1971:115; Lele, 1975:162-164; Cassel,

1955:40; Niehoff, 1966:40).

The psychological characteristics of innovation recipi¬

ents are also necessary considerations of the change agent.
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Some individuals are more predisposed than others to accept

an innovation (von Mering & King, 1957:28; Adair & Deuschle,

1970). Conspicuous ownership and conspicuous production are

also motivational influences in development situations ac¬

cording to Erasmus (1961).

The transition from innovation to institutionalization

is the critical phase of change. Only those ideas of people

that constitute a practical allocation in a concrete situ¬

ation will be effected. If there is a system of allocations

in process—it will be the rates and kinds of payoffs of al¬

ternative allocations within that system that determine

whether they will be adopted, that is, institutionalized

(Barth, 1967:668-669).

Institutionalization of the innovation is perhaps the

most important long-term influence on innovation success.

Holmberg, the director of the Vicos project, stated the prin¬

cipal goals of the plan to be the devolution of power to the

community, the production and broad sharing of greater

wealth, the introduction and diffusion of new and modern

skills, the promotion of health and well-being, the enlarge¬

ment of the status and role structure, and the formation of a

"modern" system of enlightenment through schools and other

media (1965:5).

Continuity and maintenance are essential to institution¬

alization of an innovation. Arensberg and Niehoff contend

that the only final proof that an innovation has been ac¬

cepted occurs when the local people are using it as their own,
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are teaching it to one another or to their children, and the

change agent can discontinue his/her efforts. The final in¬

tegration of a new idea into a cultural system is achieved

when patterns of maintenance are established. Innovations

can be maintained if new skills are transferred, sources of

needed new material are provided, and responsibility for con¬

tinuance is established (1971:172-174).

The need exists for an interdisciplinary approach to

change. Cochrane expresses concern that oroblems in develop¬

ment projects are created by the way things are approached as

much as by the attitudes, beliefs, and values of those for

which the assistance is designed. He also contends that no

sound theory on the prediction or production of social change

has emerged from previous research (1971:11-14).

The Evolution of Human Services

The ethnographic record reveals some important trends in

the development of human services. Table I illustrates the

changes in certain human service features of cultures that

are illustrative of bands and tribes, chiefdoms, peasant so¬

cieties, and preindustrial societies.

Band and Tribal Societies

In band and tribal level societies human services are

not specialized in organization and personnel. The family

and kin are the human service providers. Part-time shaman

and headmen are the only human service specialists. Politi¬

cal organization is essentially egalitarian with no class

stratification. Resources are shared and reciprocity is



TABLEI

ACOMPARISONOFHUMANSERVICES
CULTURE

SERVICE SPECIALISTS

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SOCIALIZATION

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION

DIVISION OF LABOR

ORGANIZATIONS RESPONSIBLEFOR HUMANRESOURCES

Yahqan (Service,1971)
Onlypart-time maleshaman,, familymembers

Reciprocity, sharinq,house¬ holdisbasic unit

Familyunit, localband

Bandssharea commonterri¬ tory

Bysexonly, exceptfor maleshaman
Familyunit, band

CopperEskimo (Service,1971)
Part-timemale shaman,family members

Sharinq,recipro¬ city,household isbasicunit
Familyunit, localband

Tribalorband, dependson resource availability
Bysexonly, exceptfor maleshaman

Familyunit, band

TrobriandIslanders (Malinowski,1922)
Headmen,chief, sorcerer,kin

Redistribution, reciprocitv,kula tradingrinq, household,unequal access,production surplus

Family,mother's brotherhasa majorrole, sexuallyseparate aqeqrades

Chiefdom, stratification andorestiqe ranking

Bysex,also headmen, chief,and sorcerer

Tribe,family, communalhut

Tepoztlan (Lewis,1960)
Clinicdoctor, teachers,cur¬ anderos,cargo holders,reli¬ giousandpo¬ liticalspe¬ cialists*

Laborintensive agriculture braceros,cash economy,fictive kin,cargosystem, unequalaccess, productionsurplus
Family,school, villaqe,church
Openpeasant, localstructure withinlarger nationstate, classstrati- fication

Bysex, occupations, specialization
Family,villaqe specialists, church,clinic, schools

Morne-Paysan (Horowitz,1967)
Curers,public nurse,doctor, priests,mayor, police*

Casheconomywith subsistencefarm¬ ing,laborinten¬ sive,markets, co-opexchange groups

Family,elemen¬ taryschool, village,church
Openpeasant, localstructure withinlarqer nationstate, classstrati¬ fication

Bvsex,some specialists inanagri¬ cultural communitv

Villaae,polit¬ icalunit, school,clinic, family,courts

*Many"closed"peasantcommunities
donothave"profes

sionals,"
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common. The family is the basic mode of resource allocation

and procurement, and the division of labor is simple, i.e.,

by sex only except for male shamans. Socialization is the

responsibility of the family in daily activities. Yahgan and

Copper Eskimo cultures illustrate these human service features

typically found in band and tribal cultures.

Chiefdoms and Early States

In chiefdoms a significant change occurs in human serv¬

ice features. Class stratification and unequal access to re¬

sources are important factors. Surplus production above sub¬

sistence level permits occupational specialists, i.e., the

headmen, chief, and shaman. The division of labor is still

relatively simple and based on sex. Redistribution and re¬

ciprocity are essential modes of exchange, and the family is

the basic unit of resource procurement and allocation. So¬

cialization is still the responsibility of family and kin al¬

though village activity may also be an influence. In chief¬

doms there are the beginnings of several key antecedents to

contemporary human services, i.e., excess production, human

service specialists, unequal access to goods and services,

and redistribution as a major exchange mode.

The increased importance of the redistribution process

in chiefdoms and early states is crucial to the growth of

specialization. Service comments on this phenomenon:

The amount of redistributional exchanges mediated by
a central agency is, like the amount of reciprocal
exchanges, and like trade itself, extremely varied
and sporadic in the primitive world, depending on
adaptive circumstances. . . . Circumstances favoring
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redistribution are those that create a number of
local ecological niches. ... To exploit fully the
potentialities that inhere in increasing special¬
ization, either of differing localities or of skills,
a society must have confidence in the fairness and
judgment, in the administrative skills, of the redis¬
tributor—who is normally, therefore, the leader of
greatest influence in other respects. Successes in
the redistributive process are tremendously suppor¬
tive of the bureaucracy and lead to further develop¬
ment of specialization—a snowballing effect—inasmuch
as the effectiveness of the system is increasingly
obvious. (1975:292)

However, the system is inherently unstable. A success¬

ful leader may die, become ill, or fall from favor. The ba¬

sic problem is the bureaucratic one of how to transform char¬

ismatic hierarchies of leadership into institutionalized,

permanent positions, i.e., offices. An important circum¬

stance involves the transfer of the personal power from the

holder to the successor. This is necessary for chiefs, sha¬

mans, and other individuals who are integral components of

human services in these societies.

All chiefdoms are theocracies, and an important aspect

of the bureaucracy is its function as a priesthood. Priests

have knowledge of the supernatural and are thought to exert

some control over it, and therefore, to control the fortunes

of ordinary people. In most chiefdoms there are also witches

and sorcerers, and they too may serve the authority structure

by threatening supernatural harm to political malefactors.

The priest-chief can be a very awesome figure, but he can

also be a benefactor.

The fact that the supernatural, and his closer relation¬

ship to it, permeates all the priest-chief's activities should
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be emphasized. In more complex civilizations the beqinninqs

of a differentiation in the bureaucracy between secular and

priestly functions is found (Service, 1975:296).

The beqinninqs of a bureaucracy and specialization in

chiefdoms were criticial antecedents to the complex svstem of

human services that exists today. Family and kin units still

remained important in the delivery of essential resources

necessary for livinq to each individual in the chiefdom soci¬

eties, but surplus production allowed specialists and bureauc¬

racies to develop. Shamans and priest-chiefs beqan to pro¬

vide health, subsistence, socializaion, Governance, and other

services on at least a limited basis.

Peasant Societies and Preindustrial States

Open peasant villaqes like Tepoztlan and Morne-Paysan

illustrate distinct service delivery roles. Peasants are of¬

ten operatinq daily within the larqer nation state's cash

economv. Redistribution, markets, and other modes of re¬

source allocation are localized, but often subject to influ¬

ence from the larqer svstem.

Occupational specialization and a small localized bu¬

reaucracy are found in peasant villaqes. "Outsiders" like

the public nurse, doctor, teacher, landowner, hacienda owner,

policeman, priest, and others are often human service provid¬

ers. However, labor-intensive aqriculture or fishinq remains

the primary occupation.

A source of human services may be either sacred or secu¬

lar. The carqo system of the Mava is an illustration of a
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redistributive mechanism that has both sacred and secular le¬

git imatiz at ion.

Sjoberg, in his study of preindustrial societies states

that the feudal bureaucracy derives its authority from appeal

to tradition and absolutes. The preindustrial bureaucracies

are unique in the following ways:

1. for each office there is no clearly defined
sphere of activity subject to impersonal
rules, i.e., the person is often more imoor-
tant than the office;

2. no universal criteria governs the appoint¬
ment or promotion procedures, i.e., special¬
ized, technical knowledge is not a require¬
ment for a position;

3. there is no system of tenure rights or fixed
salaries; and

4. a bureaucratic position is often part-time.

The preindustrial technology demands few highly special¬

ized roles or complex hierarchies with well-defined tasks and

duties, nor could these exist. One result is that feudal

bureaucrats were frequent procrastinators in decision-making,

the city and the society being aligned against change. Com¬

munication networks, which were primarilv by word-of-mouth,

did not enhance decision-making.

What is viewed as graft in industrial societies, is

throughout the feudal world an accepted means of redistribu¬

tion. Functionaries do not receive an adequate or fixed sal¬

ary, and tenure rights are few. The office holder is often

fully expected to supplement his income by extracting gratui¬

ties from those for whom he grants special favors. Control

of graft is almost unattainable without effective record¬

keeping; the systems of checks and balances so elaborate in
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industrial bureaucracies is not operable in preindustrial so¬

cieties (Sjoberg, 1960:240-244).

Human services in peasant societies are often provided

in the form of dyadic relationships between a peasant and an

"outsider" from the larger nation-state. Fictive kinship re¬

lations, friendships, caste systems, secret societies, and

other patron-peasant relationships are means of obtaining re¬

sources necessary for basic and secondary needs in the vil¬

lage .

The peasant family still remains primary in the delivery

of human services. Basic resources of nutrition, health, so¬

cialization, shelter, and others are still provided to the

peasant via his/her membership in the extended three-gener¬

ation family.

Human Services in Industrialized Nations

Historical circumstances leading to contemporary human

service systems in industrialized and developing societies

are often tied to the spread of Western civilization and its

general patterns to much of the rest of the world in the last

500 years. The Calvinistic work ethic, colonialism, Social

Darwinism, laissez faire, Christianity, capitalism, and other

forces of Western thought and action have provided the founda¬

tions for contemporary values about the allocation and dis¬

tribution of resources in many contemporary nations. Equally

important, in China and other nations, is the influence of

Marx, Mao, Lenin, and others. A comparison of human service

systems in Western capitalist nations, China, and rural
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African development programs illustrates the differing values

influencing the nature of these services.

The origins of English and North American values are

found in teachings and writings of the Ancient Greeks and

Jews. Words such as "charity" and "philanthropy" are of

Greek origin. Greeks, and Romans after them, had a variety

of ways for the delivery of human services, i.e., slavery,

concubinage, euthanasia, the family unit, pensions for the

crippled, public grain distribution for the needy, and insti¬

tutions for the custodial care of various unfortunates, espe¬

cially orphans of soldiers killed in battle (Trattner, 1974).

Ancient Jewish doctrines taught the "duty of giving" and

the "right of those in need to receive." The Talmud, a col¬

lection of Jewish law in the 4th century, B.C., prescribes

how charitable funds are to be collected and distributed, in¬

cluding the appointment of tax collectors to administer the

system.

The Decretum, church laws in the 12th century, A.D., es¬

tablished the responsibility of the society for care of the

needy. Monasteries served as important agencies of relief

during this period.

In feudal Europe serfs were protected against sickness

and unemployment by the feudal lords. Social, craft, and mer¬

chant guilds often provided resources for the needy in cities.

By 1400 A.D., there were several hundred hospitals in England.

The church in England was a public institution, and the tithe

was a compulsory tax. Portions of diocese revenue were
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allocated to deliver services to those in need. This was the

prototype of later state systems.

After the rise of capitalism and worldwide colonialism,

the feudal system gave way to the industrial revolution and

responsibility of the state for service delivery. The Eng¬

lish Poor Law of 1601 underlined the responsibility of the

state to individual needs. This law also stated that help¬

less or needy people had a right to public-supported assis¬

tance and firmly established local responsibility for human

services (Trattner, 1974).

In North America abundant resources and a relatively

sparse population contrasted sharply with conditions in Eu¬

rope. Trattner (1974:17) explains the common value in the

United States during the 18th century:

. . . a well-ordered society was hierarchial; it had
a series of ranks from top to bottom. Some men,
the great ones, high and eminent in power and dig¬
nity, were at the top, others, the poor and inferi¬
or sort, at the bottom. Each, however, had special
privileges and obligations; the poor to respect and
the wealthy to show deference to those below them.
Desparities in wealth and condition existed not to
separate and alienate men from one another but to
make them have more need of each other. . . .

Although colonial policy makers soon acknowledged public

responsibility and local support for human services, circum¬

stances were different in the United States. Hard work was a

virtue and idleness was a sin. A shortage of labor underlined

the Calvinistic work ethic, and the frontier offered resources

and personal mobility to most individuals.

Classical economists, i.e., Adam Smith, David Ricardo,

and others, along with Thomas Malthus argued that poverty was
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the natural state of the wage-earning classes. Possession and

accumulation of property and wealth was viewed as a natural

right with which the state must not interfere. During the

early years of the United States dependency was considered to

be a vice and wealth a moral virtue. Public aid was equated

to pauperism and not desirable (Trattner, 1974).

In the 19th century social movements developed to in¬

crease the public responsibility for human services. The

work of individuals like Dorothea Dix, the establishment of

the U.S. Sanitary Commission during the Civil War and the

establishment of the first federal agency in 1865 were all

antecedents to human services in the 20th century.

There is still no comprehensive policy or even under¬

standing of the formal human service system by the economic

and political power elite. This has created a structure that

is frequently fragmented, overlapping and disorganized.

Human services are often of less importance in national

priorities to economic development and military/foreign af¬

fairs. Values for services are varied. Education is gener¬

ally accepted as a human service that should be government

supported and universal in access. However, health care is a

major industry in which government control, i.e., "socialized

medicine," is generally regarded as undesirable. The right

of the health care industry to make profits is accepted while

education is considered a nonprofit service. This value dif¬

ference is characteristic of the absence of uniform policy

for human services in the United States.
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Cure, not prevention, is emphasized. The training of

service providers, the distribution of resources, and the

services provided are disproportionately focused on "curinq"

human problems after they have occurred.

Service providers have become increasingly specialized

in traininq and function. Persons seeking help are often re¬

ferred from provider to provider. Human resources are often

underutilized. Money is regarded as the means by which serv¬

ices can be provided. Community resources are often over¬

looked as a solution to service delivery.

Human service needs can be linked to social chanaes in

the United States in the past century. A transition from a

rural, labor-intensive to an urban, capital-intensive society

has created new and different human service needs. The de¬

clining frequency of extended families and increased geograph¬

ical mobility have decreased the importance of the family and

immediate community as human service resources. Both the old

and the youna have lost much of the support traditionally

available in extended families.

Ethnicity, age groupinq, sex roles, and wealth are fac¬

tors influencing the distribution and need for human serv¬

ices. The life expectancy of American Indian males, forty-

five years, contrasts with that of a white female, seventy-

six. Differential access to human services can be a major

factor in the length and quality of life.

Factors influencing the general health of the United

States population include stressors such as air and water
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pollution, crowding, diets high in animal fats and refined

sugar, excesses of food and drug use, sedentary occupations,

exposure to radiation, and demanding life styles. These in¬

fluences in the social and physical environments are related

to the need for health and mental health services by a high

percentage of the population.

Human services in the United States in the 20th century

have also been characterized by increasing federal involve¬

ment, a growing professional-consumer gap, a large bureau¬

cracy, and increasing expenditures. Services are often

viewed as secondary to buildings, and they are seldom located

in the areas of greatest need. Individuals involved in

direct service delivery are seldom trained, often frustrated,

and pawns of bureaucratic systems.

Human Services in Developing Countries
Illustrate Problems and Methods

Human services are a concern of every society in the

world today. Providing the essential institutional arrange¬

ments to meet the necessary requirements for nutrition, well¬

being, socialization, governance, and other needs is demanded

of every society.

The African Rural Development Study

Lele (1975:116) discusses the concern for human services

in the African Rural Development Study that was supported by

the World Bank:

The provision of social services has been of vital
importance in many of the projects reviewed under
A.R.D.S. The humanitarian argument for such serv¬
ices is obvious. Improvement in health, water supply,
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diet, and education can improve the welfare of the
rural population. There are also sound economic
reasons for introducing social welfare services,
since better health, reduced domestic chores, and
higher levels of education can contribute to increases
in agricultural productivity through increases in
the quantity and quality of labor.

There are three sets of interrelated questions that are

faced in planning rural development programs (Lele, 1975:116-

120). First, given that resources are limited, how should

additional fiscal, organizational, and manpower resources be

raised from within the rural areas? Second, are such re¬

sources likely to be mobilized more easily if the services to

be provided lead to a measurable impact on productivity or if

they generate substantial enthusiasm for development programs

among rural people? In other words, are social choices re¬

garding allocation of resources related to social willingness

to pay? Third, how can low-cost delivery of services be or¬

ganized? Is greater participation in planning and/or imple¬

mentation of programs more conducive to a low-cost delivery

of services? These questions are equally germane to develop¬

ment programs in the United States. Lele justifies the eco¬

nomic output for services:

To the extent that their health is affected by poor
diets, rural people are able to devote fewer and less
productive hours to agriculture. In addition, there
seems to be a relationship between malnutrition and
mental deficiencies, which poses a further constraint
in increased productivity. Efforts must also be made
to improve diet through increasing or altering food
production. In view of the substantial effect of ill
health on the allocation of time for productive activ¬
ities as well as for family welfare activities such as
child care, it would appear that the provision of a
set of fairly simple health and welfare facilities
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would contribute significantly to the efficiency
of time use. (1975:116-119)

The approach that Lele cites as the most desirable for

improving human services in rural Africa is:

. . . to allow the people to delineate for themselves
their critical needs and to identify the remedial
steps that the people are willing to take. The
programs could then provide the relevant technical,
pedagogical, and other forms of assistance, making
it possible to alleviate pressing social or welfare
problems without overburdening the local resource
base. There has been considerable success in Niger
in organizing public health programs along such
lines. Health officials begin these programs by
sponsoring group meetings at which villagers dis¬
cuss their medical problems. During the discussions
the formally trained medical personnel are made cog¬
nizant of the villagers' explanations of and cures
for the most common diseases, for it seems much
easier for the staff to explain Western techniques,
once they have a knowledge of traditional medicine.
If the villagers have shown an interest in improving
their health, they are asked to choose a volunteer
for training at the nearest dispensary and to col¬
lect money to purchase a village medical kit. The
prospective medic is given a brief course in which
hygiene, preventative medicine and first aid are
stressed. The more highly trained medical person¬
nel working the area make follow-up visits to check
on the village health worker and replenish his sup¬
plies. The villagers are asked to repay their medic
by helping him with farm work and by bringing him
gifts in kind. (1975:26)

Of the hundred such health workers trained in Marandi

province in Niger in 1971, eighty were actively engaged in

their villages. During the first six months of the year,

they received visits from 83,600 patients, or about half as

many patients as were received by the 18 dispensaries in the

province (Lele, 1975:126).

The Chinese Mental Health and Health Systems

Human services in China are illustrated by their ap¬

proach to the community mental health system. The Chinese
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conception of "good care" for mental illness is a blend, like

their medicine, of old and new, individual and collective

techniques, with the whole held together by the daily study

of Mao Tse-Tung's thought.

Ruth and Victor Sidel (1972:163) identify seven essen¬

tial components in the Chinese community mental health sys¬

tem:

1. Collective help. Patients are expected to help
one another. The less sick help the sicker; the
older help the younger. Group discussions and
study sessions are heavily emphasized.

2. Self reliance. The patients are expected to
struggle against their disease, to take re¬
sponsibility for their return to health, to
engage in self-analysis and self-criticism.

3. Physical therapy. Medicines and acupuncture
are used when appropriate.

4. "Heart-to-heart" talks. Mental health pro¬
fessionals meet periodically with patients
individually and in groups, to discuss their
problems and to provide guidance in their
self-investigation.

5. Community ethos. This goes beyond "collective
help" offered within the treatment facility
and includes broader family and community re¬
sponsibility on both a preventative and after¬
care basis, for those who are mentally troubled.

6. Follow-up care. Following the discharge, reg¬
ular examinations are carried out, either
through the institutions' out-patient depart¬
ments or home visits.

7. The teachings of Mao. Mao's thoughts run
through the entire mental health system, in¬
cluding inspirational slogans and essays.

Health services in China have been described by Victor

Sidel. He includes the following basic principles:

1. Recruitment of health workers from those who
live in the community and from those who would
otherwise not use their talents.

2. Training designed for knowledge and skill nec¬
essary for work to be done in an attempt to
avoid the frustrations of over-training or
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underutilization.
3. Minimization of the social distance between

primary care health workers and those they
serve. One form of what has been called
"deprofessionalization" was attempted to
enhance the access and communication be¬
tween the health worker and the patient.

4. "Demystification" of medical knowledge was
attempted through mass health education
campaigns.

5. A clear referral system enables the patient,
with no loss of face or income, to obtain
specialized levels of care.

6. Decentralization of services was achieved
by placing them in a location that was phys¬
ically convenient to those who used them.

7. Individuals and local communities were en¬

couraged to be self-reliant, using local
resources whenever possible.

8. An emphasis on "serving the people" and co¬
operation, and less on competition, was a
basic value in the system (Sidel, 1973:
742-743).

Human services in any society are a product of cultural

forces together with the level and body of knowledge and

skills available to the service system. To organize an ef¬

fective human service system, the cultural and structural

factors must be managed so as to enhance human service deliv¬

ery and constantly to limit or modify those institutions that

hinder the fullest development of the services causing them

to be inefficient, underutilized, and irrelevant. Falk and

Hawkins state that this is what the Chinese health care sys¬

tem has attempted to do (1975:420).

An outstanding feature of the Chinese health system ap¬

pears to be the strong commitment to making human services a

high priority both politically and socially, not just some¬

thing that exists mainly to support industrial or agricul¬

tural development. The Chinese appear to be deeply concerned
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with avoiding the alienation stemming from the over-special¬

ization and bureaucratization that they feel is typical of

industrial and capitalist societies. This is evident in the

stress they have for generalists rather than specialist human

service providers.

Deprofessionalization is central to the delivery of

China's human services. This includes the beliefs that pro¬

fessionals should not be more privileged than the rest of the

people, that mental and physical work should not be bifur¬

cated, that an elite caste should not be permitted to emerge.

Steps have been taken to recruit professionals from the mas¬

ses, to eliminate traditional selection processes, to require

manual labor for all professionals, to reduce wage differ¬

ences, and to extensively use paraprofessionals, i.e., bare¬

foot doctors, urban worker doctors, midwives, and Red Guard

members (Gartner & Riessman, 1973:418-420).

In China human services are seen as primary in national

policy and development programs. In the health services doc¬

tors are not in control. This is in sharp contrast to the

United States where human services are secondary to capital

development and medical doctors are often in control.

Human Services and Social Systems

Human services are networks of resource allocation. A

general systems perspective is desirable because of the need

to understand these service networks that operate within a

larger sociocultural network. General systems theory, or at

least the study of societies as systems, is not new.
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The value of the systems perspective in planned change

is to be found in its applicability to understanding innova¬

tion diffusion. Feedback regulates both the growth and main¬

tenance of an innovation in a system. A systems approach en¬

ables the researcher to visualize how an information network

develops through a time series. All persons accepting the

planned change—students, human service personnel, community

college personnel, and community members in general—aid in

the diffusion of the innovation by adopting the feedback man¬

agement role from the change agent to a generalized popula¬

tion. Transition of the feedback regulation mechanism from

specialized control, the change agent, to generalized manage¬

ment, the opinion leaders or "doers" and the general popula¬

tion of innovation adopters, is crucial to institutionaliza¬

tion of the innovation.

Summary

In this chapter issues which serve as necessary antece¬

dents to the formation of a new hypothesis of planned social

change are reviewed. Given the background of understanding

of the currently identified salient issues of planned change

in human services, it is now possible to consider the require¬

ments of a testable hypothesis to measure the effective and

efficient adoption and continuity of an innovation.



CHAPTER III
SYSTEMS THINKING AND SOCIAL CHANGE: CONCEPTS AND TERMS

The systems perspective has evolved to the point that it

can be used to evaluate the diffusion of an innovation. This

research tests hypotheses which are formulated to document

the relationships among feedback control, social networks,

and the rate of adoption in a planned change effort.

The Mechanical Equilibrium Model

Buckley (1967) traces systems "theory" origins to the

17th century "Social Physics" which regarded human beings as

physical objects whose actions and psychic processes could be

analyzed in terms of the principles of mechanics. A society

was seen as an "astronomical system" whose elements were hu¬

man beings bound together by mutual attraction or differenti¬

ated by repulsion; groups of societies or states were systems

of balanced oppostions. Social organization, power, and au¬

thority were resultants of the "pressures" of "social atoms

and molecules." This "equilibrium" approach has as its basis

a system of elements in mutual interrelations which may be in

a state of equilibrium such that any moderate changes in the

elements or their interrelations away from the equilibrium

position are counterbalanced by changes tending to restore

it. This idea of a society as a system of interrelated parts

with a boundary, and usually tending to maintain a balanced

39
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equilibrium has been held by contemporary social scientists

such as Homans, Parsons, Pareto, Sorokin, Lewin, and others.

The Biological Model

A second variety of systems thinking, the "organic" model

has led to the development of the anthropological structural-

functional approach to the study of societies. Serious usage

of the organic analogy can be traced to Herbert Spencer in

the 19th century. The general principle of mutual dependence

of parts is the similar feature between societies and biolog¬

ical organisms.

Contemporary functionalism represents the modern version

of the biological model. In contrast to the Social Darwinists

of the 19th century, who used the organic model to emphasize

the competitive struggle theme, the functionalists, who empha¬

size order, cooperation, and consensus, utilize the organic

model as an example of the close cooperation of parts conserv¬

ing a relatively fixed structure within close limits of devi¬

ation. The homeostatic approach is evident in Radcliffe-

Brown's statement:

Such a view implies that a social system has a
certain kind of unity, which we may speak of as
functional unity. We may define it as a condition
in which all parts of the social system work to¬
gether with sufficient degree of harmony or inter¬
nal consistency, i.e., without producing persistent
conflicts which can neither be resolved or regulated.
( 1 952: 1 81 ).

Radcliffe-Brown further elaborates on the organic anal¬

ogy:

In using the terms morphology and physiology, I may
seem to be returning to the analogy between society
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and organism which was so popular with medieval phi¬
losophers, was taken over and often misused by 19th
century sociologists, and is completely rejected by
many modern writers. But analogies, properly used,
are important aids to scientific thinking and there
is a real and significant analogy between organic
structure and social structure. (1952:195)

Although there were differences between the structural

functionalism of Radcliffe-Brown and the functionalism of

Malinowski, Harris points out a common theme:

It is an undeniable consequence of both the Malinow-
skian and Radcliffe-Brownian versions of functional¬
ism that every sort of institution, from witchcraft
to v/ar, receives its due as a functional contribution
to the welfare and maintenance of the social system.
(1968:534-535)

A mechanical, equilibrium model and the organic model

are certainly two widely used attempts to apply systems con¬

cepts to the study of social systems. These two approaches

are generally inadequate when dynamic, changing systems are

the object of research. Buckley states that the shortcoming

of the mechanical, equilibrium model is the failure to men¬

tion that every society of any complexity also has quite sta¬

ble sets of alternative, diverse, deviant, or counter norms

and values, as well as a vast area of ambiguities and unin¬

stitutionalized degrees (1967:10-11). The functionalists'

appeal to the organic analogy leads them to overemphasize the

more stable, over-determined, and supported normative aspects

of the social systems at the expense of other equally impor¬

tant dynamic analysis.

Nadel offers a timely critique of the functional ap¬

proach :
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. . . There is maladjustment as well as adjustment; the
function concept only poses the question of adequacy
but does not settle it beforehand. Only of society
in the abstract can we say that it is integrated,
and only of culture at large, that it leads to surviv¬
al. Concrete societies weaken, disintegrate, or show
symptoms of "social pathology;" and concrete cultures
may be full of frustrations and threats to survival.
In their analysis, then, subservience to function
means an attempted, varying, and often problematic
adequacy. Functionalists' anthropology is apt to lose
sight of this corollary and to speak about social facts
having such-and-such functions as though these were
self-sufficient truths. (1951:375-376)

Modern Systems Theory

A third systems approach has been labeled "modern sys¬

tems theory." It has its antecedents and contemporary under¬

pinnings in cybernetics, information, network, and decision

theories.

Sociocultural systems are seen as "open" systems. The

open system exists by virtue of a transaction, or transposi¬

tion of energy or materials across its boundaries to and from

the environment. Instead of a tendency toward equilibrium,

there is a tendency toward increasing heterogeneity of the

parts and increasing specification for differentiation.

Buckley argues the advantages of a "modern" systems ap¬

proach :

1. A common vocabulary unifying the several
behavioral disciplines;

2. A technique for treating large, complex
organization.

3. A synthetic approach where piecemeal anal¬
ysis is not possible due to the intricate
interrelationships of parts that cannot be
treated out of context of the whole;

4. A viewpoint that gets at the heart of soci¬
ology because it sees the sociocultural
system in terms of information and commu¬
nication nets;
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5. The study of relations rather than entities,
with an emphasis on process and transition
probabilities as the basis of a flexible
structure with many degrees of freedom; and

6. An operationally definable, objective, non-
anthromorphic study of purposiveness, qoal-
seeking system behavior, symbolic cognitive
processes, consciousness and self-awareness,
and dynamics as well. (1967:39)

The "modern" concepts of system and organization are

proposed to replace the over-worked concept of the "orqanic."

This concept, along with that of mechanical equilibrium, has

performed the essential job of bringinq the social scientist

to full recocnition of the fact that the Darts of a society

are not independent, that a society is to some deqree an in¬

terrelated whole. Further advance requires an appreciation

of the important ways in which a society differs from the or¬

ganic or the mechanistic equilibrium.

A crucial feature is an understandinq of the particular

nature of the relationships that exist among the parts of a

system. Buckley states that the relations of parts of an or¬

ganism are physiological, involving complex physiochemical

energy interchanges, in contrast to the relations of parts of

society which primarily involve complex communicative proces¬

ses of information exchanqe (1967:43).

Another crucial feature of general systems analysis is

feedback. Feedback, when operating in a qoal-directed sys¬

tem, operates as a steerinq mechanism. Deutsch states that

for effective "self-direction" a sociocultural system must

continue to receive a full flow of three kinds of information

1. information of the world outside;
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2. information from the past, with a wide range
of recall and recombination; and

3. information about itself and its own parts.

Three kinds of feedback, which make use of these types of in¬

formation, include:

1. goal-seeking, i.e., feedback of new internal
data into the system net whose operational
channels remain unchanged;

2. learning, i.e., feedback of new external
data for the changing of these operating
channels themselves, that is, a change in
the structure of the system; and

3. consciousness, or "self-awareness"—feedback
of new internal data via secondary messages,
messages about changes in the state of parts
of the system itself. (1951:185-222)

A third major feature of general systems analysis is de¬

cision-making. Feedback is a key element in the decision

process. Information serves as the basis of the decision¬

making process, both in the individual and the sociocultural

system. Processes are the result of possible positive and/or

negative feedbacks mediated by the selective decisions, or

"choices," of the individuals and groups directly or indi¬

rectly involved.

A fourth feature is the quantification that is possible

with general systems analysis. Unfortunately, much work must

be done in this area. Attempts must be made to measure the

degrees of interdependency among the variables of a socio¬

cultural system. Sophisticated methodology should yield

theoretical measures to allow prediction and refutability of

theoretical statements. Hutton summarizes systems thinking:

. . . We are pointed in a direction which is more likely
to produce answers than those which depend upon assump¬
tions that the enterprise is simpler than this, i.e.,



that it is a simple deterministic physical system
tendinq toward equilibrium. Notinq that the socio-
technical system looks as thouqh it is open and
self-maintained helps us to avoid seekinq explana¬
tions which are inappropriate. It does not auto¬
matically yield explanations which are appropriate.
But, it is, I would submit to you, a powerful tool
in pointing us the riqht way. The theory, or rather
the framework of the theory, is at least consonant
with the data and it has a powerful orienting and
heuristic function. It does not appear to have much
reductive power and we are not really at the stage
of refutability yet. (1969:31)

In the present research the following elements of sys¬

tems analysis and theory appear to be most relevant to the

formulation of a testable hypothesis. In planned change pro¬

grams it is worthwhile to look at the networks of communica¬

tion and information that exist in the ethnographic context

of the traininq institution and the system of human services

to be affected. The traininq organization becomes an "open

system" in interaction with the service delivery system. A

"closed system" would not permit the flow of information and

feedback necessary for change. It is critical to the "suc¬

cess" of the innovation that the traininq program and human

service organizations be analyzed as mutually interdependent

systems.

A general systems perspective is desirable for human serv¬

ice innovation analysis. Three principal uses are stressed:

1. the "systems model" permits the introduc¬
tion of an innovation designed to create an

organized system from numerous loosely re¬
lated parts;

2. the systems model permits the study of con¬
tinuity, or a series of chanqes; and

3. the change agent operates as a feedback
reaulator in the innovation process.
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Definitions of Concepts and Terms

A system is a set of interrelated components. Social

systems are goal-directed and include organizations with sta¬

tus positions and related roles. System components related

to innovation research are organized into three rubrics:

1. feedback;
2. institutionalization or rate of adoption

indices; and
3. the social networks of the change agent,

opinion leaders, and adopters.

The particular definitions are as follows:

Feedback control—Regulation of information and resources in a

social system. Control may be specialized or generalized.

Feedback loop—Information available to a system and its con¬

trol function about how that system is operating in its social

and physical environment.

Feedback management—Generalized feedback control in a social

system and an indicator of innovation acceptance.

Feedback regulation--Specialized feedback control in a social

system. Change agent activities initially involve this form

of control over innovation diffusion.

Institutionalization—The process of "fitting" an innovation

into the existing social system of the recipients.

Rate of adoption—The number of recipients or adopters in a

social system who choose to participate in an innovation in a

specific time period.

Networks--A set of people who include change agents, opinion

leaders, and adopters by which innovations may be diffused.

Change agent—An individual who attempts to implement social
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change in a human organization or society.

Opinion leaders—Influential individuals in a social network

who can operate as feedback managers of an innovation if they

accept.

Adopters—Individuals in a human organization or society who

change their behavior because of an innovation.

Implications for the Research Design

Systems analysis is used to provide the conceptual frame¬

work by which the diffusion of a particular innovation is

evaluated. Feedback, institutionalization, and social net¬

works are systems terms which are the foci of the research

design. The concepts and terms which are operationally de¬

fined in this chapter may be helpful references for the reader

when he or she is reviewing the remainder of the text.



CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH DESIGN AND TESTABLE HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY

The Research Design

In this study particular interest is given to the social

science techniques of documenting the rate of adoption or in¬

stitutionalization of an innovation. Rate of adoption is

used to organize an analyis of the change process and in¬

volves attention to all three of the above rubrics (see page

44). It is a central measure of how an innovation system op¬

erates in its entirety. Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:157-158)

describe variables which influence the rate of adoption:

1. perceived attributes of the innovaton;
2. communication channels used;
3. the nature of the social system; and
4. the extent of the change agent's efforts.

Stone ( 1 952) and Petrini ( 1966) show that the greatest

response to change agent effort occurs at about the point

when opinion leaders are adopting the innovation. At first,

change agent's efforts do not result in many adoption deci¬

sions (Figure 1). This is the first of three stages in the

process. At the second stage, when opinion leaders adopt,

the rate of adoption starts to climb under its own impetus.

The change agent withdraws from the process in the third

stage. Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) contend that when the

adoption curve starts to climb (from 5 to 20 percent adoption)
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increased inputs of change agent activity result in direct

gains in rate of adoption. After approximately 15 to 20 per¬

cent adoption, further change agent inputs seem to have no

direct effects on the rate of adoption.

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:233) discuss a generalization

about the dynamics of the innovation process which has util¬

ity for this research.1 They state that the change agent's

role can be analyzed in terms of three distinct stages:

1. system intervention;
2. communication network development; and
3. disengagement from system control.

System intervention is the first stage in which the

change agent begins to enter the various human service net¬

works by interpersonal contacts with key informants in each

agency. This period of time is primarily devoted to the de¬

velopment of communication channels and feedback loops by

which the innovation implementation may occur. In the first

stage, feedback regulation by the change agent is the means

of system control and information and resource sharing. The

rate of adoption among the general population is beginning to

increase as initial influences of opinion leaders (doers) are

realized.

In the second stage, networks are developed, and the

control function begins to be delegated. This is associated

with the increasing number of adopters, particularly key in¬

formants and opinion leaders in the agencies, and their grow¬

ing participation with the innovation. Feedback loops are

developed in which opinion leaders begin to assume a control
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function for their agency. The rate of adoption continues to

increase as "watchers of doers" begin to participate.

The third stage occurs when the institutionalization

process is near completion and the change agent begins a plan¬

ned disengagement from system control. Networks of communica¬

tion and resource sharing are established in each of the agen¬

cies with opinion leaders serving as feedback managers for

the innovation. Adoption of the innovation continues as

"watchers of watchers of doers" decide to participate. The

plan for innovation institutionalization includes establish¬

ment of two-way communication and resource sharing networks

between the community college and human service systems.

Measurement and documentation of a specific innovation

process is the goal of this research. The study is a field

test of the above theoretical and methodological statement.

Statement of Research Hypotheses

In light of the above statements three particular, yet

interrelated, hypotheses may be empirically tested to provide

evidence for the support or rejection of a general hypothe¬

sis. These hypotheses are:

General Hypothesis—Institutionalization of an inno¬
vation occurs in human social systems in which the
function of feedback control is transferred from spe¬
cialized regulation of information and resources by
the change agent to generalized management of infor¬
mation and resources by opinion leaders in the recip¬
ient populations.

Particular Hypothesis One—When institutionalization
is occurring in Stage I of the innovation process, an
increase in feedback regulation (change agent effort)
is positively related to an increase in (1) the number
of opinion leaders adopting the innovation and (2) the
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rate of adoption among the general recipient popula-
tions.

Particular Hypothesis Two—When institutionalization
is occurring in Stage II of the innovation process,
an increase in the delegation of the feedback control
function to opinion leaders by the change agent is
positively related to an increase in (1) opinion
leader participation and adoption and (2) the rate of
adoption among the general recipient populations.

Particular Hypothesis Three—In Stage III of the inno¬
vation process in systems where institutionalization
has occurred, disengagement of the change agent from
feedback control is positively related to acceptance
of (1) feedback control by the opinion leaders and
(2) the rate of adoption in the general recipient
populations.

The effort of the change agent is the independent varia¬

ble; participation of opinion leaders and the rate of adop¬

tion of the innovation are the dependent variables. Change

agent effort is measured by the number of hours of work in a

network during a specific time period. Participation of opin¬

ion leaders is measured by records of the researcher and re¬

sponses to questions asked them after the two-year project

was completed. Rate of adoption is measured by a record of

acceptors which was maintained by the change agent.

Summary

The relationships among change agent efforts, the devel¬

opment of interpersonal communication channels of opinion

leaders in diffusion networks, and the rate of adoption

through time are evaluated in this research. Three stages of

the innovation process are the basis for hypothesis formula¬

tion and testing. In the next chapter methods and procedures

are discussed in light of the research design.
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Note

^ A similar analysis of the innovation process is dis
cussed by Collins. His three stages include the developmen
tal process, innovation decision process, and transfer proc
ess. (1977:282-290).



CHAPTER V
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Description

A field test of the hypotheses requires documentation of

the process of institutionalization in a two-year time period.

The three variables measured to analyze this process include

a feedback control transfer, growth of communication and re¬

source networks, and rate of innovation adoption.

The Populations

The target population potentially includes any resident

of Lee County, Florida. Specific recipient populations in¬

clude the administration, faculty, students of Edison Commu¬

nity College, and administrators and workers in human service

agencies.

Data Collection

Feedback control transfer occurs as feedback regulation

(change agent activity) is replaced by feedback management

(opinion leader participation). Measurement of time alloca¬

tions in each human service network permits detailed analysis

of the ability of the change agent, as feedback regulator, to-

develop diffusion networks, and then decrease his/her involve

ment, as feedback management increases. The number of adopt¬

ers and opinion leader participation in each network per time

period are indicators of the growth of feedback management.
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The growth of communication and resource networks and

feedback control transfer are measured in this study by re¬

cording change agent activity and opinion leader participa¬

tion in each of the human service agencies over a two year

period. A log which provides a record of the date of his ac¬

tivity, and the network in which it occurred, is maintained

by the change agent to document feedback regulation (see Log

of Change Agent Activity in Appendix B).

Feedback management is measured from three data sources

identifying opinion leaders on an innovation adopter log and

the field notes and other records of the author. The Innova¬

tion Adopter Log (Appendix B) contains the names and agencies

of recipients in each network including agency administrators

and other key persons who are in a position to influence

employees to participate in the program. Their network, fre¬

quency of participation, and first date of interaction are

recorded on the log.

The networks are observed to measure acceptance of the

innovation in the change process. This method requires defi¬

nite criteria for determining whether an individual is an

adopter of the innovation and a working component of the new

network of information. Criteria to determine opinion leader

and agency worker adoption include:

1. serving as a guest speaker in a human serv¬
ice class,

2. an expressed desire by the individual to
participate in the program,

3. serving as a field supervisor of students,
4. teaching in a human service class,
5. participating in a workshop or in-service
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training, and
6. serving as a member of the advisory committee.

College staff who adopted the innovation are identified

by criteria which are dependent upon their status, i.e., fac¬

ulty, student, or administrator. For administrators these

criteria include:

1. participation in an aspect of the program,
2. stated support of the program, and
3. approval of program when appropriate.

Faculty adoption criteria include:

1. instructing in the program,
2. assuming a duty in the program, and
3. participating in a committee or conference.

Students are identified as adopters if they enrolled in a

training program or academic course of study related to the

innovation.

Additional evaluative information was obtained by the

author in September, 1973. He discussed the innovation with

key administrators in each network with special regard for

opinion leaders' knowledge of the program, their participa¬

tion, and general changes in attitudes concerning human serv¬

ice training by Edison Community College. Each interview

also involved a review of the author's records to verify per¬

sonnel and students known by the administrator to have adop¬

ted the innovation. These data provide a qualitative eval¬

uation of the institutionalization process and a means of

verifying the quantitative analysis in each network.

Data Reduction Procedures

Data from the Log of Activity and the Innovation Adopter

Log are recorded and classified by three distinct eight month
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time periods (stages). These stages include the following:

1. Stage I is September 1, 1976 to April 30, 1977;
2. Stage II is May 1, 1977 to December 31, 1977;
3. Stage III is January 1 , 1 978 to August 31 , 1978.

The service networks of recipient populations for which

the data were collected and analyzed include Edison Community

College, mental health, health, aging, education, mental re¬

tardation, public assistance, youth and government, and gen¬

eral administrative agencies. These networks are described

in Chapter VIII.

Means of Analysis

Data are classified by time stage and human service net¬

work. Correlation analyses are performed to test the nature

of the relationships among change agent effort, opinion leader

participation, and rate of innovation adoption in each of

three time stages and for the general two year period.

Interpretation

Data will support the verification of Particular Hypoth¬

esis One if, in Stage I, an increase in change agent effort

(X) is positively related to increases in the frequency of

opinion leader participation (Y1) and innovation adoption

(Y2). Positive correlations for XY1 and XY2 suggest system

intervention by the change agent and the initial participa¬

tion of opinion leaders.

Data will support the verification of Particular Hypoth¬

esis Two if, in Stage II, change agent effort is inversely

related to increases in opinion leaders and in general adop¬

tion. Negative correlations for XY1 and XY2 suggest the
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partial transfer of feedback control from feedback regulation

to feedback management.

Data will support the verification of Particular Hypoth¬

esis Three if, in Stage III, change agent effort is inversely

related to increases in opinion leaders and the number of

general adopters. Negative correlations for XY1 and XY2,

with a decline toward zero by X, suggest that generalized

feedback management has replaced specialized feedback regula¬

tion as a controlling mechanism in the innovation diffusion

networks.

All three particular hypotheses are tested to provide

evidence to support or reject the general hypothesis. In

this study, it is assumed that relationships among feedback

regulation and feedback management of an innovation demon¬

strate the process of institutionalization as it is occur¬

ring. Data will support the General Hypothesis if, in the

three stages of the research period, overall evidence for an

inverse relationship between feedback regulation and feedback

management, as innovation control mechanisms, is found. Neg¬

ative correlations for XY1 and XY2 suggest that general feed¬

back control transfer has occurred. A high positive correla¬

tion of opinion leader participation (Y1 ) with innovation

adoption (Y2) suggests the influence of feedback management

on the growth of the innovation.

Results of this study must include a statement of reser¬

vations concerning hypotheses verification. Data are collec¬

ted for only one instance of planned change, and additional
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replication and support is needed before the hypotheses can

be verified and accepted by the general scientific community.

In research which deals with dynamic social systems, controls

for intervening or extraneous variables are difficult or of¬

ten impossible to establish. The author is aware of "outside"

variables which might affect the research results and de¬

scribes their possible influence on hypotheses verification

in Chapter XI.

Summary

Methods and procedures for data collection and analysis

are described in this chapter. The process of feedback con¬

trol transfer, social network growth, and rate of adoption

are field tested in three stages of a two year period. Re¬

sults provide evidence to support or reject the particular

hypotheses and, subsequently, the general hypothesis.



PART TWO

A DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH
PERFORMANCE SITES



CHAPTER VI
THE SETTING

Part Two discusses the social and physical environments

of the innovation, which involved traininq present and future

human service workers. The setting (Chapter VI), innovating

organization (Chapter VII), and human service system (Chapter

VIII) are described in light of needs for the particular form

of innovation.

Human services are related to human populations and

their problems of adaptation to specific environments. In

the innovation, it is desirable to include an appreciation of

the socio-ecological conditions of Lee County as part of the

curricula. The purpose is to enhance workers' understandings

of the relationships among three interrelated components—the

physical environment, human population, and human services.

Observations of these components in Lee County by the author

at the beginning of the study indicated that conditions were

favorable for the innovation.

The Physical Environment

Lee County, Florida, is the political unit in which the

research was conducted. The area is located on the Gulf of

Mexico in the southwest Florida region midway between Tampa

and Miami. It is bordered by Collier Countv on the south,

Hendry County on the east, and Charlotte County on the north

(Figure 2).
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Lee County covers an area of 1,019 square miles. Sur¬

face water totals approximately 234 square miles and the to¬

tal land mass 785 square miles. The terrain is generally

flat and low, sloping from east to west, with a subtropical

setting, composed of low elevation barrier islands along the

Gulf of Mexico, pine forests, scrublands, and mangrove wet¬

lands. Tourists and residents are attracted by the natural

beauty and recreational activities provided by the physical

attributes of the area. Farming is an important activity,

and large areas can be observed to be under cultivation. A

large shrimp fishing fleet is located in Fort Myers Beach,

and water covers much of the area within the county's bound¬

aries.

The main drainage is the Caloosahatchee River which runs

southwesterly through the county, emptying into San Carlos

Bay. Other primary streams in the area are Hendry Creek and

the Estero River, both of which empty into Estero Bay.

The land mass of the county was created only a few mil¬

lion years ago, during the Pleistocene and Miocene periods.

Soils of Lee County consist of sand, silt, and clay derived

from the geologic substratum, water, and organic matter.

While most of the area's soils have some suitability for ag¬

ricultural uses, they act as natural constraints to urban de¬

velopment in many parts of the county. Nevertheless, the

area is experiencing rapid urban growth and there are large

housing developments in Cape Coral and Lehigh Acres (Figure 3).
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Resources in the physical environment include abundant

marine life, land suitable for commercial aqriculture, and

scenic and recreational potentials of the area. Tourism, aq¬

riculture, fishinq, and housinq developments are economic ac¬

tivities geared to these resources.

The Human Population

The City of Fort Myers is at present the larqest area of

population concentration in the county. The first permanent

settlers moved into the area now occupied by the city around

1866. The town had 349 inhabitants when it was incorporated

in 1 885. In 1 887 Fort Myers was desiqnated as the countv

seat of newly formed Lee County.

Cape Coral, Lehiqh Acres, North Fort Myers, East Fort

Myers, Bonita Springs, Saint James City, Fort Myers Beach,

and Sanibel are the other cities and towns which eventually

were formed in the county. The entire population of the

county in 1976 was estimated to be 163,978 persons.1
Lee County experienced continuous population increase

during the past century. The two decades of rapid growth in

the 20th century, 1920 to 1 930 and 1 950 to 1 960, reflect

periods of "boom" economic and land development activities

that brought many immigrants to the area (Table II). This

population increase continued in the 1970 to 1980 decade.

The growth rate in Lee County has averaged over nine

percent per year for a 16 year period preceding the innova¬

tion. The total population has grown from 54,539 in 1960 to

163,978 in 1976. Such growth in population (Tables II and
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TABLE II

History of Population Growth, Lee County

Year Population Increase Percent
Increase

1885 400 350 87.5

1895 750 193 25.7

1900 943 1 ,520 161.2

1910 2,463 1,215 49.3

1920 3,678 11,222 305. 1

1930 14,900 2,588 17.4

1940 17,488 5,910 33.8

1950 23,404 31,135 133.0

1960 54,539 50,677 92.9

1970 105,216 64,866 61 .6

1 976* 163,9781 58,762 55.0

Source: U.S. Census for 1885 to 1970
*Florida Statistical Abstract for 1976
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Table III

Annual Population Increases, Lee County 1970 to 1976

Year
Source

Natural Migration
Annual

Increase

Estimated
Total

Population Percent

1970 442 + 6,317 = 6,759 111,975 6.4

1971 385 + 11,902 = 12,287 124,287 10.9

1972 208 + 15,114 = 15,322 139,584 12.3

1973 163 + 16,093 = 16,256 155,840 11.6

1974 235 + 8,925 = 9,160 165,000 5.9

1975 0 + 5,082 = 5,082 170,0821 3.1

SOURCE: Lee County Planning Department
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III) is not primarily the result of natural increase (Table

IV) . It has resulted mainly from an influx of migrants from

northern states in recent decades (Lee County Planning Coun¬

cil, 1976).

The density of the population in 1975 was 216.6 persons

per square mile (Table V). Continual increase in population

density has led to the current urban character of parts of

the county. There are still large expanses of low density

land, but much of the land is becoming "developed" and al¬

tered by higher population density.

The age structure of Lee County population indicates

that 25.8 percent is 65 years and over and 26.1 percent is

under 18 years. Age structure for blacks reveals a somewhat

different pattern in that only 5.5 percent is 65 years and

older and 50.3 percent are under 19 years.

Blacks are the major non-white ethnic group in Lee County

and comprise 9.5 percent of the total population. Migrant

agricultural workers, who are black, Mexican-American, and

white, are another ethnic group living in the area during

nine months of the year. This population is estimated to be

8,000 to 10,000 each growing season. Blacks reside primarily

in the communities of Fort Myers and Harlem Heights, and the

agricultural workers reside near the farms in the eastern

half of the county (Lee County Planning Department, 1976).

Characteristics of the human population of Lee County

include high growth rates in the past 100 years, rapid urban¬

ization, high percentages of persons over 65 years of age, a
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Table IV

Rates of Natural Increase, Lee County, 1970 to 1976

Year Births Deaths Births Exceed
Deaths Bv

1970 1745 1 303 442

1971 1695 1310 385

1972 1728 1520 208

1973 1727 1564 163

1974 1915 1 680 235

1975 1657 1676 -19

SOURCE: Lee County Health Department
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TABLE V

Population Density, Lee County

Year Population Population per
Square Mile

1930 14,900 19.0

1940 17,488 22.3

1950 23,404 29.8

1960 54,539 69.5

1970 105,216 134.0

1 976* 163,9781 208.9

Total Square Miles: Lee County = 1005
Land mass = 785
Water area = 220

Source: U.S. Census
*Florida Statistical Abstract for 1976
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high immigration rate, and spatial concentrations of ethnic

and socio-economic class groups. These factors have put a

mounting strain on the distribution of health and other human

service resources in the area.

The Needs for Innovation

Human service agencies have changed in recent decades in

response to conditions in the human population and physical

environment of Lee County. Agency changes have been prima¬

rily those of quantity, i.e., adding employees without im¬

proving their awareness of those conditions. In his prelimi¬

nary assessment of human service agencies, the author became

aware of an acute need for trained workers who, by understand¬

ing their consumers' socio-ecological environments, could

provide more effective services. This environment included a

higher population density due to immigration of retirees and

tourists, spatially distinct ethnic neighborhoods, strains on

available resources such as potable water, increasing pollu¬

tion, and alteration of the physical environment for construc¬

tion of homes and condominiums. This need for workers who

understood the socio-ecological conditions of their consum¬

ers' environments apparently existed in all of the major hu¬

man service networks.

Health Services

Public health and sanitation has been influenced bv the

high influx of new residents and tourists. Agency workers

serve consumers from varied age, ethnic, and socio-economic

groups. Diseases influenced bv socio-ecological conditions
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may include skin cancer, parasitic infections from the soil,

pesticide poisoning among seasonal farmworkers, and many oth¬

ers .

Air and water quality in human environments is often re¬

lated to disease and poor sanitary conditions and the need

for human services. Lee County is relatively free of air

pollution. No large, polluting industries are located in the

area and continuous breezes from the Gulf of Mexico keep the

particulate and sulfur dioxide levels at a low risk for the

population.

Water quality and availability is a major problem for

the residents of the area. Rapid population growth and an

absence of land use planning have created circumstances in

which the carrying capacities of Sanibel, Captiva, Fort Myers

Beach, and Cape Coral are near their limits for water supply

and waste disposal. The fecal coliform count, a public

health indicator of water quality, obtained from samples ta¬

ken at Fort Myers Beach from 1970 to 1978 documents a rise in

water pollution. In 1970 the fecal coliform count was 31 or¬

ganisms per 100 milliliters, and in 1 978 it was measured at

116.5 organisms per 100 milliliters.

A county beach on the Caloosahatchee River was closed in

1978 because of sewage waste pollution. The river water is

contaminated with raw sewage, treated wastewater, and storm

drain outfalls. Fecal bacteria counts ranged from 77.4 to

612.5 organisms per 100 milliliters (DeFord, 1979:IB).
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The presence of pollutants in human water supplies in¬

troduces the threats of physical health hazards and depletion

of life-sustaining water resources. Acute diseases may be

contracted from drinking water, using recreational waters,

and from consuming foodstuffs grown or processed with water

contaminated by pollutants.

Workers in health agencies were observed by the author

to have specialized, technical training. However, many work¬

ers did not appear to be aware of socio-ecological conditions

influencing their consumers to seek services. Training in

understanding the unique health problems of groups such as

the elderly and seasonal farm workers appeared to be criti¬

cally needed.

Mental Health

A common problem of many of the new residents to the area

was the loss of social and psychological support systems

which had been available in their previous communities. El¬

derly migrants and winter visitors, for example, often leave

family, life-long friends and coworkers to move to "the good

life" in the sunshine. After establishing their new resi¬

dence they may become lonely, have no friends, become bored,

and are exposed to a new climate which is hot, humid, and

quite different from "home." The result, according to mental

health administrators, is anxiety, alcohol and drug use ex¬

cesses, and other inadequate coping mechanisms. Agency work¬

ers apparently could benefit from training to enhance their

understanding of the psychological adjustments contingent
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upon migration to a new setting, problems of the elderly, and

ethnic differences in mental health problems.

Governmental Services

A governmental problem is greater demand on local re¬

sources influenced by high immigration. Land and housing de¬

velopment has resulted in critical shortages of potable water,

certain varieties of marine life, and vegetation in the case

of Cape Coral.

Higher densities and rates of population growth have been

followed by increases in housina needs, demands on the coun¬

ty's resources, and greater competition for available jobs.

Unemployment is particularly high among young blacks and His-

spanics. The author's preliminary observations indicated

that workers in governmental agencies were often untrained.

Services for the Aged

Agencies serving the aged had needs for increased re¬

sources, as well as training for workers, due to high immi¬

gration of elderly retirees. Agency staffs often encountered

consumers with housing, nutritional, health, recreational,

and transportation problems, but had not usually received ap¬

propriate training for helping their clients to cope with

these difficulties. Administrators expressed a strong need

to train workers to effectively serve these consumers. In¬

deed, the first actual training resulting from the innovation

was conducted for workers in the area of aging.

Educational Services

The rapid urbanization and population growth of the
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county have placed strains on the educational agencies. A

high proportion of blacks under 18 years of age (50.3 per¬

cent), increasing numbers of consumers seeking educational

services, a high frequency of drug abuse, discipline problems

and a relatively high number of migrant farmworker children

are common characteristics within the area served by Lee

County Schools. Educational workers, particularly teacher

aides, are in need of training to cope with these situations.

Educational administrators cited job training for disadvan¬

taged youth, women, and the elderly who were seeking second

careers as important needs.

Economic Assistance Services

Competition for jobs, the absence of major employers of

unskilled labor except in farming and tourism, and many per¬

sons living on fixed incomes are factors influencing the need

for economic assistance services in the county. Seasonal

farmworkers and shrimp fishermen are also in need of economic

assistance when climatic or situational conditions in the

physical environment result in unemployment for them. In the

planning stage of the innovation it was apparent to the au¬

thor that economic assistance workers were primarily trained

in the "bureaucratic" activities of paperwork. Few workers

were completely aware of the social and ecological circum¬

stances of their consumers.

Mental Retardation

Rapid population growth apparently increased the number,

but not necessarily the proportion, of individuals and families
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needing mental retardation services. A regional residence

facility, Sunland Training Center at Fort Myers, attracted

consumers from the surrounding counties. High infant mortal¬

ity rates, and the frequent lack of adequate prenatal and

postnatal care for poor, black, and Hispanic mothers may also

affect mental retardation frequency in the area, according to

agency administrators. Workers in mental retardation, as

well as education, need training to enhance their understand¬

ing of such influences as nutrition, infant care and utiliza¬

tion of genetic screening on mental retardation. After the

author's initial observations, it was apparent that mental

retardation workers, as well as those from the other serv¬

ices, could profit from the training concerning the socio-

ecological conditions of the area.

Summary

The setting for the present research is a county in

Southwest Florida which has experienced rapid population

growth and extensive alteration of the physical environment

since 1950. Land development, with subsequent modification

of the physical terrain, is a major human activity of the ar¬

ea. Residents are predominately white, but local concentra¬

tions of blacks and migrant farm workers exist.

Human services are reviewed to inform the reader as to

the needs for innovation observed by the author in the plan¬

ning stage. Needs discussed in this chapter are related to

changes in the physical environment and human population of

Lee County in recent decades. The specific service delivery
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areas are also discussed in Chapter VIII, but with reference

to internal agency or network needs. In the next chapter the

conditions in Edison Community College which influenced the

author to choose it as the innovating organization are dis¬

cussed .

Note

^The reader should note a discrepancy between the
Lee County population size estimates provided by the Lee
County Planning Department (170,082 for 1975) and the
Florida Statistical Abstract (163,978 for 1976). The
preliminary report of the 1980 Census lists the population
of the county as 205,266 persons.



CHAPTER VII
THE INNOVATING ORGANIZATION

Edison Community Colleqe is the orqanization selected

for diffusion of the innovation i.e., the human service

training program, to the community. It is a socially legit¬

imate donor organization from, which the author could operate

as a change aqent. The author's position as instructor pro¬

vided him with an appropriate status and role in the commu¬

nity, the human service agencies, and with potential stu¬

dents.

The college, established in 1962, experienced a develop¬

mental period similar to many community colleces. Character¬

istics of this period included rapid growth in students and

buildings, local control by a Board of Trustees, and an iden¬

tity somewhere between the long-established university system

and the high schools.

System Structure

The innovating organization includes structural compo¬

nents of administration, faculty, support staff, and students.

They operate within the policies, social positions, and roles

which have been traditionally maintained as the "system of

organizational knowledge." This system includes values for

curriculum content and presentation, program attitudes of

78
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personnel reqardinq their interaction with the local commu¬

nity and its orqanizations.

Boundaries of the orqanization include the physical

structures, financial resources, qualification requirements

for employees, cultural values and expectations about the pur¬

pose of community colleqes, national and state regulations,

and admission requirements. Inputs include human and mate¬

rial resources, new employees, information from various

sources, and students. Outputs include students with new in¬

formation and skills, community oriented activity, and eco¬

nomic resources via employee payrolls. The community colleqe

system is designed to be optimally responsive to community

educational needs, both traditional academic and vocational,

accordinq to its advocates.

Organizational Constraints to Innovation

Although the colleqe initially appeared to be suitable

as the innovating organization, the author experienced con¬

straints, as well as occasional resistance, to the innova¬

tion. These factors are discussed below, followed by the

reasons why the colleqe was eventually selected as the inno¬

vating organization by the author. Discussion of these rea¬

sons is focused on the institutional needs for an innovation

of the type designed by the author.

A Previous Attempt at Change

A human service training program had been authorized in

theory in 1972 at Edison Community Colleqe, but was not car¬

ried through in practice. In any event it was not accepted
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in the community's official human service system. Informants

who participated in this abortive innovation attempt stated

that the program had been planned in cooperation with Sunland

Training Center, an agency providing residence and general

services for mentally retarded individuals. The innovation

was designed to train paraprofessional workers at the Center

in basic helping techniques and skills. Reasons cited by in¬

formants for the failure of the innovation include: the pro¬

gram had not been accepted in either the innovating or the

recipient organization; there had been a lack of flexibility

and relevance in the curriculum and failure of the innovators

to understand the felt needs of the recipients.

Another influence on the previous attempt at developing

and implementing human service programs was the disciplinary

perspective of other human service programs in Florida and

the United States. Human service programs have traditionally

emphasized individual helping skills but have not included

cross-cultural perspectives, a socio-ecological approach to

assessing human problems and an understanding of cultural

values and patterns involved in human service delivery.

Perceptions of the Roles of Anthropologists

Anthropologists previously employed at the community

college had left traditional, if not eccentric, impressions

upon both the college and the community. One previous in¬

structor, who claimed professional status as an anthropolo¬

gist, actually did not have a graduate degree in anthropol-

ogy, yet he was the major role model for the profession in
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the community for five years. When the author arrived in the

area, he was frequently linked in the minds of college and

community members with the interests of the former anthropol¬

ogist, i.e., highly qualified to expound on non-human pri¬

mates.

Perceptions about anthropologists and their expected

roles were, in effect, based on the role model of such a pred¬

ecessor. Applying anthropology to contemporary human prob¬

lems and involving an anthropologist as the principal innova¬

tor was a new role model for the members of the college and

the community.

Faculty-Administration Conflict

As with all institutions, Edison Community College has

its particular organizational structure. The clear division

between faculty and administration was the most important

factor in the social structure when the author arrived and

was the result of several years of conflict between the two

groups. This conflict was formalized by the faculty when

they voted to approve a union in September, 1976.

The community college, when analyzed accordina to sys¬

tems methodology, experienced a conflict between two impor¬

tant components, i.e., the faculty and the administration.

There were strains within the system that influenced the ap¬

proach the author took to institutionalize the innovation.

Groups of conflicting interests and motivations came into

being to polarize the college personnel. In addition to the

faculty-administration conflict, union and non-union blocs
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were formed among the faculty members, and administrators be¬

came divided on their approach to dealinq with faculty mem¬

bers. Additional areas of system strain included conflicts

between administrators, counselors and faculty, career serv¬

ice employees and faculty, and disputes amonq persons of dif¬

ferent academic disciplines.

These conflicts are the manifestations of the extensive

structural changes occurring in the community college during

the two years of this study and was the environment in which

the author began his research in August, 1976. His constant

interaction with these competing factions required cautious

and calculated actions to prevent alienation of one or more

groups against the innovation.

College-Community Interaction

Traditional relationships that existed among the commu¬

nity college and other community institutions were initial

concerns of the author. Human service administrators and

workers did not use the community colleae as a resource for

training or consultation. The community college did not have

established communication networks with human service agen¬

cies, i.e., it had not been operating as an open system.

Statewide Policies

A community college has other structural constraints.

It is part of a statewide network of colleqes receiving fund¬

ing and is guided by the general policy of the State Depart¬

ment of Education and the legislature. Funding priorities

have traditionally been conservative in the matter of the
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support of innovations in curriculum and proqrams of study.

The author beqan the diffusion of the innovation with no fi¬

nancial resources from the colleqe.

Attitudes Concerning Curriculum

Traditional curriculum in the community college includes

two components--academic and technical non-transfer proqrams

of study. The human services proqram does not fit the struc¬

ture of either component. College personnel did not under¬

stand a proqram that satisfied both academic and technical

needs. After the end of two years, in fact, many people

still had difficulty accepting a program that bridged both

component areas.

Faculty in the Social Science Division were not accus¬

tomed to "applying" their knowledge of humanity to practical

problems. The author and his methods were considered to be

new and different by most members of the division.

Another constraint was the traditional attitudes of psy¬

chology instructors in the division. Five of 14 faculty mem¬

bers were trained in this discipline. Four of them offered

initial resistance to the development of the innovation. Ap¬

parently this resistance was related to their belief that

psychology is not a human service to be included in the pro¬

gram. However, one psychologist did become a major opinion

leader and influenced the other four to eventually accept the

innovation during the two year period.
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Organizational Needs for Innovation

In August, 1976, the author selected the college as the

innovating organization. The expected functions of the com¬

munity college, as well as the felt needs of administrators,

faculty, and students for the innovation, were the most im¬

portant reasons for the decision.

Expected Functions of the College

At the beginning of the study, the college was the major

provider of higher education services to the area. Limited

educational programs were available from the University of

South Florida-Fort Myers campus. However, the community col¬

lege offered a wider range of resources and community recog¬

nition for the innovation.

In contrast with the university system, community col¬

leges are oriented to meeting local community educational

needs. These cultural values associated with the community

college and its expected function made it easier for the in¬

novation to be accepted by key administrators.

Felt Needs of Administrators

College administrators expressed an interest for the au¬

thor to develop educational programs which would not only

meet community needs, but also result in increased revenues

for the organization. For these reasons both the Social Sci¬

ence Chairman and Vice President were among the first group

of opinion leaders to adopt the innovation. In fact, it was

their initial support which convinced the author that such an

endeavor was possible.
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Administrators are also interested in proqrams which in¬

crease student enrollments. These increases are directly re¬

lated to increased funding for the colleqe. The new educa¬

tional proqrams included in the innovation were seen as po¬

tential sources of new students, particularly ethnic minor¬

ities and those who might not otherwise attend college.

Felt Needs of Faculty

Social science faculty expressed needs to the author for

additional financial income due to the relatively low sala¬

ries paid to them by the college. The potential for earning

overload and consulting fees from instructinq in the new pro¬

grams were a motivation for faculty acceptance and participa¬

tion in the innovation. Two faculty members, a psvcholoqy

and a political science instructor, were initially concerned

with other aspects of the innovation in addition to financial

income. They shared the author's interest in developing new

concepts in human service training.

Felt Needs of Students

Edison Community College students had been requesting an

"applied social science" program prior to the author's employ¬

ment, according to some faculty and administrators. Students

did not previously have course or program offerinqs which pro¬

vided human service education and practical experience. As

the author discussed the potential offerinqs with students in

his first month of teaching, it was apparent that a felt need

existed among students for innovation.
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Summary

Edison Community College was selected by the author as

the innovating orcianization. A preliminary assessment of in¬

stitutional constraints, as well as the needs for innovation,

supported the author's initial impressions that a new program

was possible. Conditions were generally favorable in Septem¬

ber, 1 976, to institutionalize the innovation so that the

college could serve as a donor network to the recipient human

service networks.



CHAPTER VIII
THE HUMAN SERVICE SYSTEM

Lee County's human service system is a microcosm of lar¬

ger state and national level systems. This chapter begins

with a discussion of the influence of American cultural

values and patterns for human service delivery on the recip¬

ient networks in the county. It is followed by a detailed

review of the 1 976 status of the Lee County human service

networks of health, mental health, aged, government, mental

retardation, public assistance, and education services. The

discussion of each service network includes an assessment of

the felt need for innovation in training among its practi-

tioners.

In the United States, cultural values of the dominant

social and ethnic groups, i.e., the white middle and upper

classes, greatly influence the types of services provided,

the availability of services, and the methods of service de¬

livery. The national and local human service systems are re¬

flections of traditional cultural patterns, knowledge about

the nature of societies, the role of the government in serv¬

ice delivery, the nature of relationships of individuals with

kin, family and friends, the use of "total institutions"

(Goffman, 1961), and the form and effectiveness of training

for service providers.

87
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Problems encountered by human service consumers in the

United States and Lee County include fragmentation of serv¬

ices, overlapping of system boundaries, institutionalized

prejudice, bureaucratic constraints, and inertia. The na¬

tional and local systems both contain component networks which

are often thought to be unrelated. Formal human services are

not delivered in a comprehensive, coordinated manner with

open communication flow among the subsystems, i.e., networks.
Administrators, service providers, and consumers per¬

ceive human services as distinct network areas which include

mental and physical health, education, government, youth, ag¬

ing, economic assistance, and mental retardation. The fol¬
lowing description of each network is based on the author's

preliminary interviews and observations and includes the fol¬
lowing :

1. cultural values and patterns relative to
service delivery;

2. specific agencies in Lee County and
3. the needs for a new form of human service

worker training.

Socio-cultural Context of Mental and Physical Health

The prevention of illness and the curing of disease con¬

stitutes an area of interest to the people of all cultures.

No human group lacks an explanation for the conditions that
must be fulfilled or maintained for the individual to enjoy

good health and for the causes of illness. Medical systems
are integral parts of the cultures in which they are found.
They cannot be understood simply in terms of curing practices,
medical practitioners, and hospital services. Only a partial
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understanding of a medical system can be qained unless other

components of the culture, i.e., economics, religion, social

relationships, education and family structure, are related to

it (Clark, 1973:1).

An important cultural pattern in the United States is

conceptualization of "mental" and "physical" health as sepa¬

rate and distinct service delivery areas. Funding resources,

traininq of healers, identifyinq illness, and seeking cures

are all influenced by this body and mind dichotomy. The con¬

sumer seeking well-being from an identified malady must

choose from mental or physical health practitioners. This

unrealistic dichotomy is perhaps a major influence on the

fragmentation of healing services and lack of emphasis on un¬

derstanding the individual as a holistic system.

In both health and mental health services, the profes¬

sional workers tend to come from the segment of society refer¬

red to as either "middle" or "upper-middle" class. Their pa¬

tients come from all strata of the society. Cultural bar¬

riers often occur in the service provider-consumer interac¬

tion resulting from value system conflicts (Taylor, 1970:151—

1 52) .

Spatial distribution of health and mental health facili¬

ties is another factor influencing service delivery, von

Mering et al. demonstrate that with increasing distance of an

individual from a health facility there is a decreasing tend¬

ency for utilization (1976:381).
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Health Care

Falk and Hawkins (1975:417) describe health care serv¬

ices in the United States:

. . . Health conditions are sacrificed when profit
("good business," "the economy") is at stake. Health
care is highly biased toward physician-dominance,
hospitalization, and the prescribing of pharmaceuticals.
"Scientific medicine" and specialization dominate.
Availability is basically related to the ability of
the individual or family to pay. . . .

The American health system has also been described as an

empire. Every day millions of persons seek medical care and:

. . . some find it; others do not. Some are helped by
it; others are not. Another twenty million Americans
probably ought to enter the daily search for medical
help, but are not healthy enough, rich enough, or
enterprising enough to try. The obstacles are enor¬
mous. Health care is scarce and expensive to begin
with. It is dangerously fragmented, and usually
offered in an atmosphere of mystery and accountabil¬
ity. For many, it is obtained only at the price of
humiliation, dependence, or body insult. . . . For the
person in search of medical health, the illness or

possibility of illness which prompted the search is
quickly overshadowed by the difficulties of the
medical experience itself (Ehrenreich, 1971:3-4).

Health delivery within the United States has been la¬

beled a "non-svstem system." The premise of this charge

rests on the fact that health delivery had evolved and devel¬

oped in a "laissez faire" arena. Shannon and Dever (1974:27)

state that health delivery is actually a "collection of sev¬

eral systems, subsystems, and partial systems." Each system

appears to be a result of conscious decision-making that is

limited by the concerns and perceptions of those responsible

for the decisions. This lack of perception and concern, cou¬

pled with the "profit motive" as well as other considerations,
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forms the basis for the existing maldistribution of health

services in areas such as the urban ghetto, poverty-stricken

rural America and Indian reservations. Health care delivery

is primarily oriented toward treatment during the acute phase

of illness and does not generally offer the public a complete

coordinated spectrum of health care, including provisions for

maintenance of good health (1974:28-29).

Mental Health Care

Mental health services have their origins in the state-

operated asylums of Virginia and Kentucky in the early 19th

century. Crusaders such as Dorothea Dix were instrumental in

establishing asylums in virtually every state by the end of

that century. In the 20th century federal programs origina¬

ted with the passage of the National Mental Health Act of

1946 and the Community Mental Health Centers Act of 1963.

It is difficult to evaluate the overall effectiveness of

state mental hospitals or community mental health centers.

There are few agreements on treatment or diaanosis. The meas¬

ure of treatment success is elusive. It may include symptom

removal, problem resolution, social functioning, general psy¬

chiatric assessment, client satisfaction, improvement on psy¬

chological tests, or something else. Magaro et al. describe

"madness" as being based on factors that are irrelevant to

the condition of the individual but very relevant to the

state of the society. Theories of madness and their treat¬

ments are accepted and implemented according to whether or

not the theories fit the thought of the current cultural mi¬

lieu (1978:3-5).
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Treatment and service delivery emphasis is focused on

the individual. Hsu states that Western civilization is

stuck with the concept of personality and an emphasis on in¬

dividualism. An individual is considered to be the source of

his greatest achievements and the deep roots of his worst

troubles. There is a person-centered preoccupation bias in

research which favors explanations in terms of the personal

characteristics of those experiencing the problem, while dis¬

regarding the possible influence of external forces (1976:—

153-159).

Health and Mental Health Networks in Lee County

The institutional structure for overall health service

delivery in Lee County includes two separate service systems

and a variety of organizations. This reflects the cultural

value for separating health care into "physical" and "mental"

categories.

Health care agencies

The "physical" health care system of Lee County is con¬

cerned with providing primary care for the qeneral population,

reduction of morbidity and mortality, and identification of

health hazards in the physical environment. System input in¬

cludes general feedback about health agency operations, con¬

sumers from a multi-ethnic population, new personnel, private

and public financial resources, and medical supplies. System

outputs include consumers who receive care, health and com¬

munity education, payroll, and general relations with the

community.
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"Physical" health care is provided by the Lee County

Health Department, Lee Miqrant Health Clinic, four general

service hospitals, Children's Medical Services of the Depart¬

ment of Health and Rehabilitation, medical doctors and den¬

tists. System boundaries related to innovation diffusion in¬

clude spatial, financial, technological, ideological, and so¬

cial influences.

Health agencies are located in the areas of highest pop¬

ulation density, such as Fort Myers and Cape Coral. Resi¬

dents of rural communities and the barrier islands of Estero,

Sanibel, and Captiva, for example, are often required to

travel as long as one hour to obtain health care and related

services.

Financial limitations of the clients may determine the

quality of care provided. Lee Migrant Health, the Health De¬

partment, and Children's Medical Services, unlike the private

health sector, provide services regardless of the financial

resources of the client. Morbidity rates for Lee County in¬

dicate that heart disease neoplasms, streptococcal infections,

scabies, and syphilis are the most frequently diaqnosed.

Needs for the innovation in health care

Felt needs in health agencies were assessed by the au¬

thor in interviews with the directors of the Public Health

Department, Lee Migrant Health Clinic, and Children's Medical

Services. Additional data were collected by observation in

the public and migrant health agencies. Private medical
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practitioners were not responsive to the author's initial at¬

tempts to discuss the innovation.

This preliminary assessment indicated the following

needs for the new form of training:

1 . an interest by administrators and workers
in public aqencies to have paraprofes-
sional level courses and workshops;

2. ethnic qroups, such as migrant agricul¬
tural workers, who require service
providers who understand their unique
socio-ecological circumstances;

3. a high percentage of the population over 60
years of aqe who require service providers
who are aware of their income, social, and
life-cycle adjustments and

4. workers in other service delivery networks
who are not aware of the importance of
physical well-beinq in their consumers'
functioning.

It was also apparent that the private practitioner area had

needs for trained generalists. However, the innovation was

not designed to meet these needs because existing allied

health proqrams were already available at the colleqe. The

author discussed the needs with the program coordinator, but

they did not choose to develop a cooperative approach to

meeting training needs in the private sector.

Mental health agencies

System inputs include consumers, information about care-

givinq methods, new personnel, funding from local, state and

national sources, and general feedback from the community.

System outputs include consumers receiving care, community

education, payroll, and general community relations.

"Mental" health care agencies include Lee Mental Health

Clinic, "4 West" psychiatric ward of Lee Memorial Hospital,
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Southwest Florida Mental Health Association, religious coun¬

selors, and privately practicing psychologists, psychia¬

trists, and counselors. System boundaries include the spa¬

tial concentration of mental health services in the city of

Fort Myers, financial limits, and cultural attitudes about

mental illness and methods of treatment including a social

stigma that is often associated with "being crazy." "Mental"

health problems include anxiety, depression, alcoholism, and

drug use.

Needs for the innovation in mental health

Felt needs in mental health were assessed by the author

by interviewing the directors of the Lee Mental Health Clinic

and the Career Education for Mental Health Workers Project

(in Tampa, Florida). The local clinic director was not ini¬

tially supportive of the innovation, but did provide valuable

insights into problems of service delivery. Fortunately, the

Career Education Director was receptive to the innovation and

persuaded the author to continue his efforts in the local

network.

The preliminary assessment indicated the following needs

for the new form of training:

1. a manpower shortage and changing attitudes
in the field which have led to increasing
use of untrained paraprofessional workers,
particularly those "indigenous" to the
group they serve;

2. a statewide movement to "deinstitutionalize"
mental patients which increased the demand
for trained workers in community treatment
facilities;

3. consumers from a variety of ethnic and age
groups who reguire a knowledge of their
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unique socio-ecological circumstances for
effective service delivery and

4. workers in other service delivery areas
who are not aware of the importance of
mental well-beinq on their consumers'
functioning.

Private mental health practitioners, as well as medical doc¬

tors, demonstrated resistance to the innovation. However, in

the private sector of the network, employment needs for

trained paraprofessionals did not appear to be sufficient for

the author to attempt innovation diffusion.

Socio-cultural Context of Government Services

Governmental aqencies are involved in providing plan¬

ning, transportation, corrections, enforcement, fiscal, land

use decisions, environmental protection, recreation, and

youth services. The author selected the recreation and youth

service areas for innovation diffusion from this diverse set

of agencies and functions. These two areas are similar in

structure and function to other networks selected for the in¬

novation. Individuals from planning, corrections and enforce¬

ment were often interested in the new training, but the au¬

thor referred them to established academic programs already

in existence at the college. Workers from transportation,

fiscal, and land use aqencies were not selected as innovation

recipients by the author because of minimal consumer contact

in most workers' duties.

Recreation

Cultural values and patterns associated with recreation

include a dichotomy of participation and spectator activities,

group and individual requirements, ethnic preferences, and an
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increasing sedentarism as one grows older. In a society such

as the United States, recreation proqrams are in competition

with road building, public utilities and other government

proqrams for funding and with television and spectator activ¬

ities for consumers. There are increasing concerns voiced by

medical and other researchers that the sedentary life styles

of citizens are having negative influences on their quality

of life.

Youth

Services to youth include programs which provide coun¬

seling and support for movement through the early part of the

life cycle and those which attempt to control and shape their

behavior. The latter programs are more frequent than the

former. This phenomenon is related to high frequencies of

juvenile crime and disciplinary problems in most communities.

Increasing frequencies of families with single parents and

both parents working, combined with the decreasing frequency

of extended families, have been influences on the supervision

and socialization of youth. Druq use is common in many

schools and neighborhoods. Runaways from families are fre¬

quent. These circumstances have created increasing social
needs for youth services, particularly those which attempt to

counsel and support rather than control.

Governmental Agencies in Lee County

System characteristics depend on the particular service
network. Goals also vary with each service delivery network.

Recreation, for example, provides facilities and proqrams to
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encourage physical activity among the County's population.

Municipal agencies are expected to provide services of trans¬

portation, governance, planning and others. Boundaries are

financial resources, spatially defined service areas, and

cultural attitudes about services. Inputs are resources and

materials, new personnel, community action via elections and

public hearings, and state and federal policy. Outputs are

consumers, payrolls, information about agency operation, and

general community interaction.

Agencies in the county include Lee County Recreation,

Fort Myers Recreation, Lee County Government, City of Cape

Coral, City of Fort Myers, City of Sanibel, the Juvenile De¬

tention Center, Youth Services of Health and Rehabilitative

Services, and law enforcement and justice services. Consum¬

ers' needs range from paving a street to controlling juvenile

crime.

Needs for the Innovation in Government

Felt needs in governmental agencies were assessed by in¬

terviews with the County Administrator, Director of Parks and

Recreation for Lee County, and the Sub-District Administrator

of Health and Rehabilitative Services. Additional data were

collected by observation in the Juvenile Detention Center.

The recreation and youth networks of the government serv¬

ice delivery system were selected for innovation diffusion.

Preliminary assessment of these two networks indicated the

following needs for the new form of training:
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1. both networks employ a high number of un¬
trained paraprofessionals;

2. both networks serve consumers from a wide
range of ethnic and other special groups
and reguired workers who are aware of their
unique socio-ecological conditions; and

3. effective youth service workers must be
able to work with families, peer groups,
and other social organizations and, there¬
fore, require a basic knowledge of social
science.

Socio-cultural Context of Services for the Aged

An increasingly larger percentage of persons in the

United States is living longer to reach "old age." Between

1960 and 1970, older Americans increased in number by approx¬

imately 18 percent, as compared with a 13 percent growth in

the total population. Greatest percentage growth occurred in

Arizona, Nevada, Florida, Hawaii, and New Mexico. Florida

had the highest ratio of older people in 1970, 13.3 percent

of its total population (Lawy, 1975:140).

Nationally, the number of women over 65 years of age in

1 970 was 11 million, and the number of males was eight mil¬

lion. For the total 65 and over population, there were about

135 women per 100 men. Nonwhites constituted 11.4 percent of

the total population but only 7.7 percent of those over 65

( 1 975: 1 42) .

The decreasing frequency of the extended family, partic¬

ularly among the white middle class, creates problems for the

elderly in the United States. Basic subsistence requirements,

social interaction, belonqinq to a social group, and health

care are essential services provided by the traditional ex¬

tended family. Traditional extended family structure provides
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for the care of the elderly. Today many human service agen¬

cies are performing services that were once delivered by the

extended family.

Elderly persons are often dealt with in the same manner

as are children. They are not expected to be productive work¬

ers; they are often dependent on persons in the middle age

groups; they are not expected to have sexual relations, and

they are often expected to be "seen and not heard."

It is common for the elderly to lose their means of sup¬

port, to be supplanted by younger men or women, to be rele¬

gated to a condition not as worthy as that which character¬

izes the prime of life. They are not retired — they are "put

out to pasture," indicating that there is no longer a social

need for them. Disengagement in old age, as it occurs in the

United States, is linked closely with a stress on individual¬

ism and independence. When old age makes it impossible to

maintain a sense of independence, the aging person must suf¬

fer "loss of face" and often public scorn or ridicule in deal¬

ing with agencies that demand a dependency role by those seek¬

ing their services. Independence is valued; dependence is

usually despised.

Services for the elderly have many of the difficulties

experienced in the health services, i.e., fragmentation, over¬

lapping, and lack of regard by administrators for the spatial

distribution of agencies. Cultural values about being "old,"

a decreasing frequency of three generational households, and

an increasing number of persons over 65 years of age are
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additional factors influencing human services for the elderly.

Elderly persons are not given the social status and prestige
characteristic of less complex societies. Geographical mo¬

bility of families and an increasing frequency of nuclear

families often lead to diminished social contact and limited

resources for elderly persons.

Social policies concernina the elderly have moved toward

selective assumption of societal responsibility and away from

reliance upon exclusive kin or filial responsibility; toward

acceptance of rightful entitlement of benefits rather than

dependence upon charitable supports that are stigmatized; and

toward more institutional services geared to meet individual

requirements rather than residual, undifferentiated services.
The qap between need and action is wide. Knowledge has been
utilized inadequately, and consequently, the elderly are

still given low priority in allocation of funds and resources.

Negative attitudes and stereotypes persist among the general

population as well as professionals, and no coherent, compre¬

hensive social policy toward the elderly has as yet been for¬

mulated in the United States.

Services for the Aged in Lee Countv

System boundaries include the spatial location of serv¬

ice agencies, negative cultural values about the elderly, fi¬
nancial resource limitations, and the decreasing frequency of

the extended family in the societv. Inputs include qeneral

community feedback, new personnel, consumers, and resources

to provide services. Outputs include consumers, qeneral
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community relations, payroll and other activities of agencies

dealing with the aqed. The goals of the system include the

providing of services to help elderly consumers meet the basic

needs of nutrition, well-being and social contact.

Human service agencies for the elderly in Lee County in¬

clude those that provide basic health care, nutrition, educa¬

tion, housing, legal assistance, homemaking, crisis counsel¬

ing, financial assistance, and abuse services. These agencies

include the Department of Health and Rehabilitation Service's

Aging and Adult Services programs, the Area Agency on Aging,

Dr. Ella Piper Center, Cape Coral Senior Citizen's Center,

Senior Job Bank, Meals on Wheels, Congregate Meals, the Senior

Aides Project, Shady Rest Nursing Home, Lee County Mental

Health, Shell Point Village Nursinq Home, Florida Home Health

Services and Lee Convalescent Center.

Needs for the Innovation in Services for the Aged

Felt needs in aging service agencies were assessed by

the author in interviews with the Program Director of Health

and Rehabilitation Services and the Program Coordinator of

the Dr. Ella Piper Center. Additional data were collected by

observations of the Center operations.

In contrast to the health, mental health, and government

networks, the author received complete cooperation and even

enthusiasm from administrators for the innovation. The pre¬

liminary assessment indicated the following needs for the new

form of training:

1. a high number of the agency workers are
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untrained, "indigenous" paraprofessionals;
2. high immigration rates for the over-60

age group has increased demands for more
workers to provide services;

3. consumers from a wide variety of ethnic
and class backgrounds who require workers
to be aware of their unique conditions;

4. workers requiring knowledge of consumer
economics, health, mental health, trans¬
portation and gerontology due to the wide,
and often interrelated, nature of aging
consumers' problems; and

5. workers in other service delivery networks
who are not aware of the problems and
conditions of the elderly.

Socio-cultural Context of Educational Services

Sanday (1976:77) describes the cultural context of edu¬

cation in the United States:

The process of education takes place in the larger,
historically determined, amorphous cultural template
of the American society. The cultural template is
the set of ideal forms that informs and guides all
transactions in all social networks independently of
our conscious awareness. The axis on which the con¬
stellation of mainstream American ideal forms rotates
is the urge to order and classify—to count time,
money and people—to control. Rooted in the social
ferment of the sixteenth century, its contemporary
cultural expression is found in the Protestant work
ethic, future orientation, sexual repression, and
an overemphasis on intelligence an cognitive learning.

An inherent historical contradiction of freedom, liberty,

and opportunity for whites, as opposed to debasement, slav¬

ery, and exclusion for blacks, created a condition of cul¬

tural and structural pluralism in the American social system.

This condition means that many of the nation's children are

socialized outside of the American mainstream. The standard

intelligence and achievement tests are, however, measures of

specific knowledge and problem-solving skills which are pre¬

dictive of social performance in the mainstream. Excluded as
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they are in their home and community contexts, these children

do not have the same exposure to the knowledge and skills

these tests call upon. Since educability depends on a fund

of prior knowledge, skills, and acquired cognitive habits,

these children are behind mainstream children even before

they begin school. Sanday has hypothesized that the nature

and degree of contact with the mainstream culture will ex¬

plain group differences in mental test scores (1976:78-80).

Blacks and American Indians were excluded from the be¬

ginning of the colonization period. Late in the 19th century

this practice was extended to Orientals and Mexican-Americans,

and, in the 20th century, to Puerto Ricans. Non-Anglo-Saxon

white immigrants, while they may have been temporarily ex¬

cluded, were able to pass into the mainstream once divested

of their traditional cultural identification.

Educational Services Agencies in Lee Countv

System goals are to provide information and educational

services to persons in all stages of the life cycle. Bound¬

aries include financial constraints, traditional ideas about

education, and admission criteria of specific schools or pro¬

grams. Inputs are resources, new information, new personnel,

and students. Outputs are students with altered world views

and new skills, payrolls, and general community relations

activity.

Educational agencies include the Lee County Public

Schools, private schools, and special programs such as adult

education, vocational-technical education, Edison Community
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College, University of South Florida, and miqrant education.

Services include socialization of youth, training for careers,

and general information-giving. The student population for

all the above agencies is predominantly white in ethnic com¬

position, although minorities such as blacks and migrants are

also served by the educational system.

Needs for the Innovation in Education

Felt needs in education were assessed by the author in

an interview with the Assistant Superintendent of Lee County

Schools. Additional data were collected by observation in

two public schools.

Response to the innovation was favorable. The prelimi¬

nary assessment indicated the following needs for the new

form of training:

1. formal education involved the transmission
of cultural knowledge, but paraprofessional
workers are not generally aware of the
principles of anthropology and social
sciences which deal with the process;

2. the growth of untrained paraprofessionals
(from 35 in 1970 to 305 in 1976) employed
by the school system;

3. consumers from ethnic and special groups
requiring service providers who understand
their unique problems of learning and
well-being; and

4. teachers in crowded public school class¬
rooms who could benefit from having field
placement students to assist in discipline
and elementary instructional tasks.

Socio-cultural Context of Economic Assistance

Economic assistance, commonly known as welfare, includes

seven major categories: old age assistance, aid to the blind,

aid to the permanently disabled, aid to families with dependent
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children, general assistance, food stamps, and. supplemental

security income. The welfare system in the United States has

evolved as a series of "bandaids" to meet needs as policy¬

makers determined that they arose in the society.

Prior to 1935, the basic welfare system in the United

States put sole responsibility for the welfare function on

private philanthropy and on state and local governments.

This approach failed during the Depression when an estimated

40 million out of 120 million were considered to need econom¬

ic assistance. The Social Security system was established to

protect the nation's workers against the economic hazards of

old aqe and temporary unemployment. Since 1935 the welfare

system has undergone 13 major revisions in efforts to remedy

defects or meet changing conditions. These revisions have

failed to meet a growing social phenomenon, i.e., the family

with wage earners who cannot earn enough to keep above govern¬

ment quidelines for poverty. The system is qenerally unsat¬

isfactory for consumers, workers, and the general population.

The Research and Policy Sub-Committee of the Committee

for Economic Development describes four problems of the eco¬

nomic assistance system in the United States. These problems

are that public assistance benefits are not sufficient to

provide an adequate standard of living for most of the recip¬

ients; the system is too limited in its coveraqe; the disin¬

centives and inequities built into the present system tend to

perpetuate the very poverty that it is intended to alleviate

and to encourage continued dependence on welfare; and the
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wide variation in state levels of public assistance payments

and welfare services that is permitted and even fostered by

the present system so as to place unfair and onerous finan¬

cial burdens on some states and communities (1970:9-11).

Economic Assistance Agencies in Lee County

System goals are to ensure that individual and family

incomes are sufficient for meetinq basic needs of food, hous¬

ing, and general well-being. Boundaries are the excessive

bureaucracy encountered by consumers in the form of paperwork

and unrealistic, riaid guidelines for determining eligibility,

and social misconceptions such as "the welfare Cadillac." In¬

puts are financial resources, consumers, information and pol¬

icy about economic assistance payments, new personnel, and

consumers. Outputs are consumers, employee payrolls, infor¬

mation about the agencies, and qeneral community relations.

Economic assistance agencies include the Social Security

Office, Lee County Human Services, Food Stamps, and assis¬

tance payments of programs of Health and Rehabilitative Serv¬

ices. Services are the provision of financial assistance and

economic counseling to persons with limited incomes.

Needs for the Innovation in Economic Assistance

Felt needs in economic assistance agencies were assessed

by the author in interviews with the Administrator of the So¬

cial Security Office and the Sub-District Administrator of

Health and Rehabilitative Services. Additional data were

collected by observations in the Social Security and Food

Stamp Offices.
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Response to the innovation was favorable. The prelim¬

inary assessment indicated the following needs for the new

form of training:

1. most direct service workers are untrained
paraprofessionals;

2. consumers from ethnic and special qroups
who have unique socio-ecological conditions
to which they must adapt, i.e., farmworkers
and shrimpers out of work due to cold or
unfavorable weather and

3. neqative stereotypes about "welfare" con¬
sumers among service providers in other
networks which are often based on incorrect
or biased information.

Socio-cultural Context of Mental Retardation Services

Mental retardation proqrams in the United States had

their origins in institutional care provided in state hospi¬

tals or schools. Pressure from organizations advocatinq im¬

proved care for the mentally retarded, particularly from the
National Association of Retarded Citizens, has brought in¬

creased resource allocation to these programs in recent dec¬

ades. Many states have improved their institutions and de¬

veloped community services, such as group livinq facilities,

special education proqrams, activity proqrams, and sheltered

workshops.

An emphasis on placing residents of institutions for the

mentally retarded in the community has been increasingly ap¬

parent in the last decade. Persons who have been placed in
the community facilities are the less severely retarded resi¬

dents, leaving the more severely retarded individuals in the

state institutions. State institutions are providing care to

a smaller but more severely retarded populations of consumers
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while community-based services are providinq services for the

mildly retarded.

The number of retarded persons in the United States has

been estimated to be six million. Florida has approximately

245,000 retarded children and adults, of whom 97 percent live

in their own homes and communities, and 3 percent live in

residential institutions (Sunland Traininq Center, 1978:4).

Cultural values influencinq mental retardation services

include social class and racist bias in evaluation and clas¬

sification techniques, the commonly held beliefs about men¬

tally retarded persons, and difficulties encountered by fam¬

ily systems with members who are mentally retarded. Evalua¬
tion techniques for determininq "intelligence" in the United

States are questionable. There is no consensus on what in¬

telligence actually is, but this concept has been used to

classify individuals as mentally retarded. Professionals who

design and administer the tests that are purported to measure

intelliqence do not usually use the concept in a holistic,

cross-cultural perspective with controls for ethnicity and

social class, qenetic mechanisms, and the physical environ¬

ment as influences.

The confusion that exists in distinguishinq between he¬

reditary and cultural determinants of mental retardation is

extensive. Discussions of genetic influences on retardation

include low "intelligence" as a possible resultinq symptom.

This might often include cultural causes and consequences as

well (Sanday, 1976:75).



Mental Retardation Agencies in Lee County

System goals are the care and treatment of mentally re¬

tarded individuals, the deinstitutionalization of clients

back to the community, and specific educational and rehabili¬

tative services to consumers. Boundaries include the intel¬

ligence quotient of consumers, the community attitudes about

retardation, and financial resource constraints for services.

Inputs are consumers, information about mental retardation,

new personnel and resources. Outputs are consumers placed

back in the community from institutions, payrolls, and infor¬

mation for education of the community about mental retarda¬

tion.

Mental retardation agencies include the Lee County As¬

sociation of Retarded Citizens, Sunland Training Center, Riv¬

erside Training School, and Special Education Programs in the

public schools. These agencies provide residential and day

care, sheltered workshop jobs, halfway houses, assessment,

educational, and medical services for persons classified as

mentally retarded or having learning disabilities.

The Needs for the Innovation in Mental Retardation

Felt needs in the mental retardation agencies were as¬

sessed by the author in an interview with the Training Direc¬

tor of Sunland Training Center. Additional data were collec¬

ted at an employees' meeting concerning the training.

Response to the innovation was favorable. The prelimi¬

nary assessment indicated the following needs for the new

form of trainina:



1. Sunland Training Center had over 450
untrained paraorofessional workers;

2. a statewide mandate to "deinstitution¬
alize" created additional requirements
for trained community care workers;

3. workers who are not aware of the socio-
ecological conditions of their consumers
from varied ethnic, economic and aqe

groups; and
4. a lack of awareness among workers of all

networks about the complex, and often
uncertain, means of diaqnosis of mental
retardation by practicing professionals.

General Needs for the Innovation

The author's preliminary assessment of human service

networks in Lee County indicates an overall need for the in¬

novation. Although specific agency and network needs are

identified, there are some general needs found in all compo¬

nents of the system and include the following:

1 . use of untrained paraprofessional workers
to provide services to consumers;

2. consumers from a variety of ethnic,
economic, age, and special qrouos require
effective workers to be aware of their
unique socio-ecological conditions;

3. service delivery workers rarely consider
the consumer as a whole person with so¬
cial, psycholoqical, economic and other
needs;

4. many workers are not aware of the other
human service agencies in the community
and the potential for providinq informa¬
tion and referral to consumers; and

5. there appears to be a general lack of
understanding among workers, as well as
the general population, that human serv¬
ices are systems of cultural values and
patterns for helping and care-giving.

Programs of the innovation are designed to meet these

needs assessed by the author in his preliminary survey. Pres¬

ent and future workers of human service aqencies are trained

to be aware of their consumers' needs and, when possible,

provide more effective services.
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CHAPTER IX

INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE INNOVATION:
EDISON COMMUNITY COLLEGE

The research design (Chapter IV) and methods (Chapter V)

of this study are discussed in Part One. Briefly stated, the

study involves the measurement and documentation of the dif¬

fusion of an innovation within a two-year period from Septem¬

ber, 1976 to August, 1978. Change agent activity, opinion

leader participation, and rate of adoption are analyzed in

three stages of the institutionalization process. These

stages (change agent intervention, network development, and

chanqe aqent disengagement) provide the framework by which

the data are collected, organized and analyzed.

Data which are used to support the general and three

particular hypotheses (see pages 51-52) are obtained from rec¬

ords maintained by the author during the two-year period.

These records include logs of chanqe aqent activity, opinion

leader participation and qeneral innovation adoption (see Ap¬

pendix B). Data are organized by diffusion network to evalu¬

ate the relationships among the three variables in each of

the three innovation stages and for the two-year period.

Evaluation results for Edison Community Colleqe (Chapter

X) and eight recipient networks (Chapter X) are presented by

correlation matrix, graphic description and the author's

1 13
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narrative. Recipient networks include services to the aging,

general, government, education, economic assistance, mental

retardation, mental health, and health agencies.

Innovation Evaluation Results

Conditions at Edison Community College prior to the two-

year period were favorable for its selection as the innova¬

ting organization (see Chapter VII). Change agent activity

was initially concentrated at the college due to the author's

selection of it as the donor organization in the innovation

diffusion process. Indeed, Edison Community College is the

vehicle eventually responsible for implementation of the new

form of training in human service agencies.

The relationships among the three variables of change

agent activity, opinion leader participation and innovation

adopters in the Edison Community College network is illus¬

trated by Figure 4. Linear relationships among the variables

are graphically presented. The correlation matrix suggests

the nature and strength of these relationships. Table VI

lists the critical social events which occurred in the inno¬

vating organization during the two-year research period.

Data from both Figure 4 and Table VI are discussed as evalu¬

ation and documentation in each of the three time phases.

Time Phase One

Evaluation. The author arrived in Lee County on August

24, 1976, to begin employment as an instructor of anthropol¬

ogy at Edison Community College. A need for a human services

training program was discussed with him in the job interview



1 15

Levels of Significance

XY 1 P(df=46) XY2 P(df=46) Y1Y2 P(df=46)

TP 1 -.677 . 005 -.681 .005 .991 . 005

TP2 -.716 .005 -.788 .005 .978 .005

TP3 -.208 . 10 -.205 . 10 .951 . 005

ALL -.592 .005 -.590 .005 .998 .005

Figure 4. Relationships among change agent activity (X),
opinion leader participation (Y1), and innovation adoption
(Y2) in the Edison Community College Network.



TABLE VI

Critical

Date of Event

August 24, 1976

September, 1976

September, 1976

November, 1976

November, 1976

January, 1977

January, 1977

May 17, 1977

June, 1977

J une, 19 7 7

J une, 1977

July, 1977

August 24, 1977

September, 1977

Events: Edison Community Colleqe

Description

Author beqan work as instructor.

Conceptualization of possible innovation
and initial support given by three key
administrators.

Faculty vote to unionize.

Curriculum Committee approval of initial
program design.

Human Services Faculty Committee formed
by author, psychologist, political
scientist, and Social Science Chair¬
person.

Social Science Division budqet for 1 977-
1978 did not include financial support
for the program.

Author asked by the Director of Contin¬
uing Education to work with Aqing
Services.

Community forum was conducted to
increase awareness and participation in
the program.

College administration provided first
financial support by sending two faculty
members to gerontology workshop.

Aging Services training projects
approved for $13,500.

Aging Services training began.

Community Services Trust Fund grant
obtained from County Commission to
support the program in first year
($18,000).

First academic class of 45 students
began.

Author was asked to serve on CETA Youth
Program planning board.



TABLE VI—continued

Date of Event Description

October, 1977 Human Services Communitv Advisory
Committee was formed.

October, 1977 CETA grants of $206,000 and $20,000
were obtained.

January 4, 1978 85 new students entered academic
program.

January, 1978 Social Science Chairperson assumed
grant administration responsibility.

January, 1978 CETA program began.

April, 1978 Aging Services training grants were
obtained for second year.

April-May, 1978

August 10-31, 1978

First group of students was placed in
community agencies for field experience

Agency and student survey was
conducted to evaluate impact of program

August 10-31, 1978



by a college administrator, and interest of the author in hu¬

man services appeared to be a valuable asset in obtaining the

position.

Change agent activity in this period was highest in the

fall of 1 976 and declined in the winter and spring of 1 977.

This activity included attempts to obtain approval and sup¬

port of college faculty and administration, planning and de¬

signing the academic program, and organizing human and finan¬

cial resources with which to implement the innovation.

A preliminary design of the innovation, including the

general goals of the program, basic curriculum, and adminis¬

trative guidelines, was established. The Academic Dean and

the Social Science Chairperson are two influential opinion

leaders who adopted the innovation in September, 1976. Their

acceptance and eventual participation in the feedback manage¬

ment process was crucial to program development in the inno¬

vating organization.

An academic training program was designed and the Social

Science faculty, Curriculum Committee, and administration ap¬

proved its addition to the college catalog in November, 1976.

This event was important so that class scheduling and other

organizational planning could be accomplished for Fall Semes¬

ter, 1 977.

The Social Science Chairperson, two instructors, and an

anthropologist (author) formed the membership of the Human

Services Faculty Committee established in November, 1976.

This Committee relied primarily on the direction and efforts
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of the author in the early time periods, i.e., feedback regu¬

lation. As he was able to obtain more involvement from addi¬

tional faculty members, the feedback management function of

the Committee increased.

The Committee agreed upon and established the primary

objective of the innovation—to provide academic courses and

in-service training for three populations of potential stu¬

dents, i.e., workers employed in paraprofessional positions,

students of the college seeking paraprofessional positions

upon completion of the program, and students and workers

seeking preparation for transfer to a bachelor's degree pro¬

gram and an eventual professional career in human services.

This action provided the change agent with a clearer state¬

ment of program goals to present to potential adoptors.

In January, 1977, the author was asked by the Continuing

Education Director at the college to participate in the plan¬

ning and implementation of in-service training for District

Eight, Health and Rehabilitative Services, Aging Services

project staff. This was one of the most significant events

that occurred in the first year of the program. It opened a

communication and resource exchange network between the col¬

lege and 16 aging service agencies in a 10 county area of

Southwest Florida. Two hundred and thirty human service

workers in these agencies received training during 1977 and

1978, and over $32,000 in financial resources were eventually

obtained for the operation of this component of the human

service program.
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In the remaining months of Time Phase One the author

concentrated his activity on agencies in the community. This

was possible because the necessary steps for planning and im¬

plementing the innovation at the community college had been

completed in the period from September, 1976, to January,

1 977.

Documentation. In Time Phase One of the innovation

process an inverse relationship is suggested by correlations

of -.677 for change agent activity (X) and opinion leader

participation (Y1), and of -.681 for change agent activity

and number of innovation adopters (Y2). This could be inter¬

preted to be evidence which does not support Particular Hy¬

pothesis One (X is positively related to Y1 and Y2). However,

Edison Community College is the innovating organization, and

the change agent had to institutionalize the innovation there

before it could be diffused to other networks. The graphic

illustration suggests that an increase in feedback regulation

(change agent effort) from September to December, 1976, was

followed by increases in opinion leader participation and the

number of innovation adopters. In the latter half of Time

Phase One, the change agent had completed the necessary plan¬

ning for the college network and began to spend more time in

the community.

The graphic data indicate an initial positive relation¬

ship of change agent activity with opinion leader participa¬

tion and with innovation adopter growth. In the second part

of Time Phase One these variables appear to be negatively re¬

lated .
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These data indicate that institutionalization in the

college did not fit the original three time phase concept of

the author. Instead, Stage I (system intervention), due to

the initial concentration of change agent activity in the in¬

novating organization, was completed by January, 1977. The

eventual reinvolvement of the author in the summer of 1977

(Time Phase Two) indicated that his initial withdrawal from

activity in the network was premature. Feedback regulation

(change agent effort) was necessary throughout the first year

although growth of feedback management as well as a period of

relative inactivity, can be observed from January to April,

1 977.

The correlation (+.991) between Y1 and Y2 indicates a

high positive relationship between opinion leader participa¬

tion and the number of innovation adopters in Time Phase One.

A gradual increase in both variables is evident from Septem¬

ber, 1976, to April, 1977, and suggests the influence of

opinion leaders on innovation adoption.

Time Period Two

Evaluation. During this phase a brief increase in

change agent activity was followed by a decline for the re¬

mainder of the period and into Time Period Three. This ac¬

tivity included conducting a community forum to increase

awareness and participation in the program, building the re¬

source base for innovative diffusion, and beginning academic

and in-service training.
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In May and June, 1977, the change agent's effort was in¬

creased at the college because of the influx of persons in¬

terested in the academic program who needed advising and the

community forum in which representatives from the human serv¬

ice system were invited to participate in the planning of the

human services training program. One hundred and fifty ad¬

ministrators and workers attended the forum, and interest in

the innovation appeared to be growing in the community.

College administrators indicated further acceptance of

the program by providing funds to send two faculty members to

a two-week training session in gerontology at Duke University

in June. This staff training was to prepare them to instruct

in the aging in-service program.

On August 24, 1977, the beginning of the fall semester,

45 persons enrolled in the first course offering in the human

services academic program. This class included 19 human

service workers, and 26 students planning human service ca¬

reers.

Crucial events in the second half of 1 977 included the

development of the education component of the program, acqui¬

sition of two grants from the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act which totaled $206,000 and $20,000, official

formation of a human services governing committee and a com¬

munity advisory council, and the use of the community resource

persons as guest lecturers in the academic program. Addi¬

tional funding was also obtained from the Lee County Commis¬

sion. Two innovation adopters, the county administrator and
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the federal grants officer, became key advocates for the

county commission's support of the program. A total of

$18,000 was obtained from Community Service Trust Fund re-

sources to support the human services program course offer¬

ings for the first year.

A traditional practice by the college of paying seven

dollars per hour for "nonacademic" instruction limited col¬

lege faculty interest in participation in the aging services

project. The change agent had to confront and eventually

convince the college administration to reconsider this cus¬

tom. Intervention by the college president in June, 1977,

eventually resolved the conflict so that college faculty

could be compensated at a higher rate. This issue was ex¬

tremely sensitive and could have resulted in the resistance

of the college administration to the innovation if it had not

been resolved. It underlined the importance of feedback reg¬

ulation function performed by the change agent. Clear and

open communication with both administration and faculty was

necessary to advocate the necessity for a higher rate of pay

for instructors without creating conflict. Removal of this

traditional blockage permitted the future involvement of many

faculty members in the human services program who had not

been interested in participation under the traditional wage

rate.

The change agent and other individuals from the commu¬

nity college were involved in designing the curriculum for

the training of aging services workers in the summer of 1977.
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Training content included interethnic communication skills,

advocacy for the elderly, and basic gerontology. Presenting

this training to aging services employees was an important

means of demonstrating the potential of the innovation to

both community college and human service personnel in all

networks.

The education component of the program was developed by

the cooperation of the college and the Lee County School Sys¬

tem in a Comprehensive Employment Training Act-supported pro¬

gram to train 31 disadvantaged youth, ages 17 to 22, as

teacher aides. A second Comprehensive Employment Training

Act sponsored project was designed to teach job-seeking skills

to 188 disadvantaged youth in the county schools. These two

grants and the subsequent program components established com¬

munication and resource networks with 18 public schools.

The feedback management function of the innovation was

further institutionalized at the college with the formation

of a governing committee. This committee, its members in¬

cluding seven faculty members and the Social Science Chair¬

person, assumed the policy and decision-making responsibili¬

ties for the operation of the program which the author had

performed during the earlier development of the program. This

represented a change in policy and viewpoint in the innova¬

ting organization because the author was relieved of feedback

regulation duties and could, therefore, devote more time to

development in the human service agencies.
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A Community Advisory Council composed of human service

and community personnel was formed in October, 1977, to as¬

sume the feedback management function in the human service

system. The author, as feedback regulator, and key opinion

leaders in agencies had informally performed the duties of

the Council to that date. Council members, to increase the

feedback management function, were selected because of their

interest and participation in the initial development of the

program.

Individuals from human service agencies were utilized in

the academic program as guest speakers during the fall semes¬

ter, 1977. This became a method of introducing students to

the wide assortment of human services and also explaining the

program to potential opinion leaders from the agencies.

Thirty-five agency opinion leaders became adopters of the

program in the fall of 1 977 after participating as guest

speakers. Students in the academic program were required to

visit and prepare a report about a human service agency. The

practice furthered the dissemination of information about the

innovation in the community.

Documentation. Both the graphic presentation and the

correlations indicate inverse relationships between XY1

(-.716) and between XY2 (-.788). A high positive relation¬

ship (+.978) for Y1Y2 can be observed. After the initial re¬

involvement of the change agent in the first part of Time

Phase Two, the transfer of feedback control from the change

agent to opinion leaders can be observed for the remainder of



the period by noting the decline in X and the continued rise

in Y1 and Y2.

Time Phase Three

Evaluation. During this phase chanqe agent activity was

lowest of the two-year period. The innovation was accepted

by the administration and most faculty members. Program op¬

eration was the responsibility of the Human Services Commit¬

tee and the Advisory Council. Student enrollment in the aca¬

demic program continued to increase, financial resources con¬

tinued to support program operation, and the first group of

students was placed in field experience practica in human

service agencies.

Faculty support continued to increase for the innovation.

A clearer perception of the program and the desire to obtain

additional money by conducting training were influences on

the increase in faculty participation.

Media coverage in the community increased in the winter

of 1978. The author and other faculty members participating

in the program were interviewed by local television personal¬

ities on a news program and a talk show. Local newspapers

published articles on the program. Community awareness of

the community college's role in human services was increased

by this media exposure.

Eighty-five students entered the academic program in

January, 1978. These students, combined with 40 students who

continued from the fall semester class, increased the total

participation in the academic component of the human services

program to 125.
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The author obtained the funding to conduct training for

the District Eight aging service projects staff for the sec¬

ond year. Resources totaled $14,500 for 96 total days of

training.

The Social Science Chairperson of the community college

assumed grant administration responsibility in January, 1978.

This further institutionalized the program in the college and

also relieved the author of the major task of grants develop¬

ment .

Human services academic students formed an organization

to promote student participation and input to the program.

This provided additional feedback management at the community

college.

Comprehensive Employment Training Act programs were con¬

ducted from January to May, 1978. Job skills training was

provided throughout the county schools, and 31 students en¬

tered the teacher-aide training component. Training for job¬

seeking was also provided for 25 individuals through the

newly established Women's Center at the college.

Agency personnel served as guest speakers in the academic

program classes. This continued to be an effective technique

for establishing links with agencies and involving agency

personnel as resource persons.

The student organization, advisory council, and human

services committee assumed feedback management of the innova¬

tion in the college, and all policy and management decisions

were made by these components. Continuing to develop networks
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major activity of the change agent in the second year.

Sixty-five field-experience students of the academic

program gained acceptance in a variety of community agencies

in the summer of 1978. Agency demand was greater than the

supply of students available. These placements of academic

program students provided a means of demonstrating the pro¬

gram's "product" to human service personnel as well as per¬

mitting the student, by participant observation, to work in

human service agencies.

Aging services training during June and July, 1978, in¬

volved 10 faculty members in the Social Science Division.

Their participation as the trainers was indicative of the

near complete acceptance of the innovation by faculty in the

division.

Human service personnel were used as instructors for ac¬

ademic courses during the summer session. This practice of

using existing human resources was another step in establish¬

ing feedback networks with students and aaencies.

An evaluation of the innovation was conducted in August,

1978, and represented a means of obtaining feedback from stu¬

dents and human service agencies who had interacted with the

program. The results of the evaluation indicated that the

innovation, e.g., the human services training proarara, was

familiar to 50 of the 65 agencies surveyed. Forty-two of

these agencies have been actively participating in the pro¬

gram. Interviews with 62 students from a total of 136 program
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participants indicated that 95 percent of those surveyed felt

that the curriculum and general program directions were rele¬

vant and worthwhile.

Documentation

The data indicate that institutionalization in the col¬

lege network was completed by August, 1978. In fact, the

relatively low negative correlations (-.208 for XY1 and -.205

for XY2) and the graphic presentation illustrate the contin¬

ued growth of opinion leaders and general adopters while

change agent activity (X) continued to decline to zero. In¬

stitutionalization had apparently been completed in the inno¬

vating organization by the beginning of Time Phase Three.

Low correlations for this phase may reflect disengagement of

the change agent from activity in the college to concentrate

on the development of human service agency networks. Statis¬

tical confidence levels of .10 are questionable for inter¬

pretation and may also explain the variance of XY1 and XY2 in

this phase.

Two-Year Summary

In a two-year perspective the transfer of feedback con¬

trol from the change agent to opinion leaders and adopters

can be observed to have occurred in the college. After the

reinvolvement of the change agent in May, June, and July of

1977, the data provide evidence of the institutionalization

of the innovation in the donor network.

At the end of the research period the feedback manage¬

ment function for the innovation, opinion leader participation,
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adopters, committee structure, and policy changes had been

established in the college. The author had relinquished the

duties and responsibilities of feedback regulation and his

relationship to the program had evolved to that of a working

consultant.

A summary of the data for the two years indicates moder¬

ate inverse relationships between feedback regulation and

feedback management (XY1 is -. 592 and XY2 is -. 590) and a

high positive relationship for opinion leader participation

and the number of innovation adopters (Y1Y2 is +.998). These

coefficients are evidence in support of the general hypothe¬

sis. The three particular hypotheses are not supported by

the correlation data. However, the narrative suggests that

institutionalization occurred sooner in each of the three

stages than the author proposed. Institutionalization appar¬

ently occurred at a faster pace because of the author's con¬

centration of effort in the Fall, 1976. Without successful

institutionalization within the donor organization, it would

not have been possible to diffuse it to the recipient net¬

works .



CHAPTER X

INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE INNOVATION:
HUMAN SERVICE NETWORKS

The data presented in the previous chapter indicate that

the innovation is institutionalized in the donor network, Ed¬

ison Community College. This feat is a necessary antecedent

to successful diffusion to the recipient networks since the

college is a crucial component in the feedback management of

the innovation.

Innovation Evaluation Results

Data are presented and analyzed in the same manner as in

Chapter IX. This discussion of the innovation evaluation re¬

sults includes services to the aging, general, government,

education, economic assistance, mental retardation, mental

health, and health agencies.

Recipient networks are discussed in this chapter in de¬

scending order from the highest to the lowest frequency of

innovation adopters. However, in some of the networks, a

high or low frequency of innovation adopters may not indicate

the relative degree of institutionalization. Changes in the

structural elements of a social system are required for suc¬

cessful institution-building. As the data reveal, networks

with the highest numbers of adopters are not always those in

which the author had transferred feedback control to opinion

leaders.
131
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Aging Services Network

In aging services agencies the total number of adopters

is the highest of all networks. However, this apparent rapid

diffusion is primarily due to the district-wide aging serv¬

ices training programs which were conducted in the summers of

1977 and 1978. Sixteen agencies and over 230 employees were

involved in this particular aspect of the innovation (Figure

5 and Table VII).

Time Phase One

Evaluation. The change agent (author) was not active in

developing the aging services network until January, 1977.

His initial system intervention involved planning and devel¬

opment of a training program for aging services workers. The

first funding resources for the innovation were obtained by

June, 1977, and the change agent opened resource and communi¬

cation networks between the agencies and the college. It al¬

so permitted the change agent to develop contacts with other

agencies in the Health and Rehabilitative Services system.

Documentation. Correlation coefficients of change agent

activity with opinion leader participation (.000) and with
innovation adopter growth (.000) are indicators of the ab¬

sence of network growth in the first time period. The coef¬

ficient for opinion leader participation and innovation adop¬

tion (.000) also reflects the period of no growth in the net¬

work .
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Levels of Significance

XY1 P(df=46) XY2 P(df=46) Y1 Y2 P(df=46)

TP 1 .000 no . 000 no . 000 no

TP2 -.522 .005 -.447 .01 .975 .005

TP3 .209 no . 201 no .998 . 005

ALL -.022 no -.025 no .991 .005

Figure 5. Relationships among change agent activity (X),
opinion leader participation (Y1), and innovation
adoption (Y2) in the aging services network.



TABLE VII

Critical Events: Aging Services Network

Date of Event Description

January, 1977 Continuing Education Director at colleae
asked author to develop District Eight
training grants and programs.

May, 1977 Training arants approved by District
Eight administrators.

June, 1977 Edison Community College administration
approved funds to send two faculty for
gerontology training at Duke University.

July, 1977 Training conducted for 16 aqing services
agencies.

August, 1977 First students entered academic program.

September, 1977 Author was asked to serve as advisor/
consultant to newly formed Area Agency
on Aging.

May, 1978 First field placements of students in
Lee County agencies.

May, 1978 Funding for second year of District Eight
training.

June-August, 1978 Training conducted in 16 agencies for
second year.
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Time Phase Two

Evaluation. Change agent activity was primarily concen¬

trated in Time Phase Two. Designing, planning, and conducting

training were the author's major responsibilities in developing

communication and resource channels in the network. Transfer

of feedback control to the agency directors and other opinion

leaders was initiated but not completed.

Documentation. Correlations of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (-.522) and with innovation

adopters (-.477) indicate negative relationships for XY1 and

XY2. Although the data indicate that institutionalization of

the innovation was apparently occurring in Time Phase Two, the

change agent did return to the network in Time Phase Three to

coordinate the training program for the second year. Growth of

opinion leader participation correlated positively with innova¬

tion adoption (.975). This is indicative of the influence of

participating opinion leaders in the 16 agencies on their work¬

ers .

Time Phase Three

Evaluation. Change agent activities included supervising

student field placements and the district training program dur¬

ing this period. It is the author's impression that transfer

of feedback control to opinion leaders in the aging services

network was not complete by the end of Time Phase Three. His

role in the diffusion of the innovation had been that of a

working consultant as late as the summer of 1978. The number

of innovation adopters, although highest of all networks, may
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have been inflated due to the fact that agencies in 10 coun¬

ties of the district participated in the training. All other

networks included only Lee County Agencies. It was not the

plan of the change agent to conduct training for the 10 coun¬

ties, but the funding guidelines required that the entire

district be included in the programs. After the conclusion

of the training each summer only Lee County agencies main¬

tained resource and communication channels with the college.

Documentation. Correlations of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (.209) and with innovation

adopter growth (.201) indicate the continued change agent ac¬

tivity in the network. A high positive correlation between

opinion leader participation and innovation adopters (.998)

suggests the continued influence of opinion leaders in Time

Phase Three.

Two-Year Summary

In the aging services network it appears that institu¬

tionalization was not completed after two years. Although

the number of adopters is highest when compared to other net¬

works, the change agent failed to completely transfer feed¬

back control to opinion leaders in the network.

The author's impressions are that partial institution¬

alization occurred, as evidenced by the high frequency of

adoption, acceptance of the field experience component of the

program in Lee County agencies and the continued funding pro¬

vided by aging services administrators to support the train¬

ing of their workers. However, correlations of change agent
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activity with opinion leader participation (-.022) and with

innovation adopters (-.025) do not provide documented evi¬

dence for institutionalization. The overall correlation be¬

tween opinion leader participation and innovation adopters

(.991) does indicate a strong positive relationship and the

continued influence of opinion leaders for the two-year pe¬

riod.

In services to the aging, as in the college, evidence

for system intervention does not support the author's three

preconceived time periods. Nevertheless, data from Time

Phases Two and Three do indicate that initial change agent

intervention, network building, and partial disengagement oc¬

curred in the aging network.

General Networks

General networks included agency administrators and

workers who are not clearly associated with any specific net¬

work. These persons are primarily from the Department of

Health and Rehabilitative Services District Eight and Sub-

District C offices. These administrators and workers, in

general, expressed a felt need for the innovation. Opinion

leaders in this network were often influential in the change

agent's successful attempts to obtain grant funds to support

both the academic and in-service training components of the

innovation. Many of the Health and Rehabilitative Services

staff are directly, or at least indirectly, involved in plan¬

ning, monitoring and granting funds for agencies in the other

networks (Figure 6 and Table VIII).
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«1/76 1/77 5/77 9/77 1/78 5/ia 9/73

Levels of Significance

XY1 P(df=4 6) XY2 P (df = 4 6) Y1Y2 P (df=46)

TP 1 -.195 no -.254 .05 . 973 . 005

TP2 -.302 ino -.360 .05 .973 .005

TP3 -.548 .005 -.524 .005 . 987 .005

All -.543 .005 -.570 .005 .987 .005

Figure 6. Relationships of change aaent activity (X),
leader participation (Y1) and innovation adoption (Y2) in
the qeneral networks.



TABLE VIII

Date of Event

October, 1976

January-April,

May , 1977

General Networks

Description

Change aaent met with key adminis¬
trators in H.R.S. District and Sub-
District offices to explain the
innovation.

1977 Chanqe agent continued to discuss and
plan innovation with H.R.S. adminis¬
trators .

H.R.S. administrators participated in
forum.

Administrators used as guest speakers
in academic classes.

February, 1978
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Time Phase One

Evaluation. During this period the change agent estab¬

lished friendships and working relationships with the District

Administrator, the Training Specialist, and other key opinion

leaders in the District Eight Administrative office. These

linkages proved to be valuable assets in the diffusion of the

innovation to the particular networks under the Health and Re¬

habilitative Services umbrella.

Documentation. Correlation coefficients of change agent

activity with opinion leader participation (-.195) and with

innovator adopters (-.254) suggest the early transfer of feed¬

back control. A high positive coefficient (.973) indicates

opinion leader influence on innovation adopters.

Time Phase Two

Evaluation. In this period change agent activity de¬

clined while diffusion continued to increase. Opinion leaders

in the network assisted the change agent in planning and con¬

ducting the community forum in May, 1977.

Documentation. Coefficients of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (-.302) and with innovation

adopters (-.360) suggest the continued growth of feedback man¬

agement. A high positive coefficient (.973) indicates the in¬

fluence of opinion leaders on adoption.

Time Phase Three

Evaluation. Institutionalization of the innovation in

the network was completed during this period. Administrators

and workers in the Health and Rehabilitative Services system
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had become, in most cases, supporters of the innovation. The

change agent had completed disengagement from the network.

Documentation. Correlation coefficients of change agent

activity with opinion leader participation (-.548) and with

innovation adopters (-.524) strongly suggest the transfer of

feedback control to network opinion leaders. The high posi¬

tive coefficient (.987) indicates the continued influence of

opinion leaders on innovation adopters.

Two-year summary

Institutionalization of the innovation appears to have

occurred in this network. Coefficients of change agent activ¬

ity with opinion leader participation (-.543) and with innova¬

tion adopters (-.570) strongly suggest the transfer of feed¬

back control to the network's opinion leaders. Opinion leader

influence on innovation adopters is indicated by the high pos¬

itive correlation coefficient of Y1 and Y2 (.987).

The statistical data do not document the entry of the

change agent into the network. However, the author's evalua¬

tion states that system intervention did occur in Time Phase

One. The low negative correlations may indicate that opinion

leader participation and general adoption increased sooner

than the author's initial expectation.

Government Networks

Recreation and youth agencies are the only governmental

network components included in the data analysis. Change

agent activity was concentrated primarily in service-oriented

agencies such as the Youth Detention Center, Youth Services,
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Cape Coral Parks and Recreation, and Lee County Parks and

Recreation. The Lee County Commission provided funding for

the first year of academic program operation. No specific

programs or funding sources were developed for recreation and

youth agencies. Nevertheless, the frequency of innovation

adoption is relatively high in the network (Figure 7 and Ta¬

ble IX) .

Time Phase One

Evaluation. The change agent discussed the innovation

with the County Administrator and the Grants Officer of Lee

County in this period. They were receptive to the innovation

and suggested that Community Service Trust Fund financial re¬

sources might be obtained to support the academic program

component.

Documentation. Correlation coefficients of change agent

activity with opinion leader participation (-.292) and with

innovation adopters (-.339) suggest early system intervention

and network growth. A high positive correlation coefficient

(.985) indicates the fact that opinion leaders were the adopt¬

ers in the first third of the two-year period.

Time Phase Two

Evaluation. In this period the change agent visited

agencies to discuss the innovation and to establish necessary

communication and resource networks. Workers from Youth

Services and the Juvenile Detention Center entered the aca¬

demic program in August, 1977. Interest in youth and recrea¬

tion was relatively high among students who were not employed

in agencies.
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Vlk 1/77 S/77 7/77 i/78 S/18 1/73

Levels of Sictnif icance

XY1 P(df=46) XY2 P (df = 46) Y1 Y2 P (df = 46)

TP 1 -.292 .05 -.339 . 05 .985 . 005

TP2 -. 1 27 no -.451 .005 .734 .005

TP3 -.259 .05 -.324 .05 . 969 .005

ALL -.458 .005 -.462 .005 .961 .005

Figure 7. Relationships amonq change aqent activity (X),
opinion leader participation (Y1), and innovation adoption
(Y2) in the Government networks.
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TABLE IX

Government Network

Date of Event Description

October, 1976 Change agent met with Lee County
Administrator and Grants Officer to
discuss innovation.

May, 1977 Opinion leaders and workers from
agencies attended forum.

June, 1977 Change agent visited Youth Services
and Youth Detention Center to discuss
the innovation.

July, 1977 Lee County Commissioners provided
funding ($18,000) to support first
year of academic prooram operation.

Auqust, 1977 Workers from aqencies began first
academic program class.

February, 1978 Agency administrators used as guest
speakers in academic program.

Apri1-May, 1 978 First group of students beqan field
placements in Youth Detention Center
and Youth Services Office.
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Documentation. Coefficients of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (-.127) and innovation adopt¬

ers (-.451) suggest the growth of workers' involvement is

greater than that of opinion leaders. The coefficient of opin¬

ion leader participation with adopters (.734) is lower than in

Time Phase One, indicating network development, particularly

of general adopters.

Time Phase Three

Evaluation. During this period the change agent placed

students in field practica in the detention center and youth

services office. Agency workers demonstrated continued inter¬

est in the program. Innovation adopters continued to increase

while change agent activity declined. Opinion leader partici¬

pation continued to increase but at a slower rate than adopt¬

ers .

Documentation. Correlation coefficients of change agent

activity with opinion leader participation (-.259) and with

innovation adopters (-.324) suggest network development and

transfer of feedback control. A high positive coefficient

(-.969) indicates the increased influence of opinion leaders.

Two-Year Summary

Data suggest that institutionalization had occurred in

the youth and recreation components of the government network.

Coefficients of change agent activity with opinion leader par¬

ticipation (-.458) and with innovation adopters (-.462) sug¬

gest the transfer of feedback control. A high positive coef¬

ficient (.961) indicates the overall influence of opinion
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leaders. The author's impressions are that institutionaliza¬

tion is completed in the recreation and youth components of

the network and that system intervention did occur in the net¬

work in Time Phase One.

Education Network

The change agent obtained greater financial resources for

program support in education than in any other network. Edu¬

cational agency administrators and workers expressed a felt

need for the innovation and were receptive to the change

agent's attempt at resource and information network develop¬

ment (Figure 8 and Table X).

Time Phase One

Evaluation. Initial change agent intervention activity

involved discussing the innovation with key opinion leaders in

the network. The Assistant Superintendent of Lee County

Schools was an early participant in planning and an important

influence in obtaining financial resources for the program in

Time Phase Two.

Documentation. Correlation coefficients of change agent

activity with opinion leader participation (-.109) and with

innovation adopters (-.109) suggest limited feedback control

transfer. A high positive coefficient (1.00) indicates only

opinion leaders as adopters in the first phase.

Time Phase Two

Evaluation. In this period the change agent obtained

grants for teacher aide and job-seeking skills training.

This facilitated network development in both Phases Two and
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Levels of Significance

XY 1 P(df=46) XY2 P(df=46) Y1Y2 P(df=46)

TP 1 -.109 no -. 109 no 1 . 00 . 005

TP2 -.451 .005 -.423 .005 .961 .005

TP3 -.801 . 005 -.837 . 005 .961 . 005

ALL .074 no .090 no .99 1 .005

Figure 8. Relationships among change agent activity (X),
opinion leader participation (Y1), and innovation adoption
(Y2) in the education network.
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TABLE X

Education Network

Date of Event Description

November, 1976 Change agent met with Assistant
Superintendent of Lee County Schools
to discuss the innovation.

May, 1977 Administrators and workers from
agencies attended forum.

August, 1977 Workers from agencies entered first
academic class.

September, 1977 Change agent asked to serve on
advisory board for youth work-traininq

October, 1977 CETA arants for job-seekinq skills
traininq ($20,000) and teacher aide
training program ($206,00) approved.

January, 1978 CETA programs began.

February, 1978 Guest speakers from agencies used in
classes.

April-May, 1978 First group of students began field
placement in agencies.
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Three. The change agent was asked to serve on an advisory

board for youth work training and conducted a county-wide youth

employment potential survey.

Documentation. Coefficients of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (-.451) and with innovation

adopters (-.423) suggest network development and the transfer

of feedback control. A high positive coefficient (.961) sug¬

gests the influence of opinion leaders on adoption.

Time Phase Three

Evaluation. Growth of the innovation diffusion continued

in Time Phase Three. The Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act programs began in January, 1978. Guest speakers from agen¬

cies were used in the academic program classes. The change

agent began to disengage from the network and opinion leaders

as the college took over these programs.

Documentation. Coefficients of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (-.801) and with innovation

adopters (-.837) strongly suggest transfer of feedback control.

The sharp increase in adopters which began in Time Phase Two

continued but began to level off. This increase, combined with

a decline of change agent activity, may have infuenced the

strength of the correlations. A high positive coefficient

(.961) suggests the continued influence of opinion leaders, as

well as funding resources, on program adopters.

Two-Year Summary

Summary documentation data do not suggest institutionali¬

zation in the education network. The correlation of change
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agent activity with opinion leader participation (.074) and

with innovation adopters (.090) may have been influenced by

the change agent's continued effort in the network throughout

the two year period. A high positive correlation coefficient

(.991) suggests the overall influence of opinion leaders on

adopters.

It is the impression of the author that insitutionaliza-

tion did take place in the network, although the correlation

data for the two year period are not supportive. The graph

does indicate a general trend of feedback control transfer in

that adopters and opinion leaders increased throughout the

two years while change agent activity continued until the

last half of Time Phase Three. The evaluation of the author

suggests that the three stages of the institutionalization

process did occur in the education network.

Economic Assistance Network

Change agent activity in economic assistance was rela¬

tively infrequent when compared to other networks such as ag¬

ing services and Edison Community College. Opinion leaders

and workers in agencies were initially receptive to the inno¬

vation and the change had only to play a facilitator role in

developing the network (Figure 9 and Table XI).

Time Phase One

Evaluation. Change agent intervention into the system

was limited to initial visits to the three principal agencies

in the network, i.e., Food Stamps, Social Security, and County

Welfare. During these visits he explained the innovation,
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Levels of Significance

XY1 P(df=46) XY2 P(df=46) Y1Y2 P(df=46)

TP 1

TP2

TP3

ALL

000

604

640

227

no

005

005

no

.000 no .000 no

■.620 .005 .868 .005

.682 .005 .977 .005

•. 226 no .954 . 005

Figure 9.
opinion
(Y2) in

Relationships among change agent activity (X),
leader participation (Y1), and innovation adoption
the economic assistance network.



TABLE XI

Date of Event

Economic Assistance Network

Description

March-April, 1977 Change agent visited Food Stamps,
Social Security and County Welfare
Agencies to discuss and plan the
innovation.

May, 1977 Administrators of agencies attended
forum.

August, 1977 Agency workers enrolled in first
academic classes.

February, 1978

April-May, 1978

Agency opinion leaders used as guest
speakers in classes.

First group of field placement
students in Food Stamps and Social
Security agencies.

April-May, 1978
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listened to the felt needs of agency administrators and work¬

ers, and planned the program.

Documentation. Correlation coefficients for all three

variables (.000, .000, .000) suggest that the institutional¬

ization of the innovation had not begun to take place.

Change agent activity is the only variable above zero on the

graph.

Time Phase Two

Evaluation. This is a period of network development for

the innovation. Opinion leaders and workers from the agen¬

cies attended the forum in May, 1977. The change agent's ac¬

tivity involved advising workers who were entering the aca¬

demic program in the Fall Semester, 1977.

Documentation. Coefficients of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (-.604) and with innovation

adopters (-.620) suggest the transfer of feedback control to

opinion leaders and network development. The influence of

opinion leaders on adopters is suggested by the positive cor¬

relation of Y1 and Y2 (.868).

Time Phase Three

Evaluation. The change agent completed disengagement

from the network in this period. Opinion leader participa¬

tion and innovation adopters increased, then leveled off.

Field placements of students were made in two agencies in the

spring semester, 1978.

Documentation. Correlation coefficients of change agent

activity with opinion leader participation (-.640) and with
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innovation adopters (-.682) suggest the continued transfer of

feedback control and change agent disengagement. A high pos¬

itive coefficient (.977) suggests the influence of opinion

leaders on innovation adopters.

Two-Year Summary

Data suggest that institutionalization of the innovation

had taken place in the network. The coefficients of change

agent activity with opinion leader participation (-.227) and

with innovation adopters (-.226) are not statistically sig¬

nificant at the .05 level of confidence. However, the graph

suggests the transfer of feedback control, particularly in

Time Phases Two and Three. A high positive coefficient

(.954) indicates the overall influence of opinion leaders on

adopters. Although the correlation data do not strongly sup¬

port institutionalization, it is the author's impression that

partial acceptance did occur in the network. Indeed, by Time

Phase Three change agent disengagement and network

development had been completed.

Mental Retardation Network

In the mental retardation network the author established

communication and resource channels early in the two-year pe¬

riod. Sunland Training Center and the Lee County Association

of Retarded Citizens are organizations where the change agent

obtained cooperation and acceptance of the innovation from

both administrators and workers. They had a felt need for

the innovation when first approached by the author and,



therefore, institutionalization was a matter of planning and

implementation (Figure 10 and Table XII).

Time Phase One

Evaluation. The Training Director of Sunland Training

Center accepted the innovation and was of great assistance in

program development until his unfortunate death in August,

1977. He assisted the author in establishing information

networks with all levels of the Center staff and was instru¬

mental in the growth of feedback management in the mental re¬

tardation component of the program. An institutional meeting

was arranged by him in February, 1977, to explain the innova¬

tion to the Center's paraprofessional employees. Forty-five

workers at the meeting indicated that they intended to par¬

ticipate in the new form of training.

Documentation. Correlation coefficients of change agent

activity and opinion leader participation and innovation

adopters indicate negative relationships (-.309, -.253) in

the first time phase. Concurrent growth of opinion leaders

and innovation adopters is reflected by a high positive rela¬

tionship (+.994) between Y1 and Y2.

Time Phase Two

Evaluation. Most of the change agent activity occurred

in a period from January, 1977, to September, 1977. This is

the latter half of Time Phase One and the first half of Time

Phase Two. In the second time phase the growth of opinion

leaders leveled off but the number of innovation adopters

continued to increase. The major event in this phase was the
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Levels of Significance

XY1 P(df=46) XY2 P(df = 46) Y1Y2 P(df = 46)

TP 1

TP2

TP3

ALL

309

417

1 98

334

.05

.005

no

.05

253

582

183

291

.05

.005

no

.05

+ .994

+ .666

+ .696

+ . 839

.005

.005

.005

.005

Figure 10. Relationships among change agent activity (X),
opinion leader participation (Y1), and innovation adoption
(Y2) in the mental retardation network.



TABLE XII

Critical Events: Mental Retardation Network

Date of Event Description

September, 1976 Meetings with Sunland Training Director
to plan program.

February, 1977 Meetings with Sunland employees to
discuss program.

May, 1977 Advised workers for fall entrance to

program.

May, 1977 Meetings with Mental Retardation admin¬
istrators to plan specific program
needs and courses on the grounds for
employees.

August, 1977 First qroup of workers began to attend
classes.

February, 1978 Mental Retardation opinion leaders used
as guest speakers in academic classes.

May, 1978 Field experience placements in agencies
began.

May, 1978 District Eiqht Administrator approved
cross-training release time for Sunland
workers enrolled in practicum program.
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first course offerings for retardation workers which resulted

from meetings of Edison Community College faculty with Sun-

land administrators. Feedback control was transferred prima¬

rily during this period.

Documentation. Correlations between change agent activ¬

ity and opinion leader participation and innovation adopters

are negative (-.417, -.582) and indicative that institution¬

alization was occurring in the network. This decline of

change agent activity with the concurrent rise of innovation

adopters suggests the transfer of feedback control to opinion

leaders. A moderately high positive correlation (+.666) ex¬

ists between opinion leader participation and innovation

adopters and reflects the leveling off of opinion leader par¬

ticipation from Time Phase One.

Time Phase Three

Evaluation. There are two events which continued, and

eventually completed, institutionalization of the innovation

in the network. These events are the field placement of stu¬

dents for field experience and approval of release time for

cross-training for Sunland workers approved by the District

Administrator.

Documentation. Correlations of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (-.198) and with innovation

adopters (-.183) indicate low inverse relationships. This

reflects the continued growth of adopters while opinion leader

participation had stabilized and change agent activity had

declined to zero.
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Two-Year Summary

Institutionalization of the innovation in the mental re¬

tardation network was completed. Correlations of change agent

activity with opinion leader participation (-.334) and with

innovation adopters (-.291) indicate moderate overall inverse

relationships. A high positive relationship can be observed

to exist between opinion leader participation and growth of

innovation adopters (+.839). This indicates the continued

influence of opinion leaders on adopters. System interven¬

tion, network development, and disengagement can be verified.

However these stages did not correspond with the preconceived

"phases" of the author.

Mental Health Network

In the mental health network the change agent experi¬

enced initial resistance to the innovation. This resistance

was primarily due to the belief, among mental health adminis¬

trators, that only "professionals" should be working with

clients. The field experience component of the program was

particularly questionable to the Lee Mental Health Director.

Only after successful demonstration of the program and in¬

volvement of other mental health professionals did this key

opinion leader give her approval to the innovation. Another

factor influencing the resistance was the traditional con¬

flict between community college and agency psychologists. By

the end of the two-year period this conflict still existed

(Figure 11 and Table XIII).
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Levels of Significance

XY1 P(df=46) XY2 P(df=46) Y1Y2 P(df=46)

TP 1

TP2

TP3

ALL

000

176

240

297

no

no

.05

.05

000

172

219

301

no

no

. 10

.05

. 000

.998

.988

.998

no

005

005

005

Figure 11. Relationships among change agent activity (X),
opinion leader participation (Y1), and innovation adoption
in the mental health network.
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TABLE XIII

Critical Events: Mental Health Network

Date of Event Description

November, 1976 Change agent made unsuccessful attempt
to include Lee Mental Health Director
in innovation planning process.

May, 1977 Assistant Director of Lee Mental Health,
Executive Director of Mental Health
Association, and Director of Outpatient
Program (R.E.A.P.) attended forum.

June, 1977 Change agent invited to serve on mental
health committee for deinstitutional¬
ization of patients from state hospitals

August, 1977 Change agent involved R.E.A.P. director
in innovation planning process.

October, 1977 Change agent and academic program
students participated in mental health
seminars.

March, 1978 Guest speakers from mental health
agencies in academic classes.

April-June, 1978 Three field placements made at R.E.A.P.
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Time Phase One

Evaluation. This was a period of frustration for the

change agent in his attempt at system intervention. He tried

to overcome conflicts and traditionalism in both the commu¬

nity college and mental health network so that information

and resource channels could be established.

Documentation. Correlations of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (.000) and with innovation

adopters (.000) illustrate the initial unsuccessful efforts

of the change agent. The coefficient for opinion leader par¬

ticipation and innovation adopters (.000) is also reflective

of the absence of innovation growth in the network.

Time Phase Two

Evaluation. The change agent was able to involve three

key opinion leaders in the program during this period. He

demonstrated both his personal qualifications and the poten¬

tial program benefits to these mental health administrators

by working on several agency program committees. He was per¬

mitted, by participating in their social system, to eventu¬

ally demonstrate the advantages of the innovation by placing

students in the agencies.

Documentation. Correlations of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (-.176) and with innovation

adopters (-.172) are indicative of low negative relation¬

ships. A high positive relationship is reflected by the cor¬

relation coefficient (.998) of opinion leader participation
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and innovation adopters. The beginning of the institutional¬

ization process can be observed on the graph.

Time Phase Three

Evaluation. The change agent transferred feedback con¬

trol to mental health opinion leaders in this period. One

administrator, the Out-Patient Services Director, strongly

advocated the innovation and was a major influence on other

opinion leaders. Field placement students in her agency in

the spring semester, 1978, demonstrated the benefits of the

program to both her and other administrators in the network.

Documentation. Correlation coefficients of change agent

activity with opinion leader participation (-.240) and with

innovation adopters (-.219) indicate the transfer of feedback

control to mental health opinion leaders. The relationship

between opinion leader participation and innovation adopters

(.988) is indicative of the continued influence of opinion

leaders on innovation diffusion.

Two-Year Summary

Institutionalization of the innovation, for the most

part, had occurred by August, 1978. Coefficients of change

agent activity with opinion leader participation (-.297) and

with innovation adopters (-.301) suggest the transfer of

feedback control. The influence of opinion leaders on adopt¬

ers is suggested by a high positive coefficient (.998). In

the mental health network the change agent overcame initial

resistance and apparently was able to diffuse the innovation

to the recipient agencies.
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Health Network

In the health network the change agent made his initial

community contact in September, 1976. Lee Migrant Health

Clinic and the Public Health Department were agencies in

which administrators and workers had a felt need for the in¬

novation. However, in the private health sector no attempt

was made to diffuse the new form of training. In the health

network the author was least successful in the total number

of adoptors, as well as evidence for instititionalization

(Figure 12 and Table XIV).

Time Phase One

Evaluation. In this period the change agent entered the

system by establishing rapport with the Director of the Lee

County Migrant Health Clinic. Discussions with private prac¬

titioners convinced him not to attempt network development in

that component.

Documentation. Data indicate inverse relationships of

change agent activity with opinion leader participation (.441)

and innovation adopters (-.441). A perfect coefficient of

opinion leader participation and innovation adoption (+1.00)

reflects the absence of adopters who are not opinion leaders.

Time Phase Two

Evaluation. This was a period in which change agent ac¬

tivity declined. His activity involved visits to agencies,

serving on the Migrant Health Board, and advising workers who

planned to enter the academic program in August, 1977.
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9/7Í- 1/77 5/77 9/77 1/78 5/78

Levels of Signif icance

XY 1 P(P(df=46) XY2 P(df=46) Y 1 Y2 P(df=46)

TP 1 -.441 . 005 -.441 . 005 1 .00 .005

TP2 .175 no . 1 02 no .977 .005

TP3 .116 no . 1 36 no .966 .005

ALL -.436 .005 -.397 .005 .986 .005

^/78

Figure 12. Relationships among change agent effort (X),
opinion leader participation (Y1), and innovation adoption
(Y2) in the health network.
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TABLE XIV

Health Network

Date of Event Description

September, 1976 Change agent met Director of Migrant
Health Clinic and she became first
opinion leader from all agencies to
adopt the innovation.

May, 1977 Key opinion leaders attended forum.

June, 1977 Change agent asked to be member of
Migrant Health Clinic governing board.

February, 1978 Guest speakers from agencies used in
academic classes.

April-May, 1978 First students were placed in Migrant
Health Clinic for field experience.
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Documentation. Coefficients of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (.175) and with opinion

adopters (.102) do not suggest the continued transfer of

feedback control. The graph indicates an increase in change

agent activity in October, 1977, which may have influenced

the positive direction correlations for the variables. A

high positive coefficient (.977) suggests the influence of

opinion leaders on adopters.

Time Phase Three

Evaluation. The change agent effort in this phase in¬

volved the placement of practica students in the Lee Migrant

Health Clinic and serving as a board member of that agency.

The transfer of feedback control, for the public and migrant

health agencies, was accomplished.

Documentation. Coefficients of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (.116) and with innovation

adopters (.136) do not suggest institutionalization in this

time phase. A high positive coefficient (.96) suggests the

continued influence of opinion leaders on adopters.

Two Year Summary

Data support the institutionalization of the innovation

for the two agencies. Coefficients of change agent activity

with opinion leader participation (-.436) and with innovation

adopters (-.397) suggest the transfer of feedback control in

the two agencies for the two years although data for Time

Phases Two and Three do not. The high positive coefficient

(.986) suggests the overall influence of opinion leaders on
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adoption. In the two agencies, evidence is strong for the

three stages, but they do not fit the time phases. Innova¬

tion diffusion cannot, however, be considered completely suc¬

cessful in the health network due to the resistance of opin¬

ion leaders in the private sector and the nursing program of

Edison Community College.

Chapter Summary

Innovation diffusion is apparently successful in the

eight human service networks. Data from the author's evalua¬

tion, correlation matrix, and graphic illustrations of the

variables indicate that the institutionalization occurred in

mental retardation, economic assistance, mental health, educa¬

tion, and general networks. In aging services, innovation

adoption was the most frequent of the networks, but the au¬

thor did not complete disengagement in Time Phase Three. In

the health and government networks the innovation is diffused

only to certain components of the overall system. The health

network had a lower frequency of adopters than any of the

networks.

Data are used to consider the support for the General

and Three Particular Hypotheses in the next chapter. The

summary of evidence is presented and discussed and followed

by the conclusions and implications of this study.



CHAPTER XI

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In Chapters IX and X the data from the innovating oraan-

ization and eiaht recipient networks are analyzed to evaluate

and document the relative degree of institutionalization of

the innovation. This chapter includes a summary of data for

all networks; a discussion of the evidence to support the hy¬

potheses; general findings; usefulness of the systems perspec¬

tive; and the implications for future research.

Summary of All Networks

Evidence for the diffusion of the innovation to all net¬

works is presented in Figure 13. These data are the totals

for the nine networks discussed in the previous chapter.

Time Period One

Evaluation. System intervention was initiated in all

networks except mental health. The transfer of feedback con¬

trol from the change agent to opinion leaders of the networks

was beginninq to occur in the community college, health, men¬

tal retardation, and general networks. In education, aging,

mental health, government, and economic assistance networks

the change aaent was active, but transfer of feedback control

was minimal, if it occurred at all. Feedback regulation was

at its highest point during the first time phase as the chanqe

1 69



1/77 5/789/76 S/77 1/77 1/78
Levels of Significance

q/78

XY 1 P(df=46) XY2 P(df=46) Y1 Y2 P (df = 46)

TP 1 -.255 . 05 -.240 .05 .985 . 005

TP2 -.854 .005 -.834 .005 .954 .005

TP3 -.743 . 005 -.782 . 005 . 987 .005

ALL -.535 .005 -.576 .005 .985 .005

Figure 13. Relationships among change agent activity (X),
opinion leader participation (Y1), and innovation adoption
(Y2) in all networks.
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of feedback control was minimal, if it occurred at all. Feed¬

back regulation was at its highest point during the first

time phase as the change agent attempted to build the neces¬

sary communication and resource channels for establishing

feedback management.

Documentation. Correlation coefficients of change agent

activity with opinion leader participation (-.255) and with

innovation adopters (-.240) in Time Phase One suggest the

process of institutionalization had begun to occur by April,

1977. Opinion leader influence on adoption is suggested by a

high positive coefficient (.985).

Time Phase Two

Evaluation. The decline of feedback regulation can be

observed on the graph from July, 1977, to December, 1977.

Concurrently, an increase in feedback management and innova¬

tion adoption is illustrated. The general transfer of feed¬

back control is suggested by the data. Feedback management

of the innovation began to control the flow of resources,

people, and communication necessary for program implementa¬

tion and development of the diffusion networks.

Documentation. In this period correlation coefficients

of change agent activity with opinion leader participation

(-.854) and with innovation adopters (-.834) suggest the rapid

diffusion of the innovation. The high positive correlation

(.954) suggests the continued influence of opinion leader par¬

ticipation on the growth of innovation adopters.
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Time Phase Three

Evaluation. Change agent activity declined to zero

while opinion leaders and adopters continued to increase in

frequency. Feedback regulation, therefore, had been replaced

by feedback management in the overall diffusion process by

August, 1978. Change agent disengagement was completed in

all networks except services to the aging.

Documentation. Correlation coefficients of change agent

activity with opinion leader participation (-.743) and with

innovation adopters (-.782) suggest the continued transfer of

feedback control. A high positive (.987) coefficient sug¬

gests the influence of opinion leaders on adopters.

Two-Year Summary

In the government and health networks there was transfer

only in selected components. The change agent had not disen¬

gaged from the network serving the aging by the end of two

years. However, data for two years suggest that feedback

control, in general, had been transferred in the networks

(-.535, -.576, .985).

Support for the Hypotheses

The data collected from the nine specific networks and

the overall general network provide documentation that is

qualitative (author's narrative based on his observations)

and quantitative (correlations of XY1, XY2, and Y1Y2 as well

as linear graphic representations) evidence for institution¬

alization of the innovation. Support for the three particu¬

lar hypotheses and the General Hypothesis is generated here
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from particularly the quantitative data. Qualitative data

are used to provide the change agent's evaluation of the dif¬

fusion process.

Particular Hypothesis One

A positive correlation of change agent activity (X) with

opinion leader participation (Y1) or with innovation adoption

(Y2) in Time Phase One is not present in any of the evidence

(Table XV) . Examination of the graphs for each network re¬

veals that Stage I (system intervention) did not correspond

with Time Phase One. A linear relationship does appear to be

present for XY1 and XY2. In this initial stage, in which

feedback regulation is crucial to diffusion, the process does

not occur at the same time for the different networks. It

varies in each network due to change agent effort and the re¬

ceptiveness of the opinion leaders.

Correlations of opinion leader participation with innova¬

tion adoption appear to be influenced by the fact that most

early adopters were opinion leaders. Although the correla¬

tions do not provide a means of evaluating and documenting

the system intervention stage, the graphic representations

and the author's observations can be used for this purpose.

If correlational data, or other statistical indices, are

to be used to field test the relationship of XY1 and XY2,

then a method of data classification that does not require

rigid time phases will, perhaps, improve this analytical

weakness. Therefore, Particular Hypothesis One support must

be stated as tentative at most.



TABLEXV
SUMMARYOFTHESUPPORT FORTHEHYPOTHESIS

Network

System vention
Inter- (TP1)

EVIDENCEFOR NetworkDevel¬ opment(TP2)
Disenqaqement (TP3)

Feedback Transfer
Control (2Yrs.)

Eval.Docum.
Eval.

Docum.

Eval.

Docum.

Eval.

Docum.

EdisonCommunity
yes

no

yes

yes

yes

ves

yes

yes

Colleqe General

yes

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

Government*

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Education

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Economic

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Assistance Mental

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

Retardation MentalHealth
no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

Health*

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

yes

*Forselectedcomponentsofthenetwork
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Particular Hypothesis Two

Stage II, communication network development, does appear

to generally correspond to Time Phase Two in this particular

study. The growth of opinion leaders (feedback management)

appears to be inversely related to change agent effort (feed¬

back regulation) and directly related to innovation adoption

growth. In data for the community college, mental retarda¬

tion, services to the aging, economic assistance, general ad¬

ministrative, education, and overall network data, there were

moderate to high negative correlations of XY1 and XY2 (-.302

to -.854) which suggest the development of communication and

resource networks as feedback control was being transferred

to opinion leaders. High positive correlations in all net¬

works of Y1Y2 suggest the influence of feedback management on

innovation adoption growth. An examination of the graphs in¬

dicates that this was not primarily due to the growth of

opinion leaders as it apparently was in Time Phase One.

Therefore, support for Particular Hypothesis Two is strong.

Particular Hypothesis Three

Stage III, change agent disengagement from system con¬

trol, appears to generally correspond to Time Phase Three in

this particular research. Change agent activity declined to¬

ward zero in all networks while opinion leader participation

and adoption continued to increase. It is the author's im¬

pression that institutionalization had been established in

all areas except services to the aging, private segment of

health, and certain aspects of the government (municipal)



networks. The change agent's disengagement from the system

appears to be documented by both the qualitative and quanti¬

tative data. Therefore, support for Particular Hypothesis

Three is strong.

General Hypothesis

An inverse relationship between feedback regulation and

feedback management is apparent. Correlations of XY1 (-.535),

XY2 (-.576), and Y1Y2 (.985) for the two-year period indicate

the transfer of feedback control and the growth of the diffu¬

sion networks.

Additional support for the research results is possible

because of the author's opportunity to observe the innovation

in operation for two and one-half years after the study was

completed. He did disengage as a feedback regulator from all

but one of the networks by August 31, 1978. Observations,

made possible by his continued employment as anthropology in¬

structor at the community college, provide additional support

for the General Hypothesis. Opinion leaders in the community

college and human service networks continued their involve¬

ment as feedback managers. Training and academic programs

for human service workers continued to be presented by the

community college with continued full enrollments. This for¬

tunate opportunity to observe the continuation of the programs

reinforced the author's confidence in the methods he employed

during the innovation diffusion period. Therefore, support

for the General Hypothesis is strong.
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General Findings

The innovation process was concerned with the establish¬

ment and maintenance of networks between Edison Community

College and human service agencies. Transfer of control of

these networks from the change agent to recipients is the

means by which institutionalization occurred (Figure 14).

Plans for diffusion included the establishment and main¬

tenance of communication and resource networks with the local

agencies. This task required the change agent to develop in¬

terpersonal, and eventually, interorganizational contacts

with the recipient populations. Outputs of both the change

agent and the colleae are the means by which information

about the innovation is sent to the potential recipients.

During the institutionalization process the control of feed¬

back information from the recipient populations is essential

for formulating policy and procedures for the proaram. The

feedback loop is a means of being continuously aware of the

attitudes and reactions of participants and potential recip¬

ients.

The author restructured the community college system to

include networks of communication with human service agencies

and a new curriculum, i.e., the human services training pro¬

gram. This task was accomplished by obtaining approval of

the program from the social science faculty, the administra¬

tion, and the college curriculum committee. Networks of in¬

formation, resources, and social relations were established

among the college and human service delivery systems in the
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county. This facilitated the operation of the college, par¬

ticularly the human services program, as an open system.

System openness permits information flow on a continuous ba¬

sis from the human services component of the environment.

Regulation of feedback was initially accomplished by the au¬

thor. At the end of the two-year innovation period, this

feedback regulation function had been transferred to feedback

management. This function is performed by a combination of

administrators, faculty, and committees. Administrators in¬

clude the Social Science Chairperson, the Vice President, and

the Continuing Education Director. Faculty members include

twelve of fifteen social science instructors. Committees in¬

clude the Human Services Faculty Committee, Community Advisory

Committee, and Curriculum Committee. This process of estab¬

lishing communication and resource channels in the innovating

organization is an essential task for innovation diffusion.

Human service agencies may vary with regard to goals and

specific programs, policies, and services, but the basic sys¬

tem structure and operation is essentially the same (Figure

15). All agencies have organizational features which are de¬

signed to deliver services to a recipient population. This

output of resources and information is received by consumers.

They improve the aspect of their general health and well¬

being with which they are having difficulty, become dissatis¬

fied with the service, or have other reactions. This is
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feedback information for the agency personnel about their ef¬

fectiveness in meeting program goals.

Changes can be made in agencies by providing new person¬

nel with new information about service delivery, training the

existing personnel, or establihing resource and information

networks with the innovating organization to accomplish both

recruitment of personnel and training of existing staff. The

third option involves development of a community resource

system (Figure 16).

This resource system is the result of the interaction of

Edison Community College with agencies of the various service

delivery networks. These open systems may proceed to train

incoming and existing staff as well as enable personnel to

serve as consultants for each other. Sharing of persons, re¬

sources and information is a process which the change agent

initiated using feedback regulation as a control mechanism.

Institutionalization occurred as control was transferred to

recipients in both the innovating organization and the agen¬

cies .

The importance of feedback communication linkages be¬

tween the innovating organization and the recipient service

systems is emphasized by Arensberg and Niehoff:

. . . the establishment of communication is to enable
the interchange of information between the outside
planner and the prospective adopters of some new idea
or practice. In most instances the primary responsibil¬
ity for setting up such channels rests with the change
agent since he is hoping to influence the local people
to adopt the innovation. It should come as no surprise
that the methods of communicating would be essential
for the transfer of ideas. The potentially most
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valuable innovation will be useless if no way is found
to inform the prospective adoptors about it, and more¬
over to convince them to try it. In fact, all other
forms of interaction in the change process depend on
the development of efficient communication channels.
(1974:84-85)

Also, as the sophistication of culture change knowledge

has grown, it is apparent that understanding the culture of

the innovating organization is just as important as under¬

standing the culture of the target group. Foster states that:

. . . as barriers to change are found in cultural forms
in peasant villages, they are found in the structure
and values and operating procedures of bureaucracies,
and in the personal qualities of the change agents.
For this reason, detailed behavioral science analysis
of organizations engaged in directed culture change is
slowly being recognized as just as important to the
anthropologist's task as analysis of the target group.
(1969:95)

Implications for Future Research

The outcome of this study reinforces the confidence

of the author in the usefulness of the systems perspective

for evaluating the success of innovation diffusion. In his

role as change agent, the author considered himself to be a

feedback regulator for the developing information and resource

networks. This methodological approach is a valuable means

for the change agent to assess his day-to-day operation and

modify the structure and process of the innovation.

Change agents, as feedback regulators, must be aware of

their own abilities, social status, and personality character¬

istics. It is important that they realize their potentials

and limitations within the socio-ecolog ical contexts where

they are to operate. Potential recipients and opinion leaders



may accept or reject the innovation because of how they per¬

ceive the personal qualities of the change agent. The author

often observed, particularly in Stage I when feedback regula¬

tion was controlling the diffusion networks, that the innova¬

tion was identified and evaluated as "his program." Innova¬

tions may often succeed or fail due to potential recipients'

perception of the change agent.

In the United States, and any other societies where fi¬

nancial resources are often necessary for the support of in¬

novation, the change agent may be required to write grants,

persuade administrators to modify budgets, or use other means

of obtaining funds. Money is an important element in Ameri¬

can cultural values and social interaction. Change aqents

must be prepared to obtain sufficient funds to support inno¬

vation diffusion.

Timing of the innovation is also important to whether or

not it is accepted. It is apparent to this researcher that

the relative success of the innovation diffusion described

here would not have been possible if the cultural knowledge

and need for human services training had not been present in

Lee County. Kroeber's "steamboat time" appears to be a use¬

ful baseline for evaluating innovation potential.

Evaluation and documentation of an innovation presents a

problem of how to classify time sequences for analysis. In

this study the author predetermined categories of three time

phases of eight months each. These eight-month periods rep¬

resented the author's superficial classification of temporal
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reality in each network as well as estimates of when the

three stages of the innovation process are to occur. Data

indicate that the actual stages are not as clearly defined.

In fact, each network must be analyzed independently of the

others to determine the points in the diffusion process at

which the three stages began and ended. Due to this problem,

correlation data are not as analytically powerful as the au¬

thor had anticipated. However, the graphic data can be used

to identify the three innovation stages.

Future researchers may wish to consider this typological

dilemma in their initial planning. If the recipient popula¬

tion is not too large, or is limited to a specifically desig¬

nated group, the change agent may consider the percentage of

total possible adopters as a marker in the innovation proc¬

ess. An example of this approach might be to designate the

end of Stage I as the point at which 20 percent of the total

population had adopted the innovation. This approach was not

possible in this study because the entire population of Lee

County were potential adopters as students or new workers in

the agencies.

Other refinements in the methods used in this study

might be to develop a means of detecting "dropouts" among the

adopters. The author was able to recheck the participation

of most opinion leaders and workers because of this continual

involvement in the networks in Stages I and II. However, in

Stage III when he began his disengagement from a network it

was often difficult for him to obtain information about those
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adopters who quit their job, moved, died, or for any other

reason were not participating in the network. In the records

of evaluation interviews conducted in August, 1978, the au¬

thor was able to confirm the continued presence of the adopt¬

ers and opinion leaders who are included in the results.

Additional innovation diffusion research using the sys¬

tems perspective is strongly recommended by the author. This

study has modestly demonstrated the potential of the concepts

of systems analysis in the documentation and evaluation of

innovation diffusion by change agents. Planned change theo¬

ries and methods have yet to be refined to the degree that

administrators in public service, managers in business and

industry, or other potential change agents can turn to social

science for reliable and scientifically tested guidelines.



APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF HUMAN SERVICE PROGRAM



PROPOSAL TO THE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A HUMAN SERVICES

PROGRAM AT EDISON COMMUNITY COLLEGEA.Basic obiectives:

1) to prepare individuals interested in careers in human
service occupations.

2) to provide a curriculum area in the communitv colleqe
that brings together, in a transdiscipline manner,
the variety of fields that are involved with human
services.

3) to offer a vocationally-oriented program of studies
for the community college student at a time when ac¬
countability is important in education.

4) to provide a medium of local community and community
college interaction in the training of human service
workers.B.Justification of the need for a human services program:

1) One of seven occupations in the U.S. work force is a
human service occupation.

2) There is an increasing awareness, both in the academ¬
ic community and in Human Service aqencies, of the
great need for trained middle-level practitioners in
human services.

3) Local agency heads have expressed an urgent need for
human service training for their employees.C.Cost of the proqram:

1) In the initial phase of operation (2 to 3 years) the
operating costs will be minimal. No new funds will
be required.

2) The program can be implemented using certain present
faculty members at E.C.C. No additional staff will
be needed.

3) After initial operation of the program and close co¬
operation with local agencies has been obtained, a
possibility may exist for obtaininq future funds from
sources other than the normal channels.D.General design of the proqram:

1) The curriculum will emphasize applications of theory
and method in the Social Sciences, particularly An¬
thropology, Economics, Education, Political Science,
Geogrpahy, Psychology, and Sociology, to the training
of workers in the Human Services field. Vocational
preparation will be a major focus.

1 88
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2) The program will provide three options:
a) a two year paraprofessional proqram of studies in

Human Services resulting in an Associate Degree;
b) the above two year degree proaram with the inten¬

tion of transferring to a four year college or uni¬
versity for a four year and/or advanced deqree in
Human Service professions, i.e., health related
occupations, social work, education, public admin¬
istration, mental health, recreation, corrections
and enforcement, rehabilitation, resources manage¬
ment, etc. ;

c) persons alreadv employed in public service occupa¬
tions will be able to upqrade their skills and
knowledge about their field by taking courses in
Human Services or entering either of the two above
programs.
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Human Service Program Student Advisement Form

Students may follow four different options which are

germane to their needs and qoals:

OPTION I. ELECTIVE CREDIT:

Students may take one or several courses for elective

credit to accomplish the following:

A. Career Exploration: If you are interested
in the human services field as a career, but
want to know more about which area of human
services you would prefer, or if you are in¬
terested in a specific career area and want
to know how that area interrelates with other
areas, enroll in Introduction to Human Serv¬
ices. If you have a specific human services
career qoal in mind, take the opportunity to
learn more about vour chosen area by enrolling
in a related topics course.

B. Career Development: If you are working in a
human services field, you may wish to take
courses to increase your current job skills
and understanding as well as to train for
career advancement.

C. Enrichment: If, as an informed citizen, you
want to know more about the growinq areas of
the human services, then the Human Services
Program offers a unique opportunity for en¬
richment throuqh academic course work and

practical training and experience.

The following options require admission to the Human Services

Program. Application forms are available throuqh the Divi¬

sion of Social Sciences.

OPTION II. "CERTIFICATE":

A one year certificate in Human Services

by completinq HUS 1 001 , 2825, 2826 , one spec

course, Technical Writinq (F.NC 1 200), 1 2 hours

social science courses, and 3 additional hours

can be earned

ialized topics

of specialized

of electives.*

The certificate is appropriate for students seeking human
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services career positions, as a first step toward a deqree in

the Human Services Program, or for a student holdinq a deqree

in another field seeking human services certification.

OPTION III. ASSOCIATE IN ARTS WITH CERTIFICATE:

A student intending to earn an A.A. deqree and transfer

to a four-year college or university can earn the certificate

without extra time or coursework by enrolling in certificate

courses as A.A. degree electives. This option is especially

recommended for individuals who plan to major in either a

human services field, where completion of the certificate may

be an aid in getting admitted to competitive programs, (edu¬

cation, social work, etc.) or any social science where work¬

ing v/ithin a human services field is likely (psychology, so¬

ciology, political science, etc.).

OPTION IV. ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE:

This is a two year degree which is intended to train

paraprofessional human service workers. This deqree program

is not intended for those individuals who plan to complete a

bachelor's deqree program. Emphasis is placed on developing

applied knowledge and skills within specified human service

settinqs.

*Proqram requirements are somewhat flexible and petitions to
waive requirements will be considered by the Human Services
Committee.
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Human Service Courses
The Human Services Program includes studies in the vari¬

ety of areas where human needs are met by both informal and
formal means. Courses offered include the following core and
supporting courses:

Core Courses

HUS 1001. Introduction to Human Services: Includes a dis¬
cussion of the field of human services including health, men¬
tal health, retardation, public administration, education,
social welfare, recreation, criminal justice, youth services,
and rehabilitation. Emphasis is placed on the socio-ecolog-
ical setting and variety of consumer needs. Basic helping
and communication skills are discussed.

EEX 2000. Human Services Topics: Exceptional Student Educa¬
tion : An overview of the different exceptionalities for
which programs are provided within Florida's public education
system. A review of common characteristics of children with
special problems and special methods used to teach these stu¬
dents .

EVI 2201. Human Services Topics: Psychological Aspects of
Blindness: A course dealing with the socioloaical and psy¬
chological adjustment problems of blindness. Topics covered
include such issues as medical causes of blindness, orienta¬
tion and mobility, communication skills, and personal and so¬
cial adjustment problems.

GEY 2000. Human Services Topics: Introduction to Gerontol¬
ogy: A study of aging and its links to historical and social
currents, including historical, demographic and cross-cultur¬
al patterns; a survey of the theoretical frameworks of geron¬
tologists, both physiological and social, including an exam¬
ination of psychological, sensory and intellectual character¬
istics; specific problem areas such as health, finances, re¬
tirement, politics, legal aspects and the special nature of
minority group elderly.

HES 2231. Human Services Topics: Health: A practical ori¬
entation to health paraprofessional fields is provided. An
interface between the classroom and the community will pro¬
vide insights and knowledge about human service delivery sys¬
tems in the health area.

HUS 2104. Human Service Topics: Mental Health: A general
survey of theory and practice of community mental health de¬
livery systems. Designed for the paraprofessional in the men¬
tal health fields of interested laymen, the course includes
coverage in abnormal psychology, therapeutic theory, the de¬
livery of mental health services, and training in skills uti¬
lized by the mental health technician.
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HUS 2201. Human Services Topics: The Helping Relationship;
Emphasis is placed on the encouragement of personal growth
and the development of fundamental interoersonal helping
skills, as well as the promotion of knowledqe of styles of
helping fostered in a variety of human service settings.

HUS 2204. Human Services Topics: Retardation and Develop¬
mental Disabilities; Emphasis is placed on understanding the
causal factors in retardation and developmental disabilities
as well as in developing familiarity with treatment approaches
in these areas.

HUS 2205. Human Services Topics: Social Work Skills with
Groups and Community Organizations: Exploration of the func¬
tioning of the community and its human services networks will
be the focus. Through the use of task groups making community
studies, skills in the understanding of small group process
and dynamics will be emphasized.

HUS 2207. Human Services Topics; Social Work Skills with
Individuals and Families: Review of the theory and practical
skills development in interviewing and case planning toward
helping individuals and families. Students planning careers
in health, social work, counseling or other related fields
will find this course beneficial.

HUS 2800-2801 Practicum in Human Services: This course

will involve both classroom and in-agency experience in the
human services. It will provide an interface between the
classroom and practical training in a human services agency.
Basic skills of helping people will be emphasized. Eight
hours per week work experience will be required.

LEI 2000. Human Services Topics: Recreation: A course de¬
signed to introduce the student to the historical and philo¬
sophical foundations of leisure and recreation. Field trips
to local public recreation departments and to voluntary, pri¬
vate, and commercial recreation programs for the community
will be scheduled.

PAD 2000. Human Services Topics: Issues in Government and
Public Administration: A study of the theory and practice of
Public Administration emphasizing administrative organization,
leadership, personnel and resource management, budqetina,
public policy development and the responsibilities and respon¬
siveness of public administrators.

HES 2000. Personal and Community Health Problems: Personal
health habits. Application of scientific health facts and
principles to better living. Community health proqrams and
their problems.



Supporting Social Science Courses (Electives)

ANT 1410. Introduction to Cultural Anthropology: The basic
concepts and methods of cultural anthropology are covered.
Comparisons between tribal and statal cultures are emphasized
to aive a total perspective to the explanation of human be¬
havior .

ANT 1511. Introduction to Physical Anthropology: This
course includes a general introduction to the subdiscipline
of physical anthropology. The interrelationships between
culture and biology are emphasized when discussing such top¬
ics as human evolution, variation, adaptation, and applica¬
tions of physical anthropology.

CLP 1000. Personal and Social Adjustment; A psychological
and sociological study of the healthy personality and indi¬
vidual adjustment. Academic content is blended with class¬
room activities and self-analysis aimed at developing better
insight into the student's own personality as it relates to
principles of mental health, life-adjustment, personal happi¬
ness, relationships with others, and successful functioning
in college and in society.

ECO 2013. Economics: Introduction to economic theory, ac¬
counting, analytical and policy aspects of the national in¬
come with emphasis on the theory of income determination;
analysis of the money and banking system; survey of growth
theory and policies. Emphasis will be placed on macro-eco¬
nomics .

GEO 2370. Conservation of Natural Resources: A survey of
natural and human resources and the utilization of these re¬

sources. Conservation in the United States, with particular
emphasis on Florida.

GEA 2040. Geography of the Western Hemisphere: A course in
the geography of the countries of the western hemisphere.
Focus is placed on the physical, economic, political, and
cultural aspects of the area. The approach is primarily re¬
gional .

INP 2301. Human Behavior in Organizations: The study and
analysis of personal and personnel relationships in occupa¬
tions. Covers the techniques and dynamics underlying harmo¬
nious working relationships in work organizations, and the
importance of the working environment, as it affects human
services and productivity.

PSY 1012. General Psychology: An examination of the nature,
origin, development, and significance of emotional, intellec¬
tual, and manual activities; insight into the general princi¬
ples underlying human behavior. Personal applications of
psychological principles.
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SOC 1000. Introduction to Sociology; A study and analysis
of the structure of society encompassing traditional, cooper¬
ative, competitive, and conflict behavior as a result of
group social interaction.
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OpinionLeaderandAdopterLog TimePhaseOne

Date

OpinionLeader/
Status

Agency

Adopter

ECCMHMR

9/T/76

Burnette*

V.P./Dean
Admin.

X

9/6/76

Lord*

Chair.,Soc. Science

Social Science

X

9/9/76

Robinson*

President

Admin.

X

9/13/76
Pierce*

Sub.Dist. Admin.

HRSSub. Dist.

9/22/76
Friedman*

Psychologist
Soc.Sci.
X

9/28/76
Marquardt*

Train.Spec.
HRSDist.

10/1/76
Smith*

Supervisor
HRSDist.

10/5/76
Cowart*

Trainer

HRSDist.

10/6/76
Hamric*

Exec.Dir.
Mig.Health

10/8/76
Lathrup*

Train.Spec.
Sunland

X

10/12/76
Fallert*

Planner

HRSDist.

10/12/76
Moore*

Supervisor
HRSDist.

10/12/76
Price*

Admin.

HRSDist.

10/12/76
Fizer*

Supervisor
Sunland

X

10/18/76
Wisher*

Co.Admin.
LeeCo. Gov.

Network
EDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN

x
x X X

X

X X
X

X
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Date

OpinionLeader/
Status

Agency

Network

Adopter

ECCMHMREDUAGEAGOVHEAGEM
10/19/76
Young*

Admin.

HRSDist.

X

10/21/76
Keisel*

Supervisor
Juv.Det.

X

11/10/76
Neff

Admin.Ass.
HRSSub. Dist.

X

11/10/76
Baxter

Secretary

HRSSub. Dist.

X

11/11/76
Spearing*

Pol.Science
Soc.Sci.
X

11/12/76
James

ClericalWkr.
HRSDist.

X

11/12/76
Turner

Secretary

HRSDist.

X

11/12/76
Zwick

Secretary

HRSDist.

X

11/22/76
Cochrane*

Dir.Cont. Edu.

Cont.Edu.
X

11/23/76
Reckley

OfficeWkr.
HRSDist.

X

11/23/76
Rossi*

NetworkSup.
HRSDist.

X

11/23/76
Wetzel

ClericalWkr.
HRSDist.

X

11/23/76
Bell

ClericalWkr.
HRSDist.

X

11/23/76
Wynn

Accounts

HRSDist.

X
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Date

OpinionLeader/
Status

Agency

Network

Adopter

ECCMHMREDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN
11/23/76
Weber

Admin.Asst.
HRSDist.

X

11/24/76
Hipps*

Asst. Super't.

LeeCo. Schools

X

11/29/76
Ross*

Supervisor
Juv.Det.

X

12/1/76
Peoples*

ResearchDir.
Research

X

12/1/76
Concilio*

Chair., App1.Sci.
Appl.Sci.
X

12/8/76
Verbano

Secretary

Cont.Edu.
X

12/8/76
Moglen

Secretary

Cont.Edu.
X

12/10/76
Fisher

Clerk

HRSDist.

X

12/10/76
Greene

Accounts

HRSSub. Dist.

X

12/16/76
White*

Dist.Admin.
HRSDist.

X

12/16/76
Groves

Clerk

HRSDist.

X

12/16/76
Freeman

Secretary

HRSDist.

X

2/11/77
Conover*

Nutritionist
HRSDist.

X

2/11/77
Tingley*

Supervisor
HRSDist.

X
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Date

OpinionLeader/ Adopter

Status

2/11/77
Lesese*

Supervisor

2/11/77
Druin*

Supervisor

2/11/77
Wagner

OfficeWkr.

2/11/77
Regnier

Secretary

2/11/77
Stack

Aide

2/11/77
Walker*

Admin.

2/11/77
Campbell

Aide

2/11/77
Brown*

Supervisor

2/11/77
Broughton

Aide

2/12/77
Brown*

Soc.Wkr.

2/16/77
Rabkin*

Director

2/17/77
Slack*

Counselor

2/17/77
Mehall*

Counselor
LeaderandAdopterLog TimePhaseOne AgencyNetwork ECCMHMREDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN

HRSDist.x HRSDist.x HRSSub.x Dist. HRSSub.x Dist. HRSSub.x Dist. HRSDist.x HRSSub.x Dist. HRSSub.x Dist. HRSSub.x Dist. HRSNetworkx LARCx Juv.Det.x Juv.Det.

x
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Date

OpinionLeader/
Status

Agency

Network

Adopter

ECCMHMR
EDUAGEAGOV
HEAGEN

2/17/77
Stephens*

Planner

CETA

X

2/17/77
Keene

Aide

CETA

X

2/18/77
Bradley*

Admin.

Sunland

X

2/18/77
Jones

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

2/24/77
Thompson*

Evaluator

HRSDist.

X

2/24/77
Clark*

Admin.

HRSDist.

X

2/24/77
Hosch*

Director

Council

X

2/24/77
Dooley*

Soc.Wkr.

HRSSub. Dist.

X

2/24/77
King*

Soc.Wkr.

HRSSub. Dist.

X

2/25/77
Mike*

Soc.Wkr.

HRSSub. Dist.

X

2/25/77
Fizer*

Admin.

HRSDist.

X

2/25/77
Chartier*

Supervisor
HRSDist.

X

2/25/77
Milazyo*

Soc.Wkr.

HRSSub. Dist.

X
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Date

OpinionLeader/
Status

Agency

Network

Adopter

ECCMH

MREDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN

2/25/77
Migyo*

Soc.Wkr.

HRSSub. Dist.

X

3/3/77

Duel*

Unit Supervisor
HRSSub. Dist.

X

3/3/77

Jones/Goss

Aide/Aide

HRSNetwork

X

3/4/77

Kitzberg*

Counselor

Counselingx

3/4/77

Peterson*

Counselor

Counselingx

3/4/77

Lutz

Clerk

Counselingx

3/4/77

Barnes

Clerk

Counselingx

3/4/77

Russ*

Admin.

HRSNetwork

X

3/4/77

Winn*

Admin.

HRSNetwork

X

3/4/77

Coon*

Admin.

HRSNetwork

X

3/4/77

Baxley

Clerk

HRSDist.

X

3/4/77

Hughes*

Admin.

HRSDist.

X

3/4/77

Champion

Aide

HRSNetwork

X

3/9/77

Lawrence

Director

LeeHealth Dept.

X
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Date

OpinionLeader/ Adopter

Status

3/9/77

Hafill*

HealthEdu.

3/18/77
Mulford*

Soc.Wkr.

3/18/77
Cain*

Soc.Wkr.

3/24/77
Coffman*

Admin.

4/5/77

Arya*

Economist

4/5/77

Freeman

Clerk

4/8/77

Parker

Aide

4/18/77
Foster

Admin.

4/18/77
Sanford

Secretary

4/18/77
White

Clerk

4/19/77
Syms*

Sociologist
LeaderandAdopterLog TimePhaseOne AgencyNetwork ECCMHMREDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN

LeeHealthx Dept. HRSSub.x Dist. HRSSub.x Dist. LARCx Soc.Sci.x Businessx Juv.Det. HRSNetwork HRSDist. HRSSub. Dist.

x
X X

Soc.Sci.
x
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5/18/77
Smiley

Student

ECC

X

5/18/77
Thomsen

Student

ECC

X

5/18/77
Young

Student

ECC

X

5/19/77
Classon*

Supervisor
LeeHealth Dept.

X

5/19/77
Grantham

Student

ECC

X

5/19/77
Dattolico

Student

ECC

X

5/20/77
Fox*

Instructor
Soc.Sci.
X

5/20/77
Wolfe*

Counselor

Naples Center

X

5/20/77
Mueller*

Asst.V.P.
Admin

X

5/26/77
Mouton*

Director

REAP

X

5/27/77
Green

Secretary

Bus.Office
X

5/27/77
Quayzaro

Accounts

Bus.Office
X

5/31/77
Turo*

Admin.

HRSDist.

X

5/31/77
Wood*

Admin.

StateProg. Office

X
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5/31/77
Bell*

Admin.

HRSDist.

X

5/31/77
Newell*

Admin.

HRSSub. Dist.

X

5/31/77
Pickel*

Admin.

CapeCoral Sr.Prog.

X

6/3/77

Ferguson*

Admin.

REAPx

6/7/77

Eaton*

TrainingDir.
Sunland

X

6/7/77

Monroe*

Admin.

Sunland

X

6/7/77

Urich*

Admin.

Sunland

X

6/7/77

Berety

Clerk

Sunland

X

6/7/77

Chambers

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

6/7/77

Harris

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

6/9/77

Wittman*

Admin.

Soc.Sec.

X

6/9/77

Barber*

Admin.

Soc.Sec.

X

6/9/77

Dunmire*

Admin.

Impact

X

6/9/77

Mulholland

Student

ECC

X
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6/9/77

Suhling

Student

ECC

X

6/16/77
Slack*

Supervisor
Juv.Det.

X

6/16/77
Clarke*

Supervisor
Juv.Det.

X

6/20/77
12agencywkrs.
LeeCounty
Dr.Ella Piper

X

6/23/77
7agencywkrs.
Sarasota

Operation Help

X

6/23/77
Whitten

Worker

FoodStamps

X

6/23/77
Brady

Worker

FoodStamps

X

6/23/77
Broughton

Student

ECC

X

6/23/77
Velez

Student

ECC

X

6/24/77
St.John

Director

HRSPers'l.

X

6/24/77
Clark

Worker

Co.Welfare

X

6/24/77
Lee

Worker

Co.Welfare

X

6/24/77
Maxwell

Worker

Co.Welfare

X

6/27/77
Rose

ClericalWkr.
AgingProj. Office

X
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6/28/77
11agencywkrs.
Sebring

AgingProj.

X

7/1/77

Slater*

Director

USF-NIMH

X

7/1/77

Gaziano*

Consultant
USF-NIMH

X

7/1/77

Ross*

Recreation Therapist

LeeMental Health

X

7/1/77

White*

Admin.

LeeMental Health

X

7/5/77

Griffin

Student

ECC

X

7/5/77

McClamrock

Student

ECC

X

7/5/77

Sheppard

Student

ECC

X

7/5/77

Spainhour

Worker

FoodStamps

X

7/5/77

27wkrs.

Lakeland

AgingProj.

X

7/6/77

Fowler*

NursingDir.
LeeHealth Dept.

X

7/7/77

Edwards

Student

ECC

X

7/7/77

Greenameyer

Student

ECC

X

7/7/77

Holmes

Student

ECC

X
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7/8/77

Blake

Student

ECC

X

7/11/77
O'Kelly*

Coordinator
Inf./Ref1.

X

7/11/77
Lambert*

Supervisor
Dr.Ella Piper

X

7/11/77
Price*

Supervisor
Congregate Meals

X

7/11/77
Mahan*

Admin.

StateProg. Office

X

7/11/77
Kulakowski*

Supervisor
StateProg. Office

X

7/12/77
26agencywkrs.
Naples

AgingProj.

X

7/14/77
34agencywkrs.
Ft.Myers

AgingProj.

X

7/15/77
12agencywkrs.
Ft.Myers

AgingProj.

X

7/19/77
Burke

X

7/20/77
Clements*

Supervisor
LeeHealth Dept.

X

7/20/77
McIntyre

Student

ECC

X

7/20/77
Swartz

Student

ECC

X
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Network
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GOVHEAGEN

7/21/77
Geyer

Student

ECC

X

7/21/77
Schuster

Student

ECC

X

7/21/77
Jettie

Student

ECC

X

7/21/77
Kelley

Student

ECC

X

7/21/77
Antone

Student

ECC

X

7/22/77
Tolbert*

Principal

Bonita

X

7/22/77
Bellows*

Principal

Beach

X

7/22/77
Brodhecker*

Principal

Beach

X

7/22/77
Russell*

Admin.

Sch.Board

X

7/22/77
Gregory

Student

ECC

X

7/22/77
Tolan

Student

ECC

X

7/22/77
Haring

Student

ECC

X

7/22/77
Velanzon

Student

ECC

X

7/25/77
Harkness*

Supervisor
AgingProj.

X

7/25/77
Spikes*

Supervisor
AgingProj.

X

7/25/77
6wkrs.

Sebring

AgingProj.

X
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7/26/77
Hood*

Admin.

Oper.Help

X

7/26/77
24wkrs.

PuntaGorda
AgingProj.

X

7/27/77
Cauklins*

Director

Congregate Meals

X

7/27/77
15wkrs.

Naples

AgingProj.

X

7/28/77
Camps*

Admin.

Oper.Help

X

7/28/77
13wkrs.

CapeCoral
Sr.Prog.

X

7/29/77
Elins

Student

ECC

X

7/29/77
Felice

Student

ECC

X

7/29/77
Green

Student

ECC

X

8/2/77

Bond*

Admin.

HRSDist.

X

8/2/77

Boland

Student

ECC

X

8/2/77

Booker

Student

ECC

X

8/3/77

Scates*

Supervisor
HRSSub. Dist.

X

8/3/77

Johnson*

Supervisor
HRSSub. Dist.

X
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8/3/77

Jaroch*

Supervisor
HRSSub. Dist.

X

8/3/77

Collins*

Supervisor
HRSSub. Dist.

X

8/3/77

8wkrs.

Naples

Congregate Meals

X

8/8/77

Hughes

Therapist

M.H.Clinic
X

8/9/77

Cooke*

Admin.

Co.Gov.

X

8/10/77
Brown

Student

ECC

X

8/11/77
Bolton

Student

ECC

X

8/17/77
Bays

Student

ECC

X

8/17/77
5wkrs.

Lakeland

AgingProj.

X

8/23/77
Pottorf*

Superint.

Co.Schools

X

8/23/77
Wilkins

Student

ECC

X

8/23/77
Barnes

Student

ECC

X

8/23/77
Blackwell

Student

ECC

X

9/8/77

Holmes

Student

ECC

X
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9/14/77
Campbell

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

9/14/77
Eady

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

9/14/77
Henry

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

9/14/77
Hutchins

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

9/14/77
Jones

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

9/16/77
Beilis

Worker

Juv.Det.

X

9/16/77
Danks

Student

ECC

X

9/16/77
Pearce

Student

ECC

X

9/16/77
Williams

Student

ECC

X

9/16/77
Zimmerman

Student

ECC

X

9/16/77
Thomas

Student

ECC

X

9/16/77
Turner

Student

ECC

X

9/21/77
Ratliff*

Instructor
Soc.Sci.x
x
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9/23/77
Barnes

Student

ECC

X

9/23/77
Barnard*

Admin.

HRSDist.

X

10/4/77
LaFountain

Student

ECC

X

10/4/77
Merton*

Admin.

LeeMental Health

X

10/4/77
Baker*

Supervisor
LeeMental Health

X

10/4/77
Cooper*

Admin.

LeeMental Health

X

10/5/77
Coane*

Consultant
USF-NIMH

X

10/5/77
Dial

Student

ECC

X

10/5/77
Leifer

Student

ECC

X

10/5/77
Hern

Student

ECC

X

10/5/77
Hughes

Student

ECC

X

10/5/77
Humphries

Student

ECC

X

10/6/77
Kinzman

Student

ECC

X

10/6/77
Escuda

Student

ECC

X
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10/6/77
Everest

Student

ECC

X

10/7/77
King

Cottage Parent

Sunlandx

10/7/77
Lewis

Cottage Parent

Sunlandx

10/7/77
Walker

Cottage Parent

Sunlandx

10/7/77
Gladding*

M.D.

Mig.Health

X

10/14/77
Mell

Student

ECC

X

10/14/77
Horsh*

Admin.Asst
.Comm.Cor.

X

10/18/77
Robinson

Student

ECC

X

10/18/77
Fiore

Student

ECC

X

10/18/77
Jackson

Student

ECC

X

10/19/77
Myers

Aide

LeeMentalx Health

10/20/77
Wagner

Student

ECC

X

10/20/77
Schaeffer

Student

ECC

X

10/20/77
Ashley

Student

ECC

X
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10/20/77
Battle

Student

ECC

X

10/21/77
Zuber

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

10/21/77
Black

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

10/21/77
Eady

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

10/21/77
Pavone

Student

ECC

X

10/21/77
Rameriz

Student

ECC

X

10/27/77
Smith

Student

ECC

X

10/28/77
Broughton

Respir.Aide
LeeMem. Hospital

X

11/2/77
Russo*

Admin.Asst.
ECC

X

11/4/77
Funaro

Worker

Juv.

Det

•

X

11/8/77
Bell

CETAWkr.

Soc.

Sci

.X

11/8/77
Birch

CETAWkr.

Soc.

Sci

.X

11/8/77
Bruner

CETAWkr.

Soc.

Sci

.X

11/8/77
Capitano

CETAWkr.

Soc.

Sci

.X
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11/8/77
Christos

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.x

11/9/77
0'Keefe

Aide

LeeMental Health

X

11/9/77
Bradley*

Admin.

LeeMental Health

X

11/11/77
Wert*

Supervisor
AgingProj.

X

11/11/77
Lewis*

Supervisor
AgingProj.

X

11/11/77
Berry*

Supervisor
CapeCoral Sr.Prog.

X

11/11/77
Reed

Student

ECC

X

11/16/77
Orlando

Aide

Mig.Health

X

11/16/77
Zabel

Worker

Women's HealthCtr.

X

11/17/77
Klinger

Student

ECC

X

11/17/77
Cobb*

Supervisor
FoodStamps

X

11/17/77
Sweeney

Worker

FoodStamps

X

11/17/77
Cooper

Worker

FoodStamps

X

11/17/77
Zimmer

Worker

FoodStamps

X
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11/18/77
Sirois

Student

ECC

X

11/18/77
Wadding

Student

ECC

X

11/18/77
Vanamburg

Student

ECC

X

11/18/77
Walker

Student

ECC

X

11/18/77
Newland

Student

ECC

X

11/18/77
Devel

Worker

Juv.

Det.

X

11/18/77
McLean

Worker

Juv.

Det.

X

11/18/77
Peterson

Student

ECC

X

11/18/77
Brown

Student

ECC

X

11/22/77
Castiglione

CETAWkr.

Soc.

Sci.

X

11/22/77
Doran

CETAWkr.

Soc.

Sci.

X

11/22/77
Doston

CETAWkr.

Soc.

Sci.

X

11/22/77
Saulters*

Director

Mig.

Edu.

X

11/22/77
Gordon*

Consultant
USG-

NIMH

X

11/23/77
Ware*

Admin.

SchoolBd.

X

Office
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11/23/77
Stephens*

Director

DunbarSch.

X

11/23/77
Thomas*

Admin.

SchoolBd. Office

X

11/23/77
Anderson*

Admin.

SchoolBd. Office

X

11/23/77
Durham*

Admin.

SchoolBd. Office

X

12/2/77
Guilford*

Director

CPDC

X

12/2/77
Tucker*

Pers'1.Dir.
LeeMental Health

X

12/2/77
Gordon*

Director

M.H.Inst.

X

12/7/77
Harvey

Student

ECC

X

12/7/77
George

Student

ECC

X

12/7/77
Murray

Student

ECC

X

12/8/77
Frahmann

OfficeRecep.
PrivatePrac.

X

12/9/77
Fellows

Aide

Child/Youth

X

12/9/77
Forrester

Worker

Child/Youth

X

12/9/77
Webb

Worker

Child/Youth

X
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12/16/77
Perry*

Instructor
Soc.Sci.x

12/16/77
Baker*

Teacher

HarlemHts.

X

12/16/77
Elsesser

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
Gadson

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
Goerner

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
Green

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
Hall

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
Johnson

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
Kiser

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
Mason

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
Matthews

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
McKinney

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
McMillan

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
Oldenburg

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
Rubio

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X

12/16/77
Rue

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

X
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12/19/77
Varnado*

Admin.

HRSSub. Dist.

X

12/19/77
G1idden*

Admin.

HRSSub. Dist.

X

12/19/77
Poe*

Admin.

HRSSub. Dist.

X

12/19/77
Martindale*

Admin.

HRSSub. Dist.

X

12/20/77
Corbett*

Supervisor
HRSSub. Dist.

X

12/20/77
Friedman*

Supervisor
Comm.Ctrl.

X

12/20/77
Parks*

Supervisor
Comm.Ctrl.

X
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1/19/78
Smith

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

1/10/78
Everst

Student

ECC

1/20/78
Lang

Aide

Hendry HealthDep.

1/17/78
Perry

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.x

1/31/78
Vargas

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

2/1/78

Barcus

CETAWkr.

Soc.Sci.

2/2/78

Roberts

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

2/2/78

Green

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

2/2/78

Sapp

Cottage Parent

Sunland

X

2/3/78

Roof*

Admin.

Registrarx

2/8/78

Foster

Nun

St.Leo's

2/9/78

Murray

Nun

St.Leo's

2/15/78
Gaziano

Student

ECC

x
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2/16/78
Johnson

Clerk

Soc.Sci.

X

2/16/78
Amitrano

Student

ECC

X

2/16/78
Olsen

Student

ECC

X

2/16/78
Starks

Student

ECC

X

2/16/78
Morgan

Student

ECC

X

2/16/78
Eckert

Student

ECC

X

2/16/78
Browning

Student

ECC

X

2/17/78
Jackson*

Supervisor
YouthServ.

X

2/17/78
Kowalski*

Soc.Wkr.

YouthServ.

X

2/17/78
Wisher*

Soc.Wkr.

YouthServ.

X

2/17/78
Scurry

Student

ECC

X

2/17/78
Matheny

Student

ECC

X

2/22/78
Criswell*

Supervisor
HRSSub.Dist.

X

2/22/78
Clay

Student

ECC

X

2/23/78
Foley

Student

ECC

X

2/23/78
Rappold

Student

ECC

X
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3/1/78

Goss

Student

ECC

X

3/1/78

Maxwell

Student

ECC

X

3/1/78

Rhodes

Policeman

SanibelPD

X

3/2/78

Kelly*

Admin.

LAMP

X

3/2/78

Russell*

Admin.

Spec.Edu.

X

3/2/78

Stone*

Director

Curriculum

X

3/3/78

Malchon*

Consultant
USF-NIMHx

3/3/78

Cahoon*

Prog.Dir.
HRSDist.X

3/3/78

Smith*

Supervisor
HRSSub. Dist.

X

3/3/78

Terry

Student

ECC

X

3/3/78

Geiger

Student

ECC

X

3/8/78

Taylor*

M.D.

Mig.Health

X

3/8/78

Fried*

Aide

Mig.Health

X

3/9/78

Meerpohl*

Director

CETANaples

X

3/9/78

Thomas*

Director

CETAFt.

X
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OpinionLeaderandAdopterLog TimePhaseThree

Date

OpinionLeader/ Adopter

Status

Agency

ECC

MH

MR

EDU

Network
AGEAGOVHEAGEN

3/9/78

Jacoby

Student

ECC

X

3/10/78
Clarks

Student

ECC

X

3/10/78
Kehl

Student

ECC

X

3/16/78
Cadena

Student

ECC

X

3/17/78
Redmond

Student

ECC

X

3/17/78
Young

Student

ECC

X

3/22/78
Duff

Student

ECC

X

3/22/78
Lindstron

Student

ECC

X

3/24/78
Weisenberger*
Therapist

Private

X

3/24/78
Musial

Student

ECC

X

3/24/78
Burke

Student

ECC

X

3/30/78
Keeter

Accounts

CETANaples

X

3/31/78
Oie

Soc.Wk.

HRSSub.

X

Aide

Dist.

4/4/78

Stuart

Student

ECC

X

4/4/78

Hart

Student

ECC

X
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OpinionLeaderandAdopterLog TimePhaseThree

Date

OpinionLeader/
Status

Agency

Network

Adopter

ECCMH

MREDUAGEA
GOV

HEAGEN

4/5/78

LeCount

Student

ECC

X

4/5/78

Moore

Student

ECC

X

4/5/78

Davis

Recreation
CapeCoral

X

4/5/78

Brooks

Recreation
CapeCoral

X

4/5/78

Barber

Recreation
CapeCoral

X

4/5/78

Syms

Worker

Spec.Fam. Servs.

X

4/5/78

Campbell

Aide

Juv.Det.

X

4/7/78

Allen

Aide

G.Piercex Wood

4/14/78
Pringle*

Supervisor
HRSSub. Dist.

X

4/14/78
Ramsey

Student

ECC

X

4/14/78
Sexton

Student

ECC

X

4/19/78
Summers

Student

ECC

X

4/19/78
Every

Student

ECC

X

4/19/78
Cilento

Student

ECC

X
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Date

OpinionLeader/ Adopter

Status

Agency

ECCMH

Network

MREDUAGEAGOV
HEAGEN

4/20/78
Wilcox

Student

ECC

X

4/20/78
Bundage

Student

ECC

X

4/21/78
Kline

Student

ECC

X

4/27/78
Thomas

Student

ECC

X

4/28/78
Baker*

Director

Researchx

5/16/78
Forrester*

Admin.

Child/Youth

X

5/16/78
Bixby*

Admin.

Child/Youth

X

5/16/78
Williams*

Admin.

Child/Youth

X

5/16/78
Doane

Rec.Aide

YMCA

X

5/16/78
Atkins

Rec.Aide

YMCA

X

5/16/78
Mercer

Student

ECC

X

5/16/78
0'Kier

Student

ECC

X

5/17/78
Franey

Aide

Voc.Tech.

X

School

5/18/78
Saul*

M.D.

Private

X

5/18/78
Diay

Student

ECC

X
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OpinionLeaderandAdopterLog TimePhaseThree

Date

OpinionLeader/
Status

Agency

Network

Adopter

ECCMHMR
EDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN

5/23/78
Burns

Paraprof.

Learning Asst.

X

6/6/78

Hamn

X

6/7/78

Gilmore*

Assoc.Prof.
USF

X

6/13/78
Hulley

Student

ECC

X

6/13/78
Choban

Student

ECC

X

6/13/78
Boney

Outreach

Dr.Ella Piper

X

6/16/78
Rucker*

Admin.

Collierx Men.Health

6/19/78
Campbell*

Director

Collier Ag.Proj.

X

6/19/78
Skolfield*

Soc.Wkr.

Collier Ag.Proj.

X

6/19/78
Cutshall*

Soc.Wkr.

Collier Ag.Proj.

X

6/19/78
Marion*

Soc.Wkr.

Collier Ag.'Proj.

X

6/20/78
Newson

Outreach

Dr.Ella Piper

X
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Date

OpinionLeader/ Adopter

Status

Agency

ECCMH

MREDU
Network

AGEAGOVHEAGEN

6/20/78
Ware

Outreach

Dr.Ella Piper

X

6/20/78
Silvestri

Student

ECC

X

6/20/78
Waddell

Student

ECC

X

6/20/78
Brodbeck

Student

ECC

X

6/21/78
Rice*

Soc.Wkr.

HRSSub. Dist.

X

6/22/78
Benner*

Bus.Mgr.

SchoolBd.

X

6/22/78
Martin*

Soc.Wkr.

SchoolBd.

X

6/22/78
Perrington

Student

ECC

X

6/22/78
Willis

Student

ECC

X

6/26/78
Wormley

Student

ECC

X

6/26/78
Wynn

Student

ECC

X

6/26/78
Webster

Student

ECC

X

6/26/78
Blackwell

Student

ECC

X

6/26/78
Whatley

Worker

Congregate

X

Meals
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Date

OpinionLeader/
Status

Agency

Network

Adopter

ECCMH

MREDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN

6/27/78
Guthoff

Student

ECC

X

6/27/78
Bell

Student

ECC

X

6/27/78
Odom

Student

ECC

X

6/27/78
Morrow

Counselor Aide

CapeCoral Sr.Prog.

X

6/27/78
Shaddock

Student

ECC

X

6/27/78
Gruetyenbach
Student

ECC

X

6/28/78
Newton*

Chairman

BasicSci.x

6/30/78
Hall

Student

ECC

X

6/30/78
Beehler

Student

ECC

X

7/6/78

McClinton*

Soc.Wkr.

LungAssoc.

X

7/6/78

Noon

Policeman

SanibelPD

X

7/6/78

Maxwell

Policeman

SanibelPD

X

7/6/78

Harris

Policeman

SanibelPD

X

7/7/78

Costello*

Research Assoc.

Soc.Sci./ CETA

X

7/7/78

Fischer

Student

ECC

X
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Date

OpinionLeader/ Adopter

Status

Agency

ECCMH

Network
MREDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN

7/7/78

Hires

Student

ECC

X

7/7/78

Ledbetter

Student

ECC

X

7/7/78

Korman

Student

ECC

X

7/7/78

Warriner

Student

ECC

X

7/7/78

Stephens

Student

ECC

X

7/7/78

Bellew

Student

ECC

X

7/7/78

Otis

Student

ECC

X

7/7/78

Brooks

Student

ECC

X

7/7/78

Turner

Student

ECC

X

7/12/78
Cox

Student

ECC

X

7/12/78
Lanen

Student

ECC

X

7/12/78
Snyder

Student

ECC

X

7/12/78
Andrews

Student

ECC

X

7/12/78
Fowler

Student

ECC

X

7/12/78
Monaco

Recreation
Parks/Rec.

X

7/19/78
McCreight*

Prog.Dir.
Sunland

X
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OpinionLeader/ Adopter

Status

Agency

ECCMH

MR

Network
EDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN

7/19/78
Davis

Aide

G.Pierce Wood

X

7/19/78
Brown

Student

ECC

X

7/19/78
Morgan

Student

ECC

X

7/21/78
Fitzpatrick

Student

ECC

X

7/21/78
Flannery

Student

ECC

X

7/21/78
Hornsby

Student

ECC

X

7/21/78
Persons

Student

ECC

X

7/21/78
Schaefer

Student

ECC

X

7/27/78
Rabb

Recreation
Parks/Rec.

X

7/27/78
Tolan

Recreation
Parks/Rec.

X

8/10/78
King

Worker

Juv.Det.

X

8/10/78
Kelly

Worker

Juv.Det.

X

8/10/78
Mays

Worker

Juv.Det.

X
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ChanqeAgentActivityLog TimePhaseOne

Date

Hours

Agency/ Office

ECCMH

MR

Network
EDUAGEA
GOV

HEA

GEN

9/1/76

4

Administration

X

9/6/76

6

SocialScience

X

9/7/76

4

MigrantHealthClinic

X

9/9/76

2

Administration

X

9/13/76

3

HRSSub-District

X

9/17/76

4

JuvenileDetention

X

9/20/76

6

HRSDistrict

X

9/21/76

5

HRSDistrict

X

9/22/76

2

Sunland

X

9/22/76

2

HRSDistrict

X

9/22/76

1

SocialScience

X

9/23/76

4

Sunland

X

9/24/76

2

SocialScience

X

9/27/76

6

JuvenileDetention

X

9/28/76

4

DistrictTrainingOffice

X

9/29/76

4

MigrantHealthClinic

X
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ChangeAqentActivityLog TimePhaseOne

DateHoursAgency/Network OfficeECCMHMREDUAGEAGOV
9/30/76

2

HRSDistrict

10/1/76

7

HRSDistrict

10/4/76

4

SocialScience

X

10/5/76

1

SocialScience

X

10/5/76

5

HRSDistrict

10/6/76

1

SocialScience

X

10/6/76

5

MigrantHealthClinic
10/7/76

5

LeeCountyGovernment
10/8/76

5

YouthServices
10/8/76

2

Sunland

10/11/76
4

SocialScience

X

10/11/76
3

MigrantHealthClinic
10/12/76
3

HRSPlanningOffice
10/18/76
4

CountyAdmin.Office
10/19/76
3

SocialScience

X

10/19/76
4

HRSDistrict

HEAGEN
x

x
X

X

X

X X
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ChanqeAqentActivityLoq TimePhaseOne

DateHoursAqency/Network OfficeECCMHMREDOAGEA
10/20/76
4

CurriculumCommittee
X

10/20/76
1

HRSDistrict

10/21/76
1

CurriculumCommittee
X

10/21/76
1

JuvenileDetention
10/26/76
6

HRSDistrict

10/28/76
7

HRSDistrict

11/1/76

6

HRSDistrict

11/2/76

6

LeeSchoolBoard
11/2/76

2

CETAYouthCouncil
11/3/76

3

MiqrantHealthClinic
11/3/76

2

HRSDistrict

11/3/76

1

Administration

X

11/4/76

4

LeeSchoolBoard
11/4/76

3

HRSDistrict

11/5/76

3

MiqrantHealthClinic
11/5/76

3

HRSDistrict

GOVHEAGEN
x

X

X X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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DateHoursAgency/Network OfficeECCMHMREDUAGEA
11/5/76

2

LeeMentalHealth
11/8/76

5

HRSDistrict

11/8/76

1

ContinuingEdu.Dept.
X

11/8/76

2

YouthServices
11/9/76

4

BeachElementary
11/9/76

6

Ft.MyersCityHall
11/10/76
3

MigrantEducationProg.
11/10/76
4

HRSDistrict

11/11/76
2

Sunland

11/11/76
6

ContinuingEdu.Dept.
X

11/12/76
4

LeeHealthDept.
11/12/76
4

HRSDistrict

11/15/76
2

YouthServices
11/16/76
2

ContinuingEdu.Dept.
X

11/17/76
4

Research

X

11/18/76
5

Sunland

GOVHEAGEN
x

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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ChanqeAqentActivityLoq TimePhaseOne

Date

Hours

Aqency/ Office

ECC

MH

MR

Network
EDUAGEA
GOV

HEA

GEN

11/19/76
6

SanibelCityHall

X

11/22/76
4

AppliedScience

X

11/23/76
2

ContinuingEdu.Dept.
X

11/24/76
6

LeeSchoolBoard

X

11/29/76
3

LeeCounty

X

11/30/76
2

LeeMentalHealth

X

12/1/76

4

AppliedScience

X

12/3/76

2

LeeMentalHealth

X

12/6/76

4

LeeHealthDept.

X

12/7/76

2

REAP

X

12/7/76

1

TeacherEduc.Center

X

12/8/76

3

SocialScience

X

12/13/76
4

LeeHealthDept.

X

12/16/76
4

HRSDistrict

X

12/17/76
4

HRSDistrict

X

12/20/76
2

ContinuingEdu.Dept.
X
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Hours

Agency/ Office

ECC

MH

Network
MREDUAGEAGOVHEA

GEN

12/20/76
4

MigrantHealthClinic

X

12/21/76
2

REAP

X

12/21/76
2

SocialScience

X

12/22/76
4

SocialScience

X

1/4/77

3

Counseling

X

1/5/77

1

MigrantHealthClinic

X

1/5/77

2

Counseling

X

1/6/77

6

HRSDistrict

X

1/7/77

6

HRSDistrict

X

1/12/77

2

SocialScience

X

1/17/77

7

HRSSub-District

X

1/18/77

4

AppliedScience

X

1/18/77

3

HRSSub-District

X

1/19/77

2

ClinicAdministration
X

1/19/77

1

JuvenileDetention

X

1/20/77

2

HRSDistrict

X
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DateHoursAgency/Network OfficeECCMHMREDUAGEA
1/21/77

3

HRSDistrict

1/25/77

5

HRSDistrict

2/1/77

6

DistrictAgingOffice

X

2/2/77

2

FoodStamps

X

2/2/77

3

Humanitiesx
2/3/77

4

DistrictAgingOffice

X

2/4/77

4

DistrictAgingOffice

X

2/7/77

5

CountyAdministration
2/8/77

4

FoodStamps

X

2/9/77

4

LeeHealthDept.
2/9/77

3

Parks/Recreation
2/10/77

4

SocialScience

X

2/10/77

1

MigrantHealthClinic
2/11/77

1

FoodStamps

X

2/11/77

7

HRSDistrict

2/14/77

3

HRSDistrict

GOVHEAGEN
x

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
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Hours

Agency/ Office

ECCMH

MR

Network
EDUAGEA
GOVHEAGEN

2/15/77

4

SocialScience

X

2/15/77

5

HRSSub-District

X

2/16/77

3

Sunland

X

2/16/77

1

DistrictAgingOffice

X

2/16/77

4

HRSSub-District

X

2/17/77

2

CapeCoralRecreation

X

2/18/77

2

Sunland

X

2/18/77

4

HRSDistrict

X

2/21/77

3

Counseling

X

2/22/77

4

Sunland

X

2/22/77

4

Meetingw/Fac./Couns.
X

2/23/77

3

Sunland

X

2/23/77

2

DistrictAgingOffice

X

2/24/77

1

SocialScience

z

2/24/77

7

HRSDistrict

X

2/25/77

5

LARC

X
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Date

Hours

Agency/ Office

ECCMH

MR

EDU

Network AGEA

GOVHEA
GEN

2/25/77

6

HRSSub-District

X

3/3/77

5

CountyGrantsOffice

X

3/4/77

3

SocialScience

X

3/4/77

5

HRSSub-District

X

3/8/77

4

LeeSchoolBoard

X

3/8/77

1

REAP

X

3/9/77

6

DistrictAgingOffice

X

3/9/77

1

LeeHealthDept.

X

3/10/77

3

Sunland

X

3/11/77

2

DivisionHumanService

X

3/11/77

3

SocialScience

X

3/11/77

3

MigrantEducation

X

3/16/77

3

MigrantEducation

X

3/17/77

5

YouthServices

X

3/18/77

3

HRSDistrict

X

3/22/77

5

Dr.EllaPiper

X
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Hours

Agency/ Office

ECC

MH

MR

Network
EDUAGEA
GOVHEAGEN

3/23/77

4

LeeMentalHealth

X

3/23/77

2

SocialScience

X

3/24/77

4

Sunland

X

3/29/77

3

CongregateMeals

X

4/1/77

5

HRSDistrict

X

4/5/77

4

Meetings

X

4/6/77

4

REAP

X

A/1/II

2

Sunland

X

A/1/II

3

REAP

X

A/8/11

1

CountyAdministration

X

A/8/11

4

CETA

X

4/11/77

2

CETA

X

4/12/77

3

DistrictAgingOffice

X

4/18/77

1

DistrictAgingOffice

X

4/19/77

2

REAP

X

4/19/77

2

Counseling

X
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ChanqeAqentActivityLoq TimePhaseOne

Date

Hours

Aqency/

Network

Office

ECCMH

MR

EDUAGEA
GOVHEAGEN

4/20/77

1

MiqrantHealthClinic

X

4/20/77

3

Follow-up

X
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ChangeAgentActivityLog TimePhaseTwo

DateHoursAgency/
Office

ECC

5/2/77

4

PlanningMeeting

X

5/3/77

4

PlanningMeetinq

X

5/3/77

3

Sunland

5/4/77

3

FoodStamps

5/4/77

2

LeeMemorialHospital
5/5/77

4

LeeSchoolBoard
5/5/77

3

CapeCoralGovernment
5/6/77

4

Ft.MyersGovernment
5/6/77

3

Meeting

X

5/9/77

4

DistrictAgingOffice
5/10/77

4

Meeting

X

5/10/77

2

DistrictAgingOffice
5/11/77

4

LARC

5/11/77

1

HRSSub-District
5/11/77

2

Meeting

X

5/12/77

1

HarlemHeightsElem.

Network
MREDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Aqency/ Office

ECC

MH

MR

Network
EDUAGEA
GOVHEAGEN

5/12/77

5

Sunland

X

5/12/77

1

CountyAdministration

X

5/13/77

5

Meetinq

X

5/16/77

4

HRSSub-District

X

5/17/77

8

HRSSub-District

X

5/18/77

2

Sunland

X

5/18/77

1

LeeSchoolBoard

X

5/18/77

3

HRSDistrict

X

5/19/77

4

ShellPointVillaqe

X

5/20/77

4

REAP

X

5/20/77

3

Meeting

X

5/24/77

3

TeacherEducationOffice

X

5/24/77

3

Meeting

X

5/25/77

6

Ft.MyersHighSchool

X

5/25/77

2

CongregateMeals

X

5/26/77

4

Ft.MyersHighSchool

X
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ChanqeAgentActivityLog TimePhaseTwo

Network
EDUAGEA

Agency/ OfficeECCMHMR
5/26/77

3

Sunland

5/27/77

4

Counseling

X

5/31/77

3

Counseling

X

5/31/77

3

Dr.EllaPiper
6/1/77

2

Counseling

X

6/2/77

2

FoodStamps

6/2/77

5

Counseling

X

6/7/77

4

Sunland

6/8/77

3

LARC

6/8/77

1

SanibelGovernment
6/9/77

2

DivisionHumanService
6/9/77

2

HRSDistrict

6/10/77

3

Counseling

X

6/13/77

1

LARC

6/14/77

7

Ft.MyersTraining
6/15/77

7

Ft.MyersTraining

GOVHEAGEN
x

x

X

X

X
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Agency/ Office

ECCMH

MR

Network
EDUAGEA
GOVHEAGEN

6/16/77

3

BeachElementary

X

6/16/77

1

SocialScience

X

6/16/77

1

SanibelGovernment

X

6/17/77

5

HRSDistrict

X

6/20/77

10

NaplesTraining

X

6/21/77

3

Sunland

X

6/21/77

2

MigrantHealthClinic

X

6/22/77

5

Counseling

X

6/22/77

1

NaplesTraining

X

6/22/77

3

SanibelElementary

X

6/23/77

9

LakelandTraining

X

6/24/77

4

HRSSub-District

X

6/24/77

4

BartowTraining

X

6/27/77

10

LakelandTraining

X

6/28/77

10

BartowTraining

X

6/29/77

10

SebringTraining

X
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ChanqeAqentActivityLoq TimePhaseTwo

Date

Hours

Aqency/ Office

6/30/77

4

SebrinqTraininq
7/1/77

4

HRSDistrict

7/1/77

4

REAP

7/5/77

5

LeeSchoolBoard
7/5/77

1

SocialSecurity
7/6/77

4

HRSDistrict

7/6/77

2

Parks/Recreation
7/7/77

8

TeacherEducationOffice
7/8/77

5

TeacherEducationOffice
7/8/77

1

HRSDistrict

7/11/77

3

DistrictAqinqOffice
7/12/77

5

Parks/Recreation
7/13/77

4

LeeMentalHealth
7/13/77

2

SocialSecurity
7/14/77

9

SarasotaTraininq
7/15/77

9

SarasotaTraininq

Network

ECCMHMRFPUAGEA
x

x

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

GOVHEAGEN
x

X

X

X

X

X
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Date

Hours

ChangeAgentActivityLog TimePhaseTwo

Network
EDUAGEA

Agency/ OfficeECCMHMR
7/19/77

4

Follow-up

X

7/20/77

3

SanibelPlanning
7/21/77

4

LeeCountyPlanning
7/25/77

8

SarasotaTraining

X

7/26/77

8

SarasotaTraining

X

7/27/77

8

Ft.MyersTraining

X

7/28/77

8

Ft.MyersTraining

X

8/2/77

1

MigrantHealthClinic
8/3/77

4

NaplesTraining

X

8/8/77

2

LeeMentalHealth

X

8/9/77

6

LAMP

X

8/10/77

5

LeeCountyGovernment
8/11/77

6

LAMP

X

8/12/77

5

HRSDistrict

8/15/77

5

LAMP

X

8/16/77

2

NutritionProgram

GOVHEAGEN x
x

X

X

X

X
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ChanqeAqentActivityLoq TimePhaseTwo

Date

Hours

Aqencv/ Office

8/17/77

2

DistrictAqinqOffice
8/23/77

3

SpecialEducation
8/24/77

4

Sunland

8/24/77

1

LeeCountyGovernment
8/31/77

1

Sunland

9/1/77

1

SpecialEducation
7/1/77

2

SocialSecurity
9/2/77

7

HRSSub-District
9/7/77

4

Counselinq

9/8/77

4

HRSRetardationOffice
9/8/77

2

Dr.EllaPiper
9/9/77

3

LeeMentalHealth
9/9/77

5

HRSDistrict

9/14/77

2

SocialScience
9/14/77

3

HRSRetardationOffice
9/16/77

3

SpecialEducation

Network

ECCMHMREDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN x

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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ChangeAgentActivityLoq TimePhaseTwo

Date

Hours

Agency/ Office

ECC

MH

MR

N

EDU

etwork AC?EA

GOVHEAGEN

9/16/77

2

FoodStamps

X

9/21/77

5

AdministrationOffice
X

9/22/77

4

DistrictAgingOffice

X

9/23/77

2

DistrictAgingOffice

X

9/23/77

2

HRSSub-District

X

10/3/77

4

SocialScience

X

10/4/77

6

REAP

X

10/6/77

6

CongregateMeals

X

10/6/77

1

WINTU

X

10/12/77
2

Dr.EllaPiper

X

10/14/77
4

HRSDistrict

X

10/18/77
6

Ft.MyersHighSchool

X

10/19/77
3

MigrantHealthClinic

X

10/19/77
2

WINTU

X

10/20/77
2

DunbarSchool

X

10/27/77
1

HRSDistrict

X
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ChangeAgentActivityLog TimePhaseTwo

DateHoursAgency/
OfficeECC

10/27/77
3

MigrantHealth
11/4/77

4

HRSDistrict

11/8/77

3

SocialScience
11/9/77

1

LeeHealthDept.
11/9/77

5

Follow-up

11/10/77
1

HRSDistrict

11/16/77
4

SocialScience
11/16/77
2

MigrantHealth
11/17/77
1

DivisionHumanService
11/18/77
3

HRSDistrict

11/24/77
2

REAP

12/1/77

1

FoodStamps

12/8/77

1

MigrantHealth
12/9/77

5

HRSDistrict

12/9/77

2

Ft.MyersGovernment
12/10/77
3

HRSSub-District

Network

MHMREDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN
x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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ChangeAqentActivityLog TimePhaseThree

Date

Hours

Agency/ Office

ECCMH

MR

Network
EDUAGEA
GOV

HEAGEN

1/4/78

3

LeeSchoolBoard

X

1/4/78

3

Counseling

X

1/5/78

4

HRSDistrict

X

1/6/78

1

Dr.EllaPiper

X

1/6/78

4

HRSDistrict

X

1/10/78

4

Ft.MyersHighSchool

X

1/11/78

7

RiverdaleHighSchool

X

1/12/78

4

CalousaElementary

X

1/13/78

3

Counseling

X

1/17/78

3

N.Ft.MyersHighSch.

X

1/18/78

1

LeeCountyGovernment

X

1/26/78

1

HRSSub-District

X

1/31/78

8

RiverdaleHighSchool

X

2/1/78

1

AlvaElementary

X

2/1/78

2

JuvenileDetention

X

2/3/78

4

Counseling

X
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Date

Hours

ChanqeAgentActivityLog TimePhaseThree

Network
EDUAGEA

Agency/ OfficeECCMHMR
2/7/78

7

DunbarSchool

X

2/8/78

2

SocialSecurity
2/9/78

7

DunbarSchool

X

2/10/78

5

HRSDistrict

2/15/78

1

MigrantHealthClinic
2/16/78

3

SeniorAides

X

2/16/78

1

S.W.FloridaPlanning
2/17/78

4

SeniorAides

X

2/17/78

1

Meetingx
2/21/78

8

Ft.MyersHighSchool

X

2/22/78

5

HRSSub-District
2/23/78

2

VillasElementary

X

2/24/78

1

CapeCoralSeniorCenter

X

2/24/78

3

REAP

x

2/24/78

1

Meetingx
3/1/78

4

LeeCountyPlanning

GOVHEAGEN
x

x

X

X

X

X
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ChangeAgentActivityLog TimePhaseThree

Date

Hours

Agency/ Office

ECCMH

MR

EDU

Network AGEA

GOV

HEA

GEN

3/2/78

4

LeeSchoolBoard

X

3/3/78

5

HRSDistrict

X

3/7/78

5

HRSDistrict

X

3/8/78

1

LeeHealthDept.

X

3/8/78

3

SanibelPlanning

X

3/9/78

4

HarlemHeightsElem.

X

3/10/78

3

SeniorAides

X

3/14/78

2

LAMP

X

3/16/78

1

CommunityHospital

X

3/17/78

3

DistrictAgingOffice

X

3/21/78

7

DunbarSchool

X

3/22/78

5

Parks/Recreation

X

3/23/78

5

Sunland

X

3/24/78

3

Follow-up

X

3/31/78

1

HRSSub-District

X

4/4/78

4

DunbarSchool

X
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ChanqeAgentActivity TimePhaseThree
Log

Date

Hours

Agency/

Network

OfficeECCMH
MR

EDUAGEA
GOV

HEA

GEN

4/5/78

1

CapeCoralRecreation

X

A/6/18

4

AlvaElementary

X

4/14/78

1

HRSSub-District

X

S/2/18

4

HRSSub-District

X

S/S/18

3

Dr.EllaPiper

X

S/8/18

3

Meetingx
S/9/18

4

HRSDistrict

X

5/10/78

4

Dr.EllaPiper

X

5/11/77

1

LeeMentalHealthx
5/16/78

2

CountyAdministration

X

5/18/78

1

MigrantHealthClinic

X

S/22/18

5

ProjectHelp

X

S/29/18

6

ProjectHelp

X

S/36/18

3

ProjectHelp

X

6/6/78

4

MigrantHealthClinic

X

6/7/78

4

Counselingx
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ChangeAgentActivityLog TimePhaseThree

DateHoursAgency/Network OfficeECCMHMREDUAGEAGOVHEAGEN
6/7/78

2

HRSDistrict

6/8/78

6

DunbarSchool

X

6/9/78

2

DunbarSchool

X

6/14/78

2

Meeting

X

6/19/78

5

NaplesTraining

X

6/26/78

4

NaplesTraining

X

6/27/78

2

DistrictAgingOffice

X

6/28/78

6

Counseling

X

7/5/78

1

MigrantHealthClinic
7/6/78

2

HRSDistrict

7/7/78

8

Ft.MyersTraining

X

7/14/78

2

Ft.MversTraining

X

7/21/78

8

SarasotaTraining

X

7/28/78

2

SarasotaTraining

X
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